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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, The Che~apeake and Potomac Telephone Company of 
Virginia (hereinafter "C&P"), moves the Court for judgment against 
defendants Sisson and Ryan, Inc., and Federal Insurance Company 
on the grounds and in the amount as hereinafter set forth: 
COUNT I 
(1) The plaintiff, C&P, is a Virginia corporation which has 
its principal place of business in the City of Richmond, Virginia. 
(2) Defendant, Sisson and Ryan, Inc., is a Virginia corpora-
, 
tion which has its principal place of business in the Town of 
Shawsville, Montgomery County, Virginia. 
(3) Defendant Federal Insurance Company (hereinafter "Federal") 
is a New Jersey corporation duly qualified, certified and licensed 
to transact business in Virginia, with its principal place of 
business being outside the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
(4) C&P is the owner of certain real property and buildings 
near the City of Radford in Montgomery County, Virginia (herein-
after referred to as "Radford Plant Work Center"), which it 
utilizes in the conduct of its operation as a telephone utility 
in Virginia. 
(5) On or about September 14, 1978, C&P entered into a 
written contract (hereinafter "Contract") with defendant Sisson 
and Ryan, Inc., whereby Sisson & Ryan, Inc., agreed to furnish 
all the materials and to perform all the work necessary to 
excavate and pregrade the building· site for the Radford Plant 
Work Center. 
(6) One of the structures C&P was to have constructed at its 
Radford Plant Work Center was the Group Tools and Materials 
1 
Return Building (hereinafter "Building") to be utilized for 
storage of equipment and materials. 
(7) On or about September 24, 1979, after a substantial 
portion of the Building had been completed, the Building settled 
and collapsed, resulting in the total loss of the Buil~ing. 
(8) As a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid collapse, 
C&P sustained considerable interruption and delay of its operations 
and substantial damage to its property. 
(9) By virtue of the Contract and other documents incorporated 
by reference into and made a part of that Contract, the defendant 
Sisson and Ryan, Inc., expressly made covenants and promises and 
assumed obligations, including but not limited to the followin~: 
(a) To protect C&P's property from injury or loss 
arising in connection with the Contract; 
(b) To give efficient supervi$ion to the work; 
(c) To be responsible for the construction techni~ues 
utilized; 
(d) To be responsible for the acts and omissions of its 
employees; 
(e) To use select materials for fill, with a maximum of 
only 30% of said fill material to be made up of rock fill, with 
no rock exceeding one foot in maximum dimension and with all such 
fill material being evenly distributed in the total fill; 
(f) To remove from the site top soil not needed for 
seeded areas and to remove all fill containing debris, cinders, 
roots, sod, wood and organic material; and 
(g) To place all fill in layers no.t over eight (8) 
inches thick, to compact each layer and to remove from the site 
all excavated material not necessary for filling; 
2 
'I 
but the defendant Sisson and Ryan, Inc., breached the covenants, 
promises and obligations it made and assumed under the Contract. 
(10) The aforesaid collapse and loss of the Building and the 
. . 
resulting damages sustained by C&P were the direct and proximate 
result of the breach by defendant Sisson and.Ryan, Inc., of its 
aforesaid·covenants, promises and obligations which it made or 
assumed under the Contract, and also the direct and proximate 
result of the improper and wrongful acts or omissions of persons 
employed by it, for whose acts and omissions it covenanted, pro-
mised and obligated itself to be responsible pursuant to the 
Contract. 
(11) As security for the proper performance of the Contract by 
defendant Sisson and Ryan, Inc., according to the covenants, 
promises and obligations contained therein, defendants Sisson and 
Ryan~ Inc., and Federal on September 13, 1978, duly executed and 
delivered to C&P their Performance Bond (hereinafter "Bond"), 
whereby Federal,_as surety, promised that Sisson and Ryan, Inc., as 
principal, would well and truly perform all of the covenants, 
promises and obligations of the Contract required to be performed 
on its part~ according to the terms of the Contract, and that upon 
its failure to do so in any manner whatever, Federal would pay C&P 
any and all damages that might occur as a result of such failure. 
A copy of the Bond is attached hereto, marked Exhibit "A," and made 
a part hereof. 
(12) Subsequent to the execution of the Bond, C&P duly per-
formed all the obligations required on its part under the Contract, 
but defendant Sisson aad Ryan, Inc., as aforesaid, failed to 
perform its obligations under the Contract, and such failure 
obligates defendant Federal to pay c&P any and all damages sus-
tained as a result thereof. 
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WHEREFORE, C&P moves the Court for judgm~nt against defendants 
Sisson and Ryan, Inc., and Federal, jointly and severally, in the 
amount of $250,000.00, plus interest from September 24, 1979, 
attorney's fees and the costs of this proceeding. 
comrr II 
As and for a second and separate cause of action C&P alleges: 
(13) C&P repeats, real leges ··and r.epleads, as though set forth 
at length herein, each of the allegations.contained in paragraphs 
(1) through (8) of Count I above. 
(14) In undertaking to perform the excavation and pregrading 
work as set forth in the Contract, Sisson and Ryan, Inc., acting 
t~rough its agents, servants and employees, made certain express 
and implied warranties that said excavation and pregrading work 
would be and/or was done in a workmanlike manner, of good quality, 
free from fault and defects and in conformance with the Contract, 
but in fact said excavation and pregrading work did not conform to 
the aforesaid warranties. 
(15) The aforesaid collapse and loss of the Building and the 
resulting damages sustained by C&P were the direct and proximate 
result of the breach by defendant Sisson and Ryan, Inc., of the 
aforesaid express and implied warranties. 
WHEREFORE, C&P moves the Court for judgment against defendant 
Sisson and Ryan, Inc., in the amount of $250,000.00, plus interest 
from September 24, 1979, attorney's fees and the costs of this 
proceeding. 
COUNT III 
As and for a third and separate cause of action, C&P alleges: 
(16) C&P repeats, reall~ges and repleads, as though set forth 
at length herein, each of the allegations contained in paragraphs 
(1) through (8) of Count I above. 
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(17) The defendant Sisson and Ryan, Inc. was negligent in the 
performance of the excavation and pregrading of the building site; 
in the supe~ision or failure to supervise the excavation and 
pregrading o-f the building site; in the inspection or failure to 
inspect the work performed by its employees; and in the failure to 
' 
warn, inform, instruct or apprise C&P of the defective condition of 
its work even though said defective condition was known, or should 
have been known, to defendant Sisson and Ryan, Inc. 
(18) The aforesaid collapse and loss of the Building and the 
resulti~g damages sustained by C&P were the direct and proximate 
-, 
result of the aforesaid negligent acts of defendant Sisson and 
Ryan, Inc. 
WHEREFORE C&P moves the Court for judgment against defendant 
Sisson and Ryan_, ~c. I in the. ~ount of $250,000.00, plus. interest 
from September 24, 1979, attorney's fees and the costs of this 
proceeding. 
Ronald M. Ayers 
Respectfully, 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE 
COMPANY'OF YIRGINIA 
Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton 
105 Franklin Road, S.W. 
P. 0. Box 720 
.Roanoke, VA 24004 
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Performance Bond 
. · 
· SISSON & RYAN, INC. • . . 
· . 
KNOW All MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: that 
CHere in~tri lull ~me. and •~rlreu M leiaJ trd• of Contt~dot) . . . . 
P. 0. Box 128, Shawsville, Virginia 21462 ... 
·. 
as Principal, h!':eina(ter called C~ntractor, and, . FEDER..-\L ;tNSURANCE COMPAN! · 
lHete 1Meit fvU ~ame and address M le&l11ide of Sur~t)t 
100 William Street, New York, N. Y. 10038 
as Surety, here:nafter called Surety, are held and ·firmly bound unto THE CHESAPEAKE AND PO!O}L~C 
IHttr~ inMtl lull mcne and acfd•fts or~ till~ of ~n~rt 
• TELEPBONE CO:·!PAh"Y OF VIRGINIA, P. 0. Box 27241, Richmond, Virginia 23261. · 
as Obligee, he:einafter called Owner, in the amount of 
Forty-Six a~d 49/100 
Ninety-Nine Thousand, Three l:undred· 
Dollars ($99 ,346 .• 49 
(or the payment \...-hereof Contractor and Surety bind themselves, their heirs, executors; administrators,· 
successors and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. · · 
WHEREAS, ..• ·. 
Contractor has c;· \vrilten agreement dated September 13, 19 7S , entered into a contract \Vitb 0\vncr for ~ 
CHcre !nsrr: f::tl nJn:e a::!·~• and c!HC:i:.tion of ,:.roiecO • .. 
Pregrading of site for Radford Plant work Center, C & P Telephone Company of Virginia 
in accordance -.:.-ith Dra\\·ings and Specifications prepared by Smithey & Boynton . 
Roanoke, Virginia IHere ittJnt full n~m~ ~n_d ~cfdrn• or r.,~r lia:. or Ardllaece 
• which contract is by reference made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referr~ to as the Contract. 
•· 
A:A OOClt~U!'fT Al11 • PlRf0~'\1.-\SCE BOSD AND lo\SOR A~D Mo\T!!UAt PAY~\fNT BO~D • AlA 8 
fESRl"o\?.Y 19:'\\ ED. • aHE A~.\ERIC:~' ISSTITUTE Of ARCHITECTS. 1;')3 S..\·. A\'L. N.\Y .. \\.ASHISCTON. D. C. "20006 6. . --
.1 
.· .. . . 
~· .· '.,•. '• <e Pl:RFORMANCE BONrj 
.~ 
• 
NOW. THEREFOR£. THE CONDITION OF THIS OBUCATION is such that .. if Con'tractor shall promptly and faithfully perform 
said Conltact. then this obligation sh.all be nuJI and voic!; othenvise it shall remain in full force and effect. . . 
:
1 
.) The Surety hereby waives notice of any alteration or 
extension of time madt- by the Owner. • . 
defaults under the contract or contracts or completion 
arranged under this paragraph) sufficient funds to pay th~ 
cost of completion less the balance of the contrt~ct price; 
but not exceeding, including other costs and dt~mages 
lor which the Surety may be liable hereunder# the amount 
set forth in the first paragraph hereof. The term "'balance 
of the contract price,.•• as used in this paragraph. $hall 
mean the total amount payable by Owner to Contractor 
\Vhen~·er Contractor shall be,. and declared by Owner 
· to be in default under the ·contract,. the Owner having 
performed Owner's obligations thereunder, the Surety 
may promptly remedy the default, or shall promptly 
1) Complete the Contract in accordance with its terms· 
and conditions,. or 
2) Obtain ·a bid or bids for completing the Contract in 
accordance with ats terms and condUions, and upon: de-
termination by Surety of the lowest responsible bidd~r, 
or, if the Owner elects.-· upon determination by the 
Owner and ahe Surety jointly of the Jowest responsible 
bidder, arrange ror a contract betweef! such bidder and 
Owner. and make available as Work progresses (even 
though there should be a default or a succession of 
•• under the Contract and any ·amendments thereto# less 
•• the amount properly paid by 0\vner to Contractor. . 
· Any suit under this bond must be instituted before 
the expiration of two (2) years from the date on .. which 
-~nal payment under the Contract falls due. 
No right of action shall accrue on rhis bond to·:or for 
the use of any person or corporation other 1han the 
Owner named herein or the heirs, executors, adminis-
trators or successors of the Owner. 
Signed and seated this 13th day of Septemb.er · 19 78 
SISSON & RYAN, INC. 
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.ce . Cert•f•ed Cooy ol POWER OF ATTORNEY · .. . .. . . . 
Know all Men by these Presents, That the FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY. 100 William Street. Ne~· 
•. 
... 
Yo~ New York. a New Jersey Corporation. has constituted and aoPOinted, and does hereby constitute and appaint 
., . · .· . . Thomas D. Rutherroord . . . 
•. ~ · · · Stella Munger ·: · 
James M. Egan 
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. • .. ··=·::.::.· . -.:·. ~~- ..... ·:: :: . ..,;•. . . . 
each its true and lawful Attorney-in-Fact to execute under such designation" in its name and to affix its corporate seal to and 
deliver for and on its ~ehalf as surety thereon or otherwise. bonds of any of the following classes. to-wit 
1. Bonds and Undertakings (other- than Fiduciary Bonds) filed in any suit. maner or proceeding in any Court. or filed with -
any SheriH or Magistrate. for the doing or not doing of anything specified in such Bond or Undertaking. in which the 
penalty of the bond or undertaking does not exceed the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100.000.00). 
. . ·- . -
2. Surety Bonds to the United States of America or any agency thereof. including those required or permitted under the 
laws or regulations relating to Customs or Internal Revenue: License and Permit Bonds or other indemnity bonds under 
the taws. ordinances or regulations of any State. City. Town. Village. Board or other body or organization. public or · 
pnvate. bonds 10 Transpartalion Companies. Lost Instrument bonds. Lease bonds. Workmen·s Compensation· bonds. 
M•scellaneous Surety bonds and bonds on behalf of Notaries PubliC. SheriHs. Deputy Sheriffs and similar public 
officials. . · · • · · · . . · • 
3. Bonds on behalf of contractors in connection wi~h bids. propa~l~ or contracts. · · 
. . . · · .. 
In Witness Whereof, the said FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY has. pursuant to its By-Laws. caused these 
presents to be signed by its Assistant Vice-President and Assistant Secretary and its corporate seal to be hereto affixed this 
1st day of January 19 76. 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY 
County or Essex 
ss: 
" . FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
By 
George McClellan : 
A$sistant Vice-President 
Richard 0. O'Connor 
Assistant Secretary 
On this 1st day of January 19 7 6 . before me personally came Richard D. o·c~nnor. to me known and by me known to 
be Assistant Secretary of the FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY. the Corporation described in and which executed the 
foregoing Power of Anomey and the said Richard D. O'Connor being by me duly sworn. did depose and say that he is A:t-
sis:ant Secretary of the FEDERAL: INSURANCE COMPANY and knows the c;orporate seal ~hereof: that the seal a~ixed to 
the foregoing Power of Attorney as such corporate seal and was thereto aff1xed by authority of the By-Laws of saad Com-
pany and that he signed said Power of Attorney as Assistant SP.Cretary of said Company by like authority, that he is acQuainted 
with George McClellan and knows him to be Assistant Vic&President of said Company. and that the signature of said George 
McClellan subscribed to said Power of Attorney is in the genuine handwriting of said George McClellan and was thereto 
subscribed by authority of said By-Laws and in deponent's presence. 
Acknowledged and Sworn to be lore me 
on the date above written. • 
~4 ~4------
. . Nota:' Public (:Y 
· PATRJCI,( R'IAH ·. 
B NOTARY PUBUC OF NE\Y JERSE\' 78 







. . . . ·. .... - . . .. : :. : .• .~::.-·r·-..... ·~ . . . : : . -
. . 
CITY OF SHORT .H~t~·}·· 
County of Essex • . . · 
SL .• 
... 
1. the undersigned. Assistant Secretary of the FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY. do hereby certify that the following.is • 
a true excerot from the By-Laws of the said Company as adopted. by its Board of Directors on March 11. 1953 and amended 
May 27. 1971 and that this By-Law is in full force and effect. . . . . • .. .. . ... 
... .. 
-. . ~ .. -
• lit• • •• • a 
: .·• . "ARTICLE XVIII.·. · • _ 
Section 2. All bonds. undertakings. contracts and other instruments other than as above for and on 
behalf of the Company which it is authorized by law or its charter to execute. may and shall be executed 
in the name and on behalf of the Company either by the Chairman or the ViceeChairman or the President 
or a Vice-President. joinHy with the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, under their respective designa-
tions. except that any one or more officers or attorneys-in-fact designated in any resolution of the Board 
of Directors or the Executive Committee. or in ·any power of attorney executed as provided for in Section 
3 below, may execute any such bond, undertaking or other obligation as provided in such resolution or 
power of an~rney. . 
Section 3. Afl powers of attorney for and on behalf of the Company may and shall be executed in the 
name and on behalf of the Company, either by the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman or the President or a 
Vice-President or an Assistant Vice-President. jointly with-the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary. under 
their respective designations.· 
. 
And 1 further certify that I have compared the foregoing copy of the POWER OF ATTORNEY with the original thereof and 
the same is a correct and true copy of the whole of said original Power of Attorney and that said Power of Attorney has not been 
revoked. • 
And 1 further certify that said FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY is duly licensed to transact fidelity and surety business 
in each of the States of the United States of America, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and each of the Provinces of Canada 
with the e"ceotion of Prince Edward Island: and is also duly licensed to become sole surety on bonds, undertakings. etc •• 
perm1tted or reQuired by law. · 
13th 
Given under my hand and the seal of said Company at Short Hills. N.J~. this ______________ day of · 
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ANSliER AND GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
OF SISSON AND RYAN,.INC., 
AND FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
I! . 
!I . Come now the defendants, Sisson and Ryan, Inc. li 0 
11 (hereinafter "S&R"), and Federal Insurance Company (herein-
11 after "Federal") and answer and set forth their grounds of 
jl defense to the Motion for Judgment herein filed by The 
'1'! Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia 
I . . 
ll (hereinafter "C&P") , as follows: 
!i ,· 

























in the allegations of the MOtion for Judgment, answer the 










(8) Admitted. . 
I~ I 
·f! (9) Admitted, except that it is denied that S&R -1 
I! breached any of the enumerated or other covenants, promises I.~ 
and obligations it made or. assumed under the Contract. 
I (10) Denied. 
. I 
; (11) Denied, except that it is admitted that 
Federal executed and delivered the exhibited bond, which 
speaks for itself. 
I! 






The defendants adopt their answers to paragraphs 
I~ 

















































contained in paragraphs (14)· and (15). 
COUNT III 
The defendants adopt their answers to paragraphs 
(1) through (8) of Count I above and deny the allegations 
contained in paragraphs {17) and {18). 
WHEREFORE, the defendants deny that they are 
liable to plaintiff under any of the foregoing Counts for 
any pmount and pray that the Motion for Judgment be 
dismissed. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
The defendants will rely upon the following 
grounds of defense: 
. DISCHARGE 
~&R duly and punctually performed the work contem-
plated by the Contract and C&P, upon written certification 
of Smithey & Boynton, supervising architects and engineers 
(hereinafter "Architects"), that the work had been completed 
in conformity with the Contract, as construed by the 
Architects, accepted and paid S&R the full contract price 
for the work in discharge.of the Contract. 
liAIVER 
To the extent that S&R did not conform the work 
. to the requirements of the Contract, as now contended, C&P 







estopped to now demand conforming performance. In support 
of this defense, S&R will show that: (1) C&P and the 





















I! patent and obvious; (2) the Architects expressly permitted 
I 
I 
1 the deviation and (3) S&R relied upon acquiescence by C&P 
I 
I 
1 and the permission of the Architects and changed its 
I position. 
DISCLAil4ER OF CONSEQUENTIAL DM4AGES 
To the extent that S&R may be found to have failed 
to conform to the requirements· of the Contract, as properly 
construed, such failure did not directly result in the 
damages to the Building, of which C&P complains but, rather, I 
11 from special circumstances of which S&R had no knowledge or 1 


















during its performance. 
.. 
CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE 
C&P warranted the sufficiency and accuracy of the 
plans and specifications made a part of the Contract and 
assumed the duty under the Co~tract ·to promptly advise and 
inform S&~ of any changes in the plans affecting the scop~ 
or prosecution of the work by S&R. In breach of its 
warranty and duty to infor.m and instruct S&R of changes and 
modifications in the plans and specifications, C&P negli-
gently located and assumed the risk of locating the Building 
in an area of the project site designated on the contract 
plans as a paved parking area, with knowledge that the area 
was underlain with materials not conforming to the specifi-
cat~ons relating to areas to receive structures and without 
verifying the sufficiency of the fill to bear the weight of 
the Building. The negligence of and breach of warranty by 
C&P'caused or contributed to cause the damages of which C&P 
complains. 
12 
1: RELEASE AND DISCHARGE OF SURETY 
ti 
.I ,. 
Ill, Federal will rely upon the following defenses: 
In addition to the foregoing grounds of defense, 





contemplated by the Contract without the knowledge or 
consent of Federal and released Federal from its obligation 
under the Bond; 
(b) Federal assumed. no obligation under· the Bond 
or the Contract in respect of the Building or other work 
not shown on the documents made a part of the Contract to be · 
performed by S&R; 
."(c) C&P failed to meet the conditions precedent 
I 
to recovery against Federal under the Bond. by proceeding 
:with remedial work without according Federal an opportunity 
I 
1 to investigate or to elect one of the enumerated remedies 
I 
I of the surety under the Bond; and 
li 
II (d) Federal assumed no obligation under the Bond 
I 
I for the damages claimed by C&P, or for consequential 
I ! damages, or for actual costs of c9mpletion in excess of the 
! ! amount of the Bond ($99,346.49), or for attorney fees or 
i . 
1 for interest prior to receipt of notice of claim. 
WHEREFORE, the defendants deny that they are 
I liable to plaintiff for any amount and pray that the Motion 
; for Judgment be dismissed. 
II 
I 
~~·Wilbur L. Hazlegrove, Esq. 
HAZLEGROVE, DICKINSON & REA 
IP.O. Box 1218 
SISSON AND RYAN,. INC., AND 
FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
.By k~ <~4~ tlb/ 0 Couns 
II Roanoke, VA 24006 1.a 
lj Counsel for Sisson and Ryan, Inc., \and Federal Insurance Company 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
li I 
'l I hereby certify that I have mailed a true copy of: 
1 the foregoing Answer and Grounds of Defense of Sisson and 1 
:Ryan, Inc., and Federal Insurance Company to Ronald M. Ayers, 
I Esq., Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton, P.o. Box 720, 
1 Roanoke, Virginia 24004, counsel for The Chesapeake and 
1 P~tomac Telephone Company of Virginia, this ~ day of 





THIS DAY came the parties to this action, by counsel, on 
plaintiff's motion for leave to amend its motion for judgment. 
Having considered plaintiff's motion, heard the argument of 
counsel and concluded that the ends of justice would be promoted 
by allowing the reques·ted amendment, the Court concludes that the 
motion should be granted. Accordingly, pursuant to Rule 1:8 of the 
Supreme Court of Virginia, the Court does hereby ADJUDGE and 
ORDER that {a) the last paragraph (unnumbered) of Count I of 
plaintiff's motion for judgment shall be, and it hereby is, 
amended to read as follows: 
lmEREFORE, C&P moves the Court for judgment 
against defendants Sisson and Ryan, Inc., and 
Federal, jointly and severally, in the amount of 
$350,000.00, plus interest from September 24, 
1979, attorney's fees, and the costs of this 
proceeding. 
and that (b) the last paragraph (unnumbered of Count II and 
Count III of plaintiff's motion for judgment shall be, and it 
hereby is, amended to read as follows: 
WHEREFORE, C&P moves the Court for judgment 
against defendant Sisson and Ryari, Inc., in the 
amount of $350,000.00, plus interest from 
September 24, 1979, attorney's fees, and the costs 
of this proceeding. 
Defendants shall not be required to file any· pleading in 
response to plaintiff's amended motion for judgment, but if they 
elect to file such responsive pleading, it must be filed on or 
before April 15, 1982. 
And the Clerk of this Court is directed to furnish forthwith 
a certified copy of this order to counsel of record for each 
party to this action. 
Enter this 9 Z1- day of d2/}Y , 1983. 




~-.l_O_H~N_B_. _rv1_YE·~·R_s_, ..... JR_._, Clerk 






IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC 
TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, 
Plaintiff 
v. 












MOTION IN LIMINE 
Plaintiff, The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone .Company of 
Virginia ("C&P"), comes, by counsel, and moves the Court to 
order, prior to the commencement of the trial of this case, that 
any evidence offered by defendants relating to alleged verbal 
permission by or acquiescence of the architects or soils con-
sultants, who were engaged by C&P.to perform services on the 




A THORNTON l. IOKE.YA. 
("S&R") to deviate from the express terms of the written contract 
documents, is inadmissible. This evidence is pertinent only to 
the waiver or permission defense raised by defendants, and that 
defense, even under defendants' evidence, is without merit as a 
matter of law. 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
This lawsuit arises out of a claim made by C&P against S&R 
and Federal Insurance Company, its surety under a performance 
bond, for damages allegedly resulting from excavating work 
performed by S&R during the construction of a work center for C&P 
located in Montgomery County (the "Project 11 ). It is C&P's con-










alternatively, performed the work in a negligent manner. De-
fendants deny that they are liable to plalntiff for any sum. As 
grounds for one of their defenses, defendants allege that the 
architects and the soils consultants hired by C&P for the Project 
permitted or acquiesced in a deviation from contract specifica-
tions which led to the damage in question. The specifications in 
question provide: 
Part 2: PRODUCTS 
2-01 DEFINITIONS 
a. Materials shall generally conform to the follow-
ing categorizations unless otherwise noted or specified. 
1. Select material shall be excavated material 
consisting of a well graded mixture of soil and rock. 
Rock fragments shall not exceed 6" in any dimension. 
2. Rock fill shall consist of materials such 
as blocks, cobbles, boulders and rock fragments reasonably 
well graded not exceeding 1'-0" in maximum dimension. 
3. Oversized rock fill shall consist of boulders 
or blocks.of rock exceeding 1'-0" in maximum dimension. 
2-02 FILL MATERIALS 
a. ~ill materials for use on the site except as 
otherwise specified shall be select material free .from 
debris, cinders, combustibles, frost, ice, roots, sod, 
wood, celluose and organic material. 
1. Up to 30% of fill material, may be rock fill, 
if evenly distributed in the total fill. 
b. All other excavated materials shall be removed 
from the site. 
c. Contractor shall supply acceptable fill if 
additional is required. 
S&R admits that "oversized rock fill" was placed by it in the area 
hich failed, that the "oversized rock fill" was substantially 
larger than that permitted by the specifications as "rock fill," 










For purposes of this motion only, plaintiff concedes that 
the architects or soils consultants permitted or acquiesced in 
S&R's deviation from the foregoing specifications. 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
A resolution of this motion is governed by the provisions of 
the written contract documents executed by plaintiff and de-
fendant S&R, and by C&P and the architects. The pertinent 
portions of those documents are paraphrased or, as may be appro-
priate, quoted below. 
The contract between C&P and the architects, Smithey & 
Boynton, Inc., was the standard Anerican Institute of Architects 
("AIA") Document Bl41-1977 and contains the following relevant 
terns: 
1.5.3. The architect has authority to act on behalf of C&P 
110nly to the extent provided in the.Contract Documents unless 
otherwise modified by written instrument in accordance with 
Subparagraph 1.5.16." 
1.5.5. The architect is not responsible for the contractor's 
failure to carry out the work in accordance with the contract 
documents. 
1.5.14. The architect is required to prepare any change 
order for C&P's approval and execution in accordance with the 
contract documents. 
1.5.16. The extent of the architect's duties, responsi-
bi1ities and lim·itations of authority as .C&P 's representative 
during construction "shall not be modified or extended without 
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13.1 The contract represents "the entire and integrated 
agreement between the Owner and the Archi~ect and ••• may be 
amended only by written instrument signed by both Owner and 
Architect." 
The general conditions of the contract for construction of 
the Project, set forth in AIA Document A201-1976, along with 
supplementary general conditions, were made a part of the contract 
between C&P and S&R, and these documents contain numerous pertinent 
provisions. 
1.1.1. The contract documents consist of the owner-contractor 
agreement, the general and supplementary conditions of the 
contract, the drawings, the specifications, and all addenda 
issued prior to and modifications issue~ after execution of the 
contract. Modifications consist of any written amendment to the 
!contract signed by both parties, a change order, a written 
I 
I 
!interpretation-issued by the architect pursuant to subparagraph 
.12.2.8., and a written order for a minor change in the work issued 
by the architect pursuant to paragraph 12.4. 
l.l.2o The contract represents "the entire and integrated 
agreement between the parties hereto and ••• may be amended or 
modified only by a Mod~fication as defined in Subparagraph 1.1.1." 
2.2.2. The architect has authority to act on behalf of the 
owner "only to the extent provided in the Contract Documents, 
unless otherwise modified by written instrument in accordance 
with Subparagraph 2.2.18." 
2.2.4. The architect is not responsible for the contractor's 
'failure to carry out the work in accordance with the contract 
-4- 20 
( ( 
documents, and the architect is not responsible for acts or 





(__ . NOKE. VA. 
2.2.18. The duties, responsibilities and limitations of 
authority of the architect as the owner's representative during 
construction, as set forth in the contract documents, "will not 
be modified or extended without written consent of the Owner, the 
Contractor and the Architect." 
3.4.1. If the contractor defau]i or fails to carry out the 
work in accordance with the contract documents, the owner may 
after appropriate notice "make good" any deficiencies in the work 
upon the execution of a proper change order. 
4.2.1. The contractor shall perform no portion of the work 
at any time w~thout~ntract documents. 
4.3.3. The contractor "shall not be relieved from his obli-
gation to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract 
Documents" either by activities of the architect in his admini-
stration of the contract or by inspections, tests or approvals 
performed by persons other than the contractor under paragraph 
7.7. 
4.5.1. The contractor warrants to the owner that all work 
will be in conformance with the Contract Documents, and all work 
not conforming to the contract, including substitutions not 
properly approved and authorized, may be considered defective. 
4.12.6. The contractor "shall not be relieved of responsi-
bility for any deviation from the requirements of the Contract 
Documents" by the architect's approval of shop drawings, product 1 
i data or samples under Subparagraph 2.2.14. unless the contractor 1 
I 






and the architect has given written approval to the specific 
deviation. 
12.1.1 A change order iS/~ wr~tteniora4r to tne contract~ 
signed by the owner and the architect, issued after execution of 
the contract, authorizing a change in the work. Mere delivery of 
supplemental or revised drawings does not satisfy the requirement 
for a written order to proceed with work. "The written order 
must be in addition to s1;.1ch drawings." 
12.1.2. The owner may order changes in the work, and all 
such changes shall be authorized by change order. 
12.4.1 The architect has authority to order minor changes 
I . 
1~n the work not involving an adjustment in the contract sum or an 
extension of the contract time "and not inconsistent with the 
intent of the Contract Documents. Such changes shall be effected 
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Contractor." 
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES 
I In Kirk Reid co. v. Fine, 205 Va. 778, 139 S.E.2d 829. 
I (1965), plaintiff Kirk agreed to install air conditioning and 
heating systems in a building owned by defendant Fine, and the 
oarties executed an AIA form contract, which made the drawings 
and specifications a. part of the agreement. Kirk performed extra 
work and incurred expenses in excess of the contract price, 
because it had to make changes in the work and equipment called 
\ 
for by the contract documents upon the discovery that duct work 
could not be installed as prescribed and because of other alleged 
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these changes in the work were authorized by the project engineer, 
with the knowledge of the supervising architects. 
Kirk instituted its lawsuit to enforce a mechanic's lien and 
to recover on its claim for extra work. Fine filed a cross-bill 
seeking judgment for Kirk's alleged failure of performance and 
breach of contract. The commissioner in chancery to whom the 
matter was referred determined that many items of installed 
equipment did not meet the specifications and that Kirk had 
substantially deviated from the contract requirements. As a 
consequence, the commissioner recommended that Fine obtain 
judgment against Kirk. The trial court. entered judgment on 
Fine's cross-bill, adopting the commissioner's recommendation. 
The Supreme Court said, in words which are fully applicable 
in this case, the following: 
The heart of the issue lies in the asserted 
authority of [Kirk] to make the changes in the work. 
[Kirk] concedes that the changes were made and does 
not question that they were of a major nature • 
••• "The question is not whether there was a change 
in the plans and specification--the question is, 
did the architect and engineer have the authority to 
make the change?" The answer to the question is to be 
found in the provisions of the contract and the law 
applicable to a situation such as the one before us. 
205 Va. at 782, 139 S.E.2d at 832. The Court noted that the 
architect and engineer had only limited authority, and had no 
authority to make alterations in the specifications or to bind 
the owner with respect to those alterations, except as provided 
in the contract documents. Turning to those contractual provisions 
relating to the authority of the architect and engineer to make 
changes in the work, the Court determined that a change could 
only be made by tvritten order of the owner or written order of 










such change. The evidence established that neither Fine nor the 
architect or engineer at any time gave written authorization or 
approval for the changes in the work. 
The Court rejected Kirk's reliance upon other contract 
provisions as bestowing authority upon the architect and engi-
neer, as general agents of the owner, to make changes in the work 
without the owner's approval. The Court then stated, 205 Va. at 
785-86, 139 S.E.2d at 834-35: 
But, whatever may have been said or done by 
the architects and engineer to lead [Kirk] to believe 
that they had approved the changes, their actions 
were in direct conflict with the provisions of the 
contract which required that written approval should 
be had before major changes could be made. These 
contractual requirements were as well known to [Kirk], 
and equally as binding upon it, as they were to [Fine] 
and the architects and engineer. To the extent that 
the actions of the architects and engineer were in 
conflict with the provisions of the contract, such 
actions were in excess of the authority of these 
limited agents and, unless ratified by [Fine], 
not binding upon him. 
* * * 
We must conclude that [Kirk] made the changes 
in the work without the proper authority and that 
it deviated substantially from the requirements of 
the contract, to the damage of [Fine]. 
The Virginia Supreme Court again recognized the limited 
authority of architects in Virginia Military Institute v. King, 
217 Va. 751, 761, 232 S.E.2d 895, 901 (1977), citing its decision 
in the Kirk Reid co. case. 
In their supervision of construction the 
architects were limited agents of the owner with-
out authority to make alterations in the plans 





In another decision, the Virginia Supreme Court affirmed a 
~ · trial court's ruling that a contractor coAld not recover from the 
Department of Highways for extra work performed at a cost of over 
$500,000.00, because of the contractor's failure to comply with 
the contract requirements. Main v. Department of Highways, 206 
(_, 
Va. 143, 142 S.E~2d 524 (1965). The Highway Department speci;ically 
directed the contractor to secure certain material off the site, 
and this instruction was the direct cause of the extra work on 
the project. But the Court concluded that this necessary change 
did not relieve the plaintiffs of the obligations 
imposed upon them by the terms of the contract ••• 
They could have fully protected themselves by 
obtaining a supplemental agreement [for the change 
which required the extra.work at an added cost] ••• or 
by obtaining extra work orders as provided in 
[the contract documents]. 
1
206 Va. at 149, 142 S.E.2d at 529. The Court concluded that the 
I 
contractor was not entitled to any recovery, since its written 
contract with ~he Department clearly provided the methods by 
which it could have insured the recovery of the added cost of any 
extra work and 'it had taken none of these prescribed steps to 
!insure payment for the extra work. 
I 
I These cases unquestionably support the conclusion that~ 
regardless of any supposed authorization given by the architects 
or soils consultants to S&R, the substantial change in the 
specification requirements was not properly effectuated in 
accordance with the contract documents. Consequently, S&R ~ust 
assume responsibility for that change and C&P is entitled to 




















Accordingly, plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court 
enter an order that any evidence on the matters covered by this 
motion are inadmissible at any trial of this action. 
Respectfully, 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOl4AC 
TELEPHONE ~OMPANY 
I ,'/ I I . l't' I ;' I 
By: 
... . . I , I i .· 
;,t.f ~.~ r...Jr::· ·:· l. ~. : ( ., 
Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton 
P. o. Box 720 
Roanoke, Virginia 24004 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE 
·Of Counsel I ,.J 
I, Ronald M. Ayers, hereby certify that a true copy of the 
foregoing Motion in Limine was mailed or delivered to Mr. Wilbur 
IL. Hazlegrove, Hazelgrove, Dickinson, Rea, Smeltzer and Brown, 







1, day of May, 1983. 
I . 
;·/ I/~~,' .1.· 
~·~ . 1{·1 /I I / . 














Come now the Defendants, Sisson and Ryan, Inc., and 
I; 
:: Federal Insurance Company and move the Court 





;: upon damages in the event of liability, on the ground that 
;j the admissions and other undisputed facts in the case show 
! .
. ; as a matter of law that Plaintiff has waived nonconforming 
·! 
,. performance of the. construction agreement on the part of 
·Defendant Sisson and Ryan and, further, if there is liability 
::upon the Defendants, damages are limited by law to exclude 
· the cost of ·removing and restoring the partially completed 




SISSON AND RYAN, INC. , AND FEDERAL 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
~! .. .. 
By 
:; Wilbur L. Hazlegrove, Esquire 
.· .Hazlegrove, Dickinson, Rea, 
Smeltzer ., Brown 
. P. o. Box 1218 
Roanoke, Virginia 24006-1218 
Counsel for Sisson and Ryan, 
Inc., and Federal Insurance 
Company 
of counseU .J . 
lmiLING CERTIFICATE 
i: 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy of 
!;the foregoing Motion for Summary Judgment was mailed to 
· Ronald M. Ayers, Esquire, l'loods, Rogers, nuse, Walker & 
;:Thornton, P. 0. Box 720, Roanoke, Virginia 24004, counsel : .
.. for The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company, this the 
!: 
1:......., L/~ 










TWENTY -SEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
JUDGES: 
R. WILLIAM ARTHUR 
WythcYille. Vir&inia 
KENNETH I. DEVORE 
Chris&iansburc. Virainia 
A. DOW OWENS 
Pulaski, Vlrsinia 
DUANE E. MINK 
Radford. Vlreinia 
619 SECOND STREET 
RADFORD. VIRGINIA 24141 
July 29, 1983 
l1:r. l-Tilbur L. Hazlegrove 
Hazlegrove, DiCkinson, Rea, Smeltzer & Brown 
Attorneys at Law 
1200 First National Exchange Bank Building 
P. 0. Box 1218 
Roanoke, Virginia 24006-1218 
Mr. Ronald lt. Ayers 
Yoods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton 
Attorneys at Law 
P. 0. Box 720 · 
Roanoke, Virginia 24004 
Re: Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of 












Please be advised that I have reviewed· your briefs, various 
letters, citations and have duly considered oral argument 
pertaining to the motions filed on behalf of eaCh of your 
clients. 
Each of you have done an excellent job in the presentation 
of your positions. However, I am of the opinion at this tioe 
each motion should be denied. It would be most appreciated if 
one of you would pr~~are an appropriate order reflecting the 
foregoing ruling of the Court. 
Uith best regards. 
Yours very truly, 
G")~~~ rd 
Duane E. Mink 
DEM:nc 
;.t i~ I JC )3 
hl.I':J ..:D· 
28 
ORDER lHJG 2 41983 
Plaintiff Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of 
Virginia ("C&P") has filed in this action for recovery of property 
damages a motion. in limine, requesting that certain evidence be 
excluded at the time of the trial of this action, presently sche-
duled for September 29 and 30, 1983. Defendants, Sisson and Ryan, 
Inc. and Federal Insurance Company have filed alternatively a motion 
for summary judgment on the issue of l-iability and a motion for 
partial summary judgment on the issue of damages only in the event 
the motion for summary judgment is·denied. 
The parties have filed briefs and memoranda of authorities in 
support of their respective positions; counsel for each party pre-
sented oral argument to the Court at a hearing held on July 7, 1983; 
and post-hearing authorities and argument have been presented.to the 
Court in the form of correspondence from counsel, with counsel for 
plaintiff C&P ~aving written letters to the Court dated July 13 and 
July 20, 1983, and counsel for defendants letters dated July 12, 
July 15 and July 25, 1983. The Court has considered the authorities 
and argument presented at length and in depth by counsel for all 
parties and is of the opinion and concludes that C&P's motion in 
limine and defendants' alternative motions for summary judgment and 
partial summary judgment should be denied. Accordingly, the Court 
does hereby ADJUDGE and ORDER that plaintiff C&P's motion in limine 
and defendants' alternative motions for summary judgment and for 
partial summary judgment be, and they hereby are, denied. Plaintiff 
and defendants, by counsel, duly noted their objection to the 
rulings of the Court. 
The Court does further ORDER that the above-described corres-
pondence, consisting of letters dated July t3 and July 20, 1983, 
29 
from plaintiff's counsel and of letter.s dated July 12, July 15 and 
July 25, 1983, from defendants' counsel, shall be filed with the 
other papers in the clerk's office relating to this action. 
The Clerk is directed to furnish forthwith a certified copy 
of this order to counsel of record for each party to this action. 





JOHN B. iv,YERS, JR. • Cterk 
Circuit i:oun. ;_,,,nt:,c.1:t!r t ~~:.;nt'j. Virgir.ia 





• • INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
The Court instructs the jury that you must not consider any 
matter that was rejected or stricken by the Court. It is not 





• INSTRUCTION NO. • 7 
The Court instructs the jury that the defendant Sisson & 
Ryan, Inc. breached its contract with plaintiff and the express 
warranty which it made to plaintiff in Paragraph 4.5.1 of the 
contract when it placed materials in the fill which did not 
conform to the contract's specifications. 
You shall find your verdict for the plaintiff and 
against the defendant, Sisson & Ryan, Inc. if the plaintiff 
has proved by the greater weight of the evidence that the losses 
it sustained are a direct and natural result of this breach. 
You shall find your verdict for the defendant, Sisson 





• INSTRUCTION NO • 
The Court instructs the jury that if you find your 
verdict for the plaintiff on the issue of whether the losses 
which plaintiff sustained were the direct and natural result 
of the breach of contract and express warranty by defendant 
Sisson & Ryan, Inc., then in determining the damages to which 
plaintiff may be entitled, you may consider any of the following 
items which you believe have been shown by the greater weight of 
the evidence: 
(1) the reasonable cost of removing and replacing the fill, 
(2) the reasonable cost of removing and rebuilding the 
Group Tools Building to its stage of construction tmmediately 
prior to·its failure, 
(3) the reasonable expense .of investigating the cause of 
the failure of the Group Tools Building, 
(4) the reasonable expense of soils tests performed during 
the replacement of the fill material, and 
(5) the reasonable expense for architectural services during 




• INSTRUCTION NO • 9. 
The Court instructs the jury that defendant Sisson & Ryan, 
Inc. was negligent when it placed materials in the fill which did 
not conform to the contract's specifications. 
You shall find your verdict for the plaintiff and against the 
defendant Sisson & Ryan, Inc. if t~e plaintiff has proved by the 
greater weight of the evidence that this negligence was a proxi-
mate cause of plaintiff's damages. 
You shall find your verdict for the defendant Sisson & Ryan, 






The Court instructs the jury that this is an action based 
upon breach of contract on the part of Sisson & Ryan by re~son 
of the placement of oversized rock in the fill of the site 
not permitted by the contract made between Sisson & Ryan and 
the Telephone Company. The Court further instructs the jury 
that if you find under other instructions that there is lia-
bility upon Sisson & Ryan for breach of this contract, then 
you may award damages against Sisson & Ryan. 
There are two categories of damages in contract actions • 
. First·, there are direct or general damages, which are those 
(_ damages which, in the ordinary course of human experience, 
arise naturally or ordinarily from a breach of a contract •. 
In this case, the Court rules that the reasonable cost of re-
moving and replacing the fill affected by oversize materials 
to the requirements of the contract and the reasonable cost 
of inspection and supervision of this remedial work are direct 
damages. Second, consequential damages are those which arise 
from the intervention of special circumstances not ordinarily 
predictable. The Court rules that all damages sought by the 
~elephone Company relating to the Group Tools Building and its 
reconstruction to the point of failure are consequential dam-
ages. 
The Court further instructs the jury tha~ you may award 
consequential damages against Sisson & Ryan only if you find 








the comtemplation of the parties at the time Sisson & Ryan 
entered into the preqradinq contract with the Telephone Company 
on September _14,. 1978. As used in this instruction, the term 
36 
• • • 
INSTRUCTION A-2 
The Court instructs the jury that ·Federal Insurance Company, 
as surety for performance of the contract between Sisson & 
Ryan and the Telephone Company, may not be found liable in this 
case unless you find liability upon Sisson & Ryan for breach of 
contract under other instructions of the court and, further, 
that you may not award damages against Federal Insurance Company 
in an amount in excess of the reasonable. cost found by you upon 
the evidence to remove and replace the earthen fill to the 
requirements of the contract and the reasonable cost of super-
vision for compaction, up to but not exceeding the sum of 
• $99,346.49 • 
.. 
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• • • INSTRUCTION A-3 
The Court instructs the jury that if you find by the weight 
of the evidence that the Architect (Smithey & Boynton) or the 
Soils Engineer (Freehling & Robertson, Inc.) or the employees of 
either of them, knew or in the reasonable exercise of their 
dutiez to the Telephone Company should have known that the 
construction site had been underlain with oversized materials 
not conforming to contract specifications prior to commencing the 
construction of the·Group Tools Building, then any award which you 
may make aga~nst Sisson & Ryan under other instructions of the 
Court shall be limited to the amount which you may find by the 
weight of the evidence to be the reasonable cost of removing the 
• oversized materials and conforming the site to the requirements 
of the specifica~ions and shall not include the cost incurred by 
the Telephone Company i~ partially constructing, demolishing, 
removing and replacing the Group Tools Building or de.termining 






The Court instructs the jury that Sisson & Ryan relies upon 
the doctrine of waiver in this case, which is defined in the law 
as a voluntary and intentional relinquishment of a contractual 
provision for the benefit of a contracting party or conduct by 
such contracting party from which such a relinquishment may be 
inferred, such as failure on the part of such contracting party 
to promptly reject work which such party knew or should have known 
was defective or not in conformi~y with the requirements of the 
contract. A contracting party may not rely.upon a contractual 
provision found tp have been waived by such party. You are further 
instructed that the Architect, Smithey & Boynton, was the agent 
of the Telephone Company for the purpose of dete~ining, in general, 
if the work performed by Sisson & Ryan conformed to the requirements 
of the contract made with the Telephone.Company for pregrading the 
site and was authorized to reject defective or nonconforming work 
performed by Sisson & Ryan. You are further instructed that the 
Soils Engineer, Freehling & Robertson, Inc., was the agent of the 
Telephone Company for the specific purpose of inspecting and testing 
the earthwork performed by Sisson & Ryan for conformity with the 
requirements of the specifications and to report to the Telephone 
Company the resul~of such inspections and testing. You are further 
instructed that under the law of agency, all facts· which the 
Architect or Soils Engineer, ~s well as their e~ployees, learned 
~ or should have learned while. acting. as such in the performance of 
their duties to the Telephone Company are deemed to have been within 






instructs the jury that if you find by the clear weight of the 
evidence that the Architect or Soils Engineer, or the employees of 
either of them, knew or in the proper exercise of their adminis-
trative and inspection duties should have known that Sisson & Ryan 
'was deviating from the contract specifications by placing boulders 
and oversized materials in the fill of·the construction site, then 
you shall find your verdict for Sisson & Ryan. 
As used in these instructions, the phrase "should have known" 
or "should have learned" means knowledge of nonconfor~ity which 
either the Architect or Soils Engineer, or.their employees, would 
have ascertained had they applied their expertise in the perfo~ance 







The Court instructs the jury that it was the responsibil-
ity of Froehling & Robertson, Inc. and not Sisson & Ryan to 
assure the Telephone Company that the earthen fill installed 
by Sisson & Ryan met the requirements of the contract as to 
compaction and that you may not award damages against Sisson 
& Ryan which you may find by the evidence to have resulted 
from erratic or improper compaction • 
4:1 
• • • 
INSTRUCTION A-6 
The Telephone Company seeks to recover in this case on 
the theory of negligence. A plaintiff may not recover on the 
theory of negligence if the plaintiff was also negligent and 
such negligence proximately contributed to cause the loss com-
plained of. 
In this case, both the soils engineer and the architect 
were the agents of the plaintiff. If you believe from a 
preponderance of the evidence that the architect and/or the 
soils engineer were negligent and that any such negligence on 
the part of either of them proximately contributed to cause 
• the loss complained of by the plaintiff,· then the Telephone 
Company is re$ponsible for such negligence of the architect 
and/or soils enqineer and may not recover in this action on 
the theory of negligence. 
• 
The law does not undertake to apportion or balance the 
ngeligence of the parties where both are at fault in order 
to ascertain which one is most at fault. The Telephone Com-
pany is barred from recovery if it, through its agents, was 
guilty of any negligence which proximately contributed to 





• INSTRUCTION NO. lla • 
The Court instructs the jury that any action taken or not 
taken, and any fact known or not known, by representatives of 
Smithey & Boynton and Froehling & Robertson, Inc., will not be 
binding upon the plaintiff in this lawsuit to vary in any way 
the terms and obligations set forth in the contract between 






• INSTRUCTION NO. llb • 
The Court instructs the jury that the parties to a written 
agreement are bound by the contents of the contract which they 
have had an opportunity to read and a party to the contract may 
not escape the liabilities which it embraces by claiming 







IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC ) 
TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, ) 




v. ) VERDICT 
) 




FEDERAL INSURANCE COMPANY, ) 
) 
Defendants ) 
We, the jury, on the issue joined, find for the plaintiff 
against the defendant Sisson & Ryan, Inc., and fix the 
plaintiff's damages· at tJ ~~aao with interest at the rate 
of - on the principal sum of------- and fix the date 
from which interest shall commence as We, -------------
the jury, further find for the plaintiff against the defendant 
Federal Insurance Company, and fix plaintiff's damages at 
------------ with interest at the rate of ~ on the principal 




We, the ju. on the issue joined, fin!or the plaintiff 
against defendant Sisson & Ryan,- Inc., and fix the plaintiff's 
damages at ~#.&; rtJ7) with interest at the rate of -on -
the principal sum of and fix the date from which 
interest shall commence as 
We, the jury, on the issues joined, find for the defendants 














IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE CHESAPEAKE & POTOl~C ) 
TELEPHONE COMPANY OF ) 






SISSON & RYAN, INC., et al., ) 
) 
Defendants ) 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE VEBD!CT 
AND GRANT A NEW TRIAL 
Plaintiff, The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Cpmpany of 
Virginia, Inc., comes by counsel and moves the Court to set aside 
the verdict returned by the jury on .Tanuary 16, 1984, at the 
conclusion of the trial of this case and to grant plaintiff a new 
trial on the issue of damages alone, or in the alternative to 
place defendants on terms to accept an appropriate additur to the 
jury's verdict or, if such terms are rejected, to proceed with a 
new trial on the issue of damage$ alone. In support of its 
motion, plaintiff asserts that: 
(1) The Court erred in failing to strike defendants' 
evidence on the issue of causation and to give a peremptory 
instruction to the effect that Sisson & Ryan's breach of contract 
and negligence were a direct and proximate cause of C&P's 
damages. 
(2) The Court erred in failing to grant plaintiff's motion 
for a mistrial, which plaintiff made on two occasions after the 











the alleged permission and knowledge of the architects and soils 
consultants relating to the nonconforming material in the fill. 
(3) The Court erred in admitting evidence of Freehling & 
Robertson's charges for testing during Sisson & Ryan's original 
work without supporting testimony and proper foundation. 
(4) The Court erred in failing to exclude defendants• 
evidence on the settlement problems at the main building at the 
Radford Plant Work Center and all other evidence relating to 
Freehling & Robertson's alleged negligence, as such negligence 
could have only concurred with that of Sisson & Ryan and could 
not constitute a defense to plaintiff's claim. 
(5) The Court erred in failing to grant instructions nos. 
llA and llB offered by plainti!f. 
( 6) The jury's verdict is t"li thout support in and is 
contrary to the law and the evidence in that: 
(a) The jury returned an inconsistent verdict, as the 
jurors found that Sisson & Ryan's negligence was a proximate 
cause of C&P's damages, but t.hat its breach of contract did 
not directly cause those damages: yet, the same 
act--placement of nonconforming material in the 
fill--constituted both the breach of contract and 
negligence: and 
(b) The proven damages exceed the award of the jury. 
Accordingly, plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court 
grant its motion and enter an order setting aside the verdict and 
granting plaintiff a new trial on the issue of damages alone, or 
in the alternative that the Court grant plaintiff's alternatP. 








I HOKE. YA. 
• • 
an appropriate additur to the jury's verdict or, if those terms 
are rejected, to proceed with a new trial on the issue of damages 
alone. 
Respectfully, 
THE CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC 
TELEPHONE COZ.!PANY OF VIRGINIA 
By:~ . '~i 
Woods, Rogers, Mu~e, Walker & Thornton 
P. o. Box 720 
Roanoke, Vir~inia 24004 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATF! 
I, Ronald M. Ayers, hereby certify that a true copy of the 
foregoing Motion to Set Aside Verdict and Grant a New Trial was 
mailed or delivered to Wilbur L. Hazlegrove, Esq., Hazlegrove, 
Dickinson, Rea, Smeltzer & Brown, P. o. Box 1218, Roanoke, 
Virqinia 24006-1218, counsel of record for defendants, this 
~_v -:r-c:"c-.u "'""rt 









a. WILLIAM ARTHUR CuroU 
Floyd 
WytbevUle, Vlqlcda 
Gray so a 
KENNETHI.DEVORB MOil'&OIDU7 
ChristiullbUC. Vir'liDia 
A. DOW OWENS 619 SECOND STREET 
Pulasld. Vir&iAia 
RADFORD. VIRGINIA 24141 
DUANE E. MINK 
Radford. Yl:rliaia March 1 , 1984 
Mr. Ronald M. Ayers 
Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton 
Attorneys at Law 
P. 0. Box 720 
Roanoke, Virginia 24004 
Mr. Wilbur L. Hazlegrove 
Hazlegrove, Dickinson, Rea, Smeltzer & Brown 
Attorneys at Law 
P. 0. Box 1218 
Roanoke, Virginia 24006 
Re: C & P Telephone Company of Virginia 
v. 
Sisson & Ryan, Inc., et al 






Please be advised that I have considered your oral arguments 
and the memorandums that each of you filed pertaining to the 
claim on behalf of C & P Telephone Company for reimbursement 
of costs and expenses incurred in the prosecution of its 
suit against Sisson & Ryan. · 
The Court is of the opinion that the defendant's position 
is well taken and would, therefore, deny the plaintiff's 
claim for attorney's fees and costs incurred in the 
prosecution of the action, other than the customary taxable 
costs. 
The Court is convinced that this entire action was basically 
an action for breach of c~ntract, and that the defendant's 
reliance upon the case of Ranger Construction Company vs. 
Prince William County School Board, 605 F. 2d1298 (4th 
Circuit) (1979) is well taken. The undersigned agrees that 
C & P cannot recover attorney's fees incurred in establishing 
its basic claim of breach of contract or in proving the 




Mr. Ronald M. Ayers 
Mr. Wilbur L. Hazlegrove 
Page 2 
March 1, 1984 
• 
indemnity provision, the obvious intent and purpose of said 
provision was to protect C & P Telephone Company for claims 
asserted by third parties. 
The Court makes no attempt to distinguish the case of Idaho 
State University vs. Leslie H. Mitchell, d/b/a Mitchell 
Construction Company, 97 Idaho 724, 552 P. 2d 776, 1976, 
inasmuch as the undersigned is of the opinion that the 
Supreme Court of Virginia would not adopt the reasoning 
relied upon by that Court in arriving at its decision. 
Our Supreme Court has steadfastly denied attorney•s fees 
and costs unless there was a clear contractual provision 
providing for the recovery thereof. Again, the Court is 
convinced that the purpose of the indemnity clause was to 
hold harmless C & P from claims and expenses incurred in 
the defense of claims by third parties. 
I apologize for the delay in providing the foregoing decision, 
but due to the i 11 ness of Judge ·Owens I found that my work 
load precluded me from giving this matter the consideration 
that it deserved prior to this time. I hope that the delay 
has not been an inconvenience to either of you. 
With best rega~ds. 
DEM:nc 
Yours very truly, 
c:t2.A-~~ 






IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE CHESAPEAKE & POTOMAC ) 
TELEPHONE COMPANY OF ) 










On the 9th day of January, 1984, came plaintiff and 
defendant, each by counsel and by its desiqnated representative, 
and each party announced that it was ready for trial on the 
pleadinqs previously filed and on the issues joined • 
Before the jury was empaneled, plaintiff asked the Court to 
reconsider th~ motion in limine which it.had previously filed, 
n~king the Court to exclude certain evidence which defendants 
intended to introduce, relating to the alleged knowledge and/or 
actions of third partiP.s concerning the placement within the fill 
of material not complying with the contract documents. The Court 
granted plaintiff's motion only to the extent that the Court 
concluded that such evidence would not be admissible for the 
purpose of modifying the terms of the contract documents; 
oth~rwise, the motion was taken under advisement. To these 
rulings of the Court, defendants and plaintiff, by counsel, 
respectively duly noted their objections. 
Plaintiff at this time also raised questions as to 





additional damaqes recoverable under the indemnification 
provision of the contract documents and the manner in which this 
claim might be decided. With the Court's approval, the parties, 
by counsel, agreed that this issue would be deferred until after 
the jury's verdict had been returned and that the Court would 
decide, without a jury, the issue of plaintiff's ent;tlement to 
any such additional damages and the amount, if any, of such 
additional damages recoverable by plaintiff. 
Thereupon came a panel of thirteen qualified jurors drawn 
and summonsed in the manner prescribed by law, from the lis~ of 
which each party struck three persons, leaving a jury of seven 
persons for the trial of this action. These duly selected jurors 
were sworn to well and truly try the issue joined and to return a 
true verdict according to the law and the evidence. 
Thereupon came an additional panel o~ three qualified jurors 
'· .·.! 
drawn and summonsed in the manner prescribed by law, from the 
list of which each party struck one person, leaving one 
additional juror as an alternate to sit through the trial of this 
action. This alternate juror was Sl.,orn to well and truly try the 
issue joined and to return a true verdict according to the law 
and the evidence, if it became necessary for him to join in the 
jury's deliberations and verdict. 
After opening statements of counsel and the testimony of 
plaintiff's first witness had been completed, Court was adjourned 
on January 9, 19?.4, and reconvened on Tuesday, January 10. Out 
of the presence of the jury, the parties, by counsel, reargued 
the motion in limine previously filed by plaintiff and taken 
under advisement the previous day by the Court. After 






reconsideration and hearing additional argument, the Court 
granted plaintiff's motion and concluded that defendants could 
not introduce evidence o~ third parties' alleged knowledge and/or 
actions concerning the placement of nonconforming material in the 
fill in support of the defenses of waiver and avoidable 
consequences, raised by defendants against plaintiff~s contract 
and negligence claim. To this ruling of the Court, defendants, 
by counsel, duly noted their objection. 
While still out of the presence of the jury, defendants 
proffered into the record, through the testimony of three 
witnesses, the evidence which had been excluded by the Court. 
On the grounds stated in the record that defendants• counsel 
had referred to the excluded evidence in his opening statement. 
and had cross-exami~ed plaintiff's only witness on January 9 
about the subject matter of this evidence, plaintiff at this time 
moved.the Court to grant a mistrial. The Court denied the 
motion, to which ruling plaintiff, by. counsel, duly noted its 
objection. 
The Court instructed the jury, upon their return to the 
courtroom, that they must disregard any comments or evidence they 
had heard the day before relating to the alleged knowledge and/or 
actions of third parties as to the placement of nonconforming 
material in the fill. 
On Friday, January 13, 1984, plaintiff completed the 
presentation of its evidence and rested. Thereupon defendants, 
by counsel, moved the Court to strike plaintiff's evidence in 
~upport of Coun~s II and !II of the motion for judgment-- breach 
of express and implied warranties and negligence, and to dismiss 
• • l 
~· 
• • 
defendant, Federal Insurance Company. The Court denied 
defendants' motion as it related to striking the evidence on the 
warranty claims and took under advisement the issues of striking 
the evidence on plaintiff's negligence claim and dismissing 
defendant, Federal Insurance Company. To this ruling of the 
Court, defendants, by counsel, duly noted their objection. 
Defendants presented their evidence on January 13, 1984, and 
in the course of the testimony of their first witness, evidence 
was elicited concerninq the matters excluded by the Court in its 
earlier ruling on Tuesday, January 10. On the ground state~ in 
the record that the jury had heard furthP.r testimony concerning 
the subject matter excluded by the Court, plaintiff, by counsel, 
renewed its motion for a mistrial. The Court denied the motion, 
to which ruling plaintiff, by counsel, duly noted its objection. 
At the completion of their evidence on January 13, 
defendants rested. On Saturday, January 14, defendants ~enewed 
their motion to strike plaintiff's evidence on its negligence 
claim and to dismiss defendant, Federal Insurance Company, 
previously taken under advisement by the Court. After hearing 
additional argument, the Court denied the motion, to which ruling 
defendants, by counsel, duly noted their objection. Defendants 
then renewed their motion to strike plaintiff's evidence on the 
grounds previously relied upon, both sides having presented their 
evidence and rested. The Court again denied the motion, to which 
ruling defendants, by counsel, duly noted their objection. 
Thereupon plaintiff moved the Court to strike defendants' 
evidence and to enter summary judgment for plaintiff on all 







damages. After argument of counsel, the Court granted the motion 
in part and denied it in part, concluding that the evidence 
established as a matter of law that defendant Sisson & Ryan, 
Inc., had breached its contract with plaintiff and was negligent 
by placing nonconforming material in the fill1 but further 
concluding that the issues of causation and damages ·remained for 
the jury to decide. To these rulings of the Court, defendants 
and plaintiff, by counsel, respectively duly noted their 
objections. 
On Monday, January 16, plaintiff presented the testimony of 
one witness as rebuttal evidence and again rested. At this time 
each party renewed its motion to strike the evidence of the 
other, each of which motions the Court again denied. To thes~ 
rulings, plaintiff and defendants, by counsel, respectively duly 
noted their objections. 
During argument on the instructions, the Court considered 
the issue of whether the elements of.plaintiff's damages in 
contract were direct or consequential under applicable Virginia 
law. After hearing the argument of counsel, the Court ruled that 
the following elements of damages constituted direct damage under 
plaintiff's contract theory of recovery: (1) the cost of 
removing and replacing the fill material1 (2) the cost of 
demolition and restoration of the group tools building to its 
pre·failure stage of construction; (3) the cost of soils tests 
performed during the replacement of the fill material; (4) the 
cost of investigating the cause of the failure of the group tools 
building; and (5) the cost of architectural services during the 








noted their objection. Plaintiff, by counsel, then withdrew a 
portion o= its damages claim and with the Court's permission 
revised plaintiff's exhibit no. 21 to reflect the revis~d amount 
of damages sought. In addition, plaintiff, by counsel, withdrew 
its claim based upon alleged breach of implied warranties, as set 
forth in Count II of its motion for judgment, and ·as a 
consequence the jury was not instructed on any implied warranty 
theory of recovery. 
After the instructions of the Court and argument of counsel 
had been presented to the jury, the Court discharged.the 
alternate juror. The jury then retired to their room to consider 
their verdict and in due course returned ~ith a verdict =or 
plaintiff against defendant Sisson & Ryan, Inc., in the amount o= 
$45,000.00; the verdict form was signed by the forewoman Eleanor 
w. Langan. 
Plaintiff filed on February 1, 1984, its motion to set aside 
the verdict and to grant plaintiff a new trial on the issue of 
damages alone, or in the alternative to place defendants on terms 
to accept an appropriate additur to the verdict. On February 8, 
1984, the Court reconvened to consider post-verdict motions and 
to hear evidence and argument relating to plaintiff's claim for 
attorneys' fees and trial costs under the indemnification clause 
of the contract documents. After hearing argument on plaintiff's 
moilon to set aside and to grant a new trial, with one exception, 
the Court denied plaintiff's motion on all points, to which 
rulinqs plaintiff, by counsel, duly noted its objection. The 
Court granted the motion only to the extent that the Court 
concluded that, based on its ~rP.rdict, the jury should have found 
-
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that the act constitutinq both the neqligence and breach of 
~ contract by defendant Sisson & Ryan, Inc., was a cause of 
plaintiff's damages and thus that the verdict should have been 
against both defendants, Sisson & Ryan, Inc., and Federal 
Insurance Company. Dt»<~~dle<~xiJn<~byx~ 
~ 
~>G<~XDne<.X,X~~~)89(~~ 
duly· noted their objection 
Oefendants, by counsel, il4X«ilX~J~al to the Court's qranting 
plaintiff's motion to this limited extent. 
Accordingly, the Court does hereby ADJUDGE and ORDER that to 
this limited extent plaintiff's motion is granted and that 
plaintiff, Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia, 
Inc., shall have and rP-cover a judq.ment against both defendants, 
Sisson & Ryan,·Inc., and Federal Insurance Company, in the amount 
of $45,000.00, as fixed by the jury in their verdict, with 
plaintif£ to recover its costs and interest at the judqment rate 
from the 16th day of January, 1984 
on the judgment amouni; and that otherwise plaintiff's motion is 
denied. 
The Court then heard evidence and argument on plaintiff's 
claim for attorneys' fees and trial costs based upon the 
indemnification clause of the contract documents. Defendants 
contested plaintiff's entitlement to such costs and fees, but did 
not contest the reasonableness of the amount claimed, as set 
forth in plaintiff's post-trial Exhibit No. 1. After hearing 
ehis evidence and argument, the Court initially took the matter 
under advisement. Having considered the issue further, the Court 
is of the opinion and concludes that plaintiff's claim for such 
~ fees and costs should be denied. Accordingly, the Court does 
hereby ADJUDGE and ORDER that plaintiff's claim for attorneys' 
-
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fees and trial costs based upon the contractual indemnification 
clause be, and it hereby is, denied. Plaintiff, by counsel, duly 
noted its objection to this ruling. 
Plaintiff announced its intention to appeal this Court's 
decision to the Supreme Court of Virginia. Whereupon defendant 
Sisson & Ryan, Inc., announced its intention to cross-appeal 
rulings of the trial court relating to liability only. Said 
defendant then tendered to plaintiff the full amount of the 
judgment entared by the Court. Subject to the Court's ruling 
that acceptance of said payment and satisfaction of this judgment 
shall not be construed as a waiver by either party of its right 
to appeal or cross-appeal or of said defendant's right to have 
and recover of plaintiff the amount so paid should said defendant 
ultimately prevail in this action, plaintiff acknowledged receipt 
of said payment in satisfaction of the judgment entered by the 
Court. Based-upon the foregoing and after consideration·of the 
representations of the parties, the C9urt does ADJUDGE and ORDER 
that payment by defendant Sisson & Ryan, Inc., to plaintiff of 
the full amount of the judgment entered by the Court and 
satisfaction. of said judgment shall not be in prejudice of the 
rights of either party on appeal, upon any retrial or otherwise; 
and that the Clerk shall not docket or issue any execution upon 
the judq.ment entered by the Court, against either defendant, 
Sis~on & Ryan, Inc., o~ Federal Insurance Company, in light of 
the satisfaction of said judgment by defendant Sisson & Ryan, 
Inc. 
Upon the request of counsel for the parties, the Court does 





• • when prepared and filed.with the Cle k 
on January 9 through 16, 1984, and February 8, 1984,/shall be, . 
a.cx~xk~~~, made a part of the record in this action. 
And this action being concluded, the Court does further 
. . 
ORDER that the action be dismissed from the law docket of this 
Court and that the Clerk furnish forthwith a certified copy of 
this Order to counsel of record for each party to this action • 
• 
Enter this~~ day of ~ , 1984. 
c;;)1.1'- 2'Y'- r. ~ 
Judge 
Seen and objected to: 
;!:~II IIi r)~be:z ~ 
e lt!.~Ad/;fp-~Vk p.d. 
•. 
A~f:.::g:.:.~;:..~=..:-1-::~s~~=-~=:E:-RSr.:,:;;J~R~. ~-· Clerk 
Circuit court. Montgomery County, Vir&lnie 
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VIRGINIA: 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
THE CHESAPEAKE & POTOMAC 

















NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Comes now the plaintiff, the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone 
Company of Virginia, Inc., by counsel, pursuant to Rule 5:6 of the 
Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia and gives notice that it 
appea~s the final order of the Circuit Court for the County of 
Montgomery entered in this action on April 3, 1984 • 
The transcript of this proceeding pertinent to the issues 
raised by plaintiff on appeal shall be filed with the Clerk when 
prepared and no other incidents of the·case shall hereafter be 
filed. 
Ronald M. Ayers 
Michael A. Cleary 
THE CHESAPEAKE & POTOMAC 
TELEPHONE COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, 
INC. I 
By: 7d~~9 
Woods, Rogers, Muse, Walker & Thornton 
105 Franklin Road, s.w. 
P. 0. Box 720 
Roanoke, Virginia 24004 
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CERTIFICATE OF ·SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true copY. of the 
foregoing Notice of Appeal was mailed or delivered to Mr. Wilbur 
L. Hazlegrove, Hazlegrove, Dickinson, Rea, Smeltzer & Brown, P. o. 
Box 1218, Roanoke, Virginia 24006-1218, counsel for all defendants, 
this 2nd day of May, 1984. 
. FiLED IN CLER~<S OFF1CE 
C!rcu~ourt oi MontgomerJ County 
_? 
1 
Qav Qf ~Jt1s~ 19.1:!1 
JOHN B. ,&Jn. Cter" 
-q;pr¢1.y' g '£ ~. , D.C. 
~· 
-G2 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
(1) The Trial Court erred in denying C&P's claim for attor-
neys' fees and costs based upon paragraph 4.18.1 of the contract 
documents. 
(2)· The Trial Court erred in admitting evidence of the soils 
testing consultant's charges for soils testing during Sisson & 
Ryan's original work on the project, without any testimony or 
other foundation to support those charges. 
(3) The Tri~l Court erred in denying C&P's motion to set 
aside the verdict and grant plaintiff a new trial on the issue of 
( damages alone on the ground stated in Assignment of Error No. 
(2). 
l 
(4) The Trial Court erred in denying C&P's motion for a 
mistrial on the second and fifth days of trial after the jury 
heard comments and testimony relating to acts or omissions of the 
architect and soils testing consultant on the project, even 
though the Trial Court had ruled such evidence inadmissible and 
instructed th~ parties not· to present or refer to such evidence. 
(5) The Trial Court erred in denying C&P's motion to strike 
defendants' evidence on the issue of causation arid to rule as a 
matter of law that Sisson & Ryan's breach of contract and negli-
gence were a proximate cause of C&P's damages. 
-9-
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(6) The Trial Court erred in failing to exclude and strike 
~ defendants• evidence relating to the problems associated with the 
Main Building and to the alleged negligence of the soils testing 
. ( 
consultant. 
-(7) The Trial Court erred in denying C&P 1 s moti.on .to .sej: 
aside the verdict a·nd :grant p'laintiff :~a "'new ·trial ·on the "issue ·Of 
damages alone on the ground that the jury verdict was the product 
of prejudice, sympathy, or confusion or mis~ders.tandil\9 "as :to 
the law and evidence applicable to the case. The erroneous v.er-
dict was a result of each of the errors of the Trial Court set 
forth in Assignments of Error Nos. (4), (5) and (6) and the 
failure of the jury to include in their verdict the undisputed 
costs incurred by C&P for architectural services necessary during 









Upon the foregoing, the following cross-errors are 
assigned: 
1. The trial court erred in excluding as irrelevant ._;of_~· 
.·.·•· . . . the proffered evidence (T(2) - 44-99) of consent to or 
· knowledge of patent deviations from contract specifications 
on the part of Smithey & Boynton an~ Freehling & Robertson 
on the ground that such knowledge could not be imputed to 
the Telephone Company •. 
2. The trial court erred in refusing Sisson & Ryan's 
instruction A (or ~-1) on consequential damages (T(6) -
114-116); instruction B (or A-2) limiting Federal's 
liability under the bond (T(6} - 116-121); instructions A-3 
and_ A-4 on waiver and avoidable consequences (T(6) - 126) 
and Bon contributory negligence (T(6) - 131-136}. These 
instructions correctly stated the law applicable to the 
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• 
3. The Court erred in overruling Sisson & Ryan's 
motion to strike the negligence count of the Telephone 
Company's motion for judgment and submitting the case 
. 
under instructions finding Sisson & Ryan negligent as a 
matter c;>f law and permi·tting the jury to assess damages 
proximately resulting from such negligence against Sisson & 
Ryan and Federal. 
4. The trial court erred in granting the Telephone 
Company's instructions allowing the jury to award damages 
for reconstructing the Group Tools Building without 
requiring proof that the construction of the Group Tools 
Building on the pregraded site was within .the contempla-
tion of the contracting parties when they entered into the 
construction agreement. The error w~s compounded by the 
Court's submittal of the case under instructions allowing 
the jury to award damages under the.more liberal rules 
applicable in negligence actions. 
5. The Court ~rred in amending the verdict to grant 
judgment against Federal when the jury had chosen not to 
do so, as permitted by the instructions and verdict form. 
The Court's amendment requi~ed Federal to underwrite the 
negligence of Sisson & Ryan, and under no circumstances 
should Federal have been ~djudged liable for the recon-
~ struction of the Group Tools Building since it was not 
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notebook which is sitting at Mike Cleary's riqht 
hand here and that will be identified through our 
first witness and verified through the testimony 
of the witnesses as we qo through the Trial and . 
. .·.. :. 
it has been verified by the several witnesses 
that we will be callinq. 
THE COURT: Is thd.s the Court' s copy to 




MR. CLEARY: That will be fine. . .. ·1 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Now I think that when we 
1 . 'I 
met in September, I indicated that I was not able I. 
or not in a position to stipulate that a li 
II compiling ~f the damages represented the reasonabl~ 
l 
cost or the recoverable cost in this case. 
I do not have any objections to that book 
except, perhaps, ~o the fact of the payment in 
reqard to Louis Baltz's allocated salary. 
I would say that the documents comprisinq 
the addendum copies are not originals but they 
appear to be authentic. 
I don't want to indicate to the Court now 










compensable in this case. i; 
~----------------------------------~----------------------~1 
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not it is recove~able, that is your basic 
problem? 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Indeed, sir. 
MR. AYERS: All right, Judge, there is 
one other item that I need to cover - - well, 
I·quess there are two other items- before we 
address the major·purpose for this Preliminary 
Hearing· • 
.. 
Your Honor, · as you will ··recall when 
Mr. Cleary wrote~~·the Court a month or so aqo, we 
suggested and requested that the Court permit 
the proceedings to 90 in this fashion and that 
is with reqard to the Plaintiff's claim for 
attorney's fees and the cost associated with 
this litigation which, of course, Mr. Hazleqrove 
contests that we are entitled to, but we consider, 
















that these are recoverable costs and the full ,. 
amount of those items will not be known unti.l at 
some point post-Trial. 
We had requested that the Jury be 
requested to decide only the recoverability of 
those items without deciding the amounts, if 
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We suggested a special verdict fo~ for 
that very purpose. We do believe that this is 
an appropriate manner of proceedinq and it will 
certainly avoid·some·real aonfusion~ana also it 
will expedite the proceedinqs if we don't have to 
qat into, you know, such things as estimates .of 
II .! 
future fees, future expenses that may be incurred : 
.. ·:· . -
for witness expenses, all of which we contend is 
fully recoverable • 
We fully understand Mr. Hazlegrove's 
position but we would ask that the issue be 
suspended until such time that the Jury would 
decide the basic issue of whether or not those 
thinqs are recoverable. 
THE COURT: l~at is your position? 
MR. BAZLEGROVEs I think that the thinq 
is headed for a general verdict on general 
instructions • 
I have qot no objection to a procedure 
which would, in effect, consent to the Court's 
I 
determining the amount of the attorney's fees or I 
I 
any other open-ended claims that are to be I 
I 
awarded in the case in light of the Jury's verdict.; 
rather than to try to put the thing into a 
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In other words, we will waive Trial by 
Jury on the quest~on of the compensability of 
the attorney's fees. 
THE COURT: Do you all object to that? 








MR. HAZLEGROVE: I understand that those 
are a part of the litiqation for which you seek 
some recovery. :,. ·~· 
MR. CLEARY: That is correct. · 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: We are simply takinq the 
position in reqard to· that that we do not believe 
that they are compensable. 
If they were to press those, I think that 
it would be appropriate for the Court to qrant 
or to decide the ~~ount of compensation that is 
recoverable for the attorney's fees and the 
expense of preparinq for Trial if the Jury 
verdict permits that consideration by the Court 
under the other instructions. 
MR. AYERS: I think that maybe we can work 
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THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Am l: making myself clear 
on that? 
,D£ :couRT: .. I believe so, .I bEilieve·~llou 
are saying that if they are entitled to recover-:· 
under a qeneral verdict, that then .attorney's .fees 
would be_fiqured by -the Court. 
MR. BAZLEGROVE: Compensability and the 
amount of them • 
THE COURT: As well as the cost of them in 
1 reqard to their pursuinq their claim in court. Is 1 
that satisfactory with everyone? 
MR. AYERS: I think t:hat we are in 
agreement on that. The only question might be 
as to whether it is sufficient to present it to 
the Jury in a general verdict fcr.m, but I believe 
that that is something that can be resolved at 
the appropriate time. 
The final item, Your Honor, would just be: 
Do you have your own standard set of voir dire 
questions? 
THE COURT: No, I have very few that I 
ask. 
! 
There is one in' particular that I! 
1~----------------------------------------------~~, 
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we would be interested in and maybe you can ask 
it. My question would be somethinq to the effect 
of whether any member of the Jury, or any 
business with which they are associated, has had 
any work done for them by the Defendant, Sisson & 
Ryan. 
.THE COURT: That is· a pertinent question 
and if I fail to ask it, I certainly would not 
object to your asking it. . 
MR. CLEARY: What about: alternate Jurors? 
Do you think that in a case like that that that 
would be prudent?· 
li'.R. HAZLEGROVE: How many are we qoinq to 
have on the Jury? 
a request I TBE COURT: seven1 I have not had 
for anythinq other than that. 
MR. AYERS: 
MR. CLEARY: 
That is fine, Your Honor. 




THE COURT: Plus we would have one alternate. 
MR. CLEARY: It is our request that you 
reconsider C & P's position in Limine that was 
made in this proceeding. 
I think that at this time we are down to 
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Con~ract provisions and whether or not the owner 
has not taken steps to avoid the consequences of II 
the D.efendants:t· breach. 
What·tfe·aro asking the Co~ to exclude 
from the testimony of this Trial are any 
questions or references whatsoever to any 
knowledqe or at~empts or ability to gain 
knowledqe on the part of Smithey & Boynton, the 
architects, and Froehlinq & Robertson, the soils 
testing outfit, from being dealt with. 
The reasonsfor that, as we have previously 
submitted to the court is in the Kirk R~id versus 
Fine ease which maltes it clear that the owner is 
not bound by the architect or the engineer in 
a particular job because, as they do here, the 
Contract documents require that written 
authorization be obtained from the owner for that I 
kind of .chanqe. 
There is nothing in writinq in this case 
I 
indicating that we have waiVed any of the Contract li 
Specifications which we claim are in issue and it I! 
must be in writing. ! 
Nor is there any evidence, nor can any of 
the Defendants put on any evidence that will show 
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that the owner, or any of its representatives, 
had any knowledge whatsoever that there was 
nonconformance to the contract Specifications. 
I think that the Rirk Reid case-discusses· 
the fact that ~~e supervising au~~ority has no 
au~orization to make al~erations in the 
I 
Specifications nor to bind the owner with respect ~~ 
thereto.-- ..... ·. 
xirk Reid went on to say that the owner, 
only through actual ... knowledge of :its own, can 
ratify any waiver to the contract terms. 
This particular doctrine that the owner 
must haVe ·actual knowledge is an actual 
requir~nt before you invoke the doctrine of 
avoidable consequences. 
Every case that we h3ve seen and relied 
upon in Virginia that discnlsses the avoidable 
requir~'llent makes it a factor that the Party 
charqed with the obligation to avoid consequences 
had to have actual knowledge of the breach or 
the injury that he has suffered. 
We know of no case from any jurisdiction 















being an employee of the Party, cou~d be imputed H 
1~------------------------------------------------------------~;: li 
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to the principle. 
The Kirk Reid case, as I said, discussed 
the actual knowledge by the owner with respec·t to 
the actual ·.ratificati-on • 
The owner must have actual, ~owledqe before! 
he is placed in a posij:ion ~her: ~e is obl.igated I 
. -· 
to avoid certain consequences • 
.Kirk Reid just .. :said~tlia t::one~eould":ndt :·~t 
be ratified about somethinq about which he has 
no knowledqe of and, here again, one::·cannot avoid 
a consequence about which he has no knowledge. 
~inally, with respect to the avoidable 
consequences doctrine: The cases in Virginia, as 
well as the general rule, require that one avoid · 
consequences .. where only a trivial sum is 
involved. 
In this case, -even the Defendant's 
testimony indicates that the minimum amount to 
remove and replace the sp~e!fied materials would 
be in the neiqhborhood of approximately $12,000 
and suddenly that is not a trivial.amount. 
Therefore, we would ask the Court to 
limit any testimony in the case or any question 
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refers to the o~~er's attempt to qain knowledqe 
or the ability to have knowledge by either the 
architect or the engineer. 
& Boynton, and its representatives, is limited by 
the Contract c.ocument·s. 
The soils· testing concern, Proehlinq & 
Robertson, is:·.not even. an aqent, they are an 
independent contractor., contracted with by the 
then to make soil compaction tests. 
They were never authorized to represent the j 
owner or to waive any contract specifications and 
there is no way that they can fairly be tied into 
the fact that they have that authority. They did 
not h~.,~!·· ... ""'a"*·~ .sutho· r:a·ty.,. t·:···~ t· :- ~ .. .s.~ ... ~ .••. • ·.·~!. avs;; .. ~~ \.io .• __ Q ..&; ,. •. ·~. •• . ............. . 
Now aqain~, ~o··!admit that kind of evidence 
would have no probative-·.-value with respect to 
the real issues in this oase and would only 
attempt to prejudice the Jury aqainst c & P and 
~uld only be ot an inflammatory nature and would 
really be unnecessary to the case. 
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owner, as Your Honor observed in September, is 
charqed, as a matter of law, with what nis aqent 
knows. 
... 'l'BE CCUR'l': Don~:t get the Court's 
r 
off-the-Record conversations in September confused 1-
with its rulinqs. 




'l'BE COURT: I asked· that that be briefed.~anc · 
that was one of the things that I felt like - -
MR. lL~ZLEGROVE: I briefed it and the. law 
of aqency is - -
I 
TBE COURT: t"7ell, I think that the Kirk 
II 
Reid!' .I 
II versus Fine case pretty well dictates that it 
cannot be changed except in writing, that is in 
regard to the provisions of the document, and in 
my opinion, that \-Tould be the provision of the 







from the specifications must be in writing. I 
. li 




I don't think that we can really hold otherwise. 





MR. HAZLEGROVE: Yes, I do, I don't think 
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THE COURT: Is he an agent or an independen 
contractor? 
~L~. HAZLEGROVE: He is an agent charged 
··: 
with the ·responsibility of reporting to the owner 
what he knew. The law goes a step further and 
says what he should have known. 
Tha~ is clear, there is no dispute in my 
mind about that~issue of law. Even if he were 
considered to be an independent contractor, the 
purpose of his engagement was to . report to the I 
owner any. deviations in the earthwork spe~ificatio ·'S 
and, indeed1· the Contract here, as practically 
construed, and as literally interpreted, imposed 
the responsibility on Freehling & Robertson to 
see that the foundation was in conformity with 
that agreement. 
I 
THE COURT: So you are saying that an agent 11 
or an independent contractor - - well, first that I 
a contractor can knowingly and intentionally fail .. ;:~ I 
to comply with the specifications and insulate I 
himself from. liability by simply sayinq that j 
li somebody else did not do t.~eir job? Is that what 1 ~ 
II 
you are saying? I! 
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~IR. HAZLEGROVE: That is a· strong 
statement but that is exact~y cQrrect and I.will 
show you why. 
':THE .. COURT: i'1hen does that .b.reacll~ ~a.topr ·.·;!tt 
is a breach,· isn't it? ·Isn't it admitted even in 
the· pleadings and the stipulations :-thatSitLis· a 
bx-each and that it is a knowing ·breach? 
MR. BAZLEGROVE: It is· certainly· a breach. 
THE .. COURT: ·11'7ell, if they discussed it, 
under your version, you say that your·client 
discussed it with the architect and with 
Freehling & Robertson so they knew that the 
larger rocks were not·per.mitted to be placed in 
the fill and isn't that a pure violation of the 
specifications and their duty under the Contract? 
Now assuming that it is, you are saying 
that they can insulate themselves from liability 
by passing it on to other people who are not 
Parties to this suit? 
)iR. l!AZLEGROVE: If you read the earthwork 
specifications and you read the depositions of 




archite~ts did in this case, because they did not ' 
j! 
like foundation problems, they provided in the 
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THE COURT: Are the~r qoinq to say . that they 
saw it? 
fo'..R. HAZLEGROVE: They saw it in the fill, 
~ey are qoinq to say that', but I don't know what 
' • f 
~~ •. Brooks.is .qo!nq to say, he should have seen 
it and that is all· the !aw~-·requir~s as far as 
responsibility because he would have gained that 












·THE COURT: I thirik that we have pretty lj 
I 
well discussed it, you have ,briefed it to the 
Cou~t and the Court~is·of the opinion that the 
case of Kirk Reid versus Fine limits the abilitv I 
. .I I 
of the.architect to chanqe the written SpecificatiJns 
of ~e Contra,ct unless it is, likewise, in 'tri ting Jl 
. . · · · II 
si~ed by the contractor and the owner and, therefore, 
~·· . . ... ·. II 
I ,will limit. .the testimony concerninq any alleged 'JI 
conferences or conversations between the architectd 
I 
and the contractor pertaininq to the chanqe of 
the Contract Specifications as well as any 
II 
discussions or conversations involving- Froehlinq & I·· 
t\ Robertson. 
d .. 
I think that they are independent contractors 
and that the Contract speaks for itself, it cannot li 
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All right, are we ready to go to Trial? 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Now what am I allowed to 
be able to put on as evidence, Judge Mink? 
THE COURT: I did not understand :that • 
MR. HAZLEGROVE:- What am I to be allowed 
to ·put on as evidence , judqe·' Mink? .. 
I ·. 
THE COURT: I don•·t know what all your 
evidimce whi be but you certaini/ have a right 
to show that the boulders were there to be· 
observed· and !;think you can have documentation 
to shcnf that, ·if you have it.-
.... ·.~ ·: ... -
:./ r .; 
/: .... 
;.~ 
I don't think you can use those conversations/ .. I / / 
to vary the terms of the ·contract, though. 1··./: 
MR. AYERS: I am not sure that I understand 
where we may be and ~~r. Hazlegrove · doesn • t either. 
Does ~;is mean'that any testimony concerninq the 
alleged knowledge of the arehitects and Freehling ~ 
Robertson will be·permitted? 
THE COURT: The alleged knowledge. 
MR. AYERS: Knowledge, not. ·conversations, 
but-that is alleged knowledge? 































was not shmvn on what is called PG-1 which is the 
pregrac1e plan site plan::--.l-tlii·ch~tolas given to. 
Sisson & Ryan to follrn1 for the purposes of the 
preqrading ·torork. 
It is correct that it was not shown on 








•• evidence as to whether Sisson & P.yan subsequently 1:i I 
acquired knowledge durinq the course of the 
performance of 'its work or subsequent to the 
completion of its w:ork and before the failure. 
THE COURT~ All riqht, now. Theae ·are the 
same architects all the way throuqh? 
1-1R. AYERS: Yes. 
THE COURT: t,Yell, I am simply goinq to 
hold that I will sustain the Motion in Limine, 
I will not let it be introduced for the purposes 
of letting it vary the terms of the Contract. 









boulders and i~ regard to what the architects I· 
could have seen or knet-r about the placement of 11 
I 
those oversized boulders, if that i~ the reason i 
I 
II 
for the failu.re of the building, then I think I I! 
am going to let it in for that purpose and whether II 
or not it ltTill insulate Sisson & Ryan from their p 
·~--------------------------------------------------------------~~~ 
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responsibility, I am not facing that issue at 
this point, I ·want to see hew the evidence develop11 
cOncerning the placement Of the building on this II 
fill. 1' j,, 
If ~~e architects ~~ew, or should have 
~nown that it did not comply or possibly would 
not hold the building, I simply want ·to hear 
·evidence about that. 









to be so my limitation is placed s~rictly on that j, 
II 
!I 
one issue in regard to varying the ter.ms of the 
written contract. 
MR. HAZ!Z!;ROVE: Of the conversations with 
the architect? 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
MR. AYERS: Of the soil testing outfit, 
Froehlinq & Robertson, is that what I understood 







TJTE COURT: That is right, neither of those 
1
. 
can varJ the terms of the Contract. 
I 
MR. li.YEP..S : Do I understand that you will 1: 
then permit evidence that they acquired knowledqe?q 






Court is having right now with the Motion in Limin~ 
i 
1~------------------------------------------------------------~l 
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is: Of course you all know about your case 
better than I do, but I think ~~ere could 
conceivably be a point in ti"e where, if it is 
neqliqence, if ·they knaw ·.about. ·the .improper·;:'"fiil 
and then they designed the buildi~q and they 
placed the building over b;at fill knowing that 
it was not sufficient to hold the builcing, then 
hold the contractor responsible for it if he has 
compieted his work and is off 't!'le job as is the 
case here. 
THE COURT: Well, when· dces his breach . 
stop if the breach is there? Does it run until 
the Statue of Limitations has run? If there is 
II 
li 
negligence which is a direct or proximate cause, 
il I ddn't know that he would be completely relieved l 
of his responsibility at that point, I don1t feel 
like I can rule further on it, I have just ruled 
that it cannot change ~~e terms of the Contract 
and I guess that that has got everybody confused. 
MR. AYERS: I think I understand, Your 
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Honor, and we ~"ould except to the rulinq of the 
Court in that it permits evidence to come in that 
either the architect or the owner, I am sorry, 
the soils testing firm, Freehling & Robertson, 
had or should haye had knowledge of the nonconformf q 
material because we contend that under Virginia 
law, ~~at that evidence cannot be.introduced for 
the purposes of imputing knowledge to the owner. 
THE COURT: I don't know that·~m need to 
clarify it ~uch· further and I quess that that is 
fine. 
!·!R. AYERS: t'le don't need. to resolve it 
now, I ·think.~ that i "t can be resolved before 
!~. Hazlegrove puts on his evi~ence 1 but we did 
raise the point concerning character evidence, 
also. · 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Yes,·we have·researched 
it and it appears to me ~~at we are going to have 
a question in regard to that. 
THE COURT: v7e are not going to:· have that 
















THE COUP.T: The ·court will take that under i! 
II 
advisement, the character evidence; there is no i! 
~~----------------------------------------------------------------~1 I 
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need to address that at this time. 
I 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: So that the Record will . I 
be clear;··: I?:.would note an objection and an I l 
excepti·on .:aoncerninq the .ruling of it:he ·court, ·:I 
Ji 
don't know that I need to state anything further I 
I 
i! on that. 
!; 
ii 
let' ·s ·t'fo 1 I 
~ 'I 
'!'BE COUR'l': All right, gentlemen, 
1, 
underway. !: out into the Courtroom and get this case 
('rhereupon, court and Counsel entered the 
open Courtroom whereupon voir dire questions 
were asked of the Jury by court and Counsel, 
strikes were made by Counsel and a Jury was 
selected to try the i·ssues of the case.) 
'!'BE COURT: All right, gentlemen, the Jury 
is ready for opening statements. Now excuse me, 
I believe a motion to exclude the witnesses has 
been made. 
Are there any witnesses present in the 
Courtroom? 
MR. AYERS: The only witness in the 
Cou~troom ~or the Plaintiff is Mr. Burl Whitlow 
who, under the Aqreement which has been accepted 
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also. Now we are here today tryinq this case in 
this Courtroom and if you want to define the 
question more specifically, you can say: If the 
preqradinq work by Sisson & Ryan had been done in 
accordance with the-written Specifications, the 
written COntract document, would we be here today? 
I think that once you answer that question, . 
considerinq the two critical facts that ~ave been I 
outlined for you, the answer would be no, that 
we would not be here and we would hope that your 
verdict will be in favor of c & P. 
Thank you. 
I 
THE COURT: All right, Mr. Hazlegrove? 
MR. HAZLEGROVE·: ·Mr. Ayers has given you 
to understani the outline of his expected evidence 
as far as the telephone company is concerned and 
the source of the ·telephone CXIIP~·~ disappointment 
about what happened with its structure. 
He has told you the names of the Principles 
or the Parties that are involved in the suit, but 1 
I want you to fully understand the role of two 
of those Parties: One is the role of Smithey & 
Bo~ton. 
Smithey & Boynton were the architects and 
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the engineers that the telephone company engaged 
to design this group of structures and to follow 
the pregrading accomplished by Sisson & ~jan. 
·xn:. other 't'ITords , unc1.er the Agreement ·r.eached ; : 
between Sisson & Ryan and the telephone company, 
the architects were· charged ~ith the author!~ 
I proqression of the·w.or); 
I 
that at any time during the 
by Sisson & Ryan, ~at they had the right to 
reject it if it did not confoxm with the 
Requirements of that Contract • 
Contract. 
Now as often occurs in a construction 
project, the architects &ld engineers are not 
quite sure what lies beneath the site and whether 
the quality of those soils that underlie a 
construction site will really have the strenqth 
and ability to hold the structure that is to be 
put over them. 
In order to make sure that the soils were 
I suf~icient in quality, they engaged, C & P did, li ,. 
'• 
Freehling & Robertson - - which is a testinq li 
1~-------------------------------------------------------------.;~ 
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laboratory and has people on its staff \iho are 
soils· engineers - ~ to do two things: First, they 
wished to obtain information from Froehlinq & 
Robertson in regard to pre-Contract testing, I 
predesiqn testing to 
had· soils that could 
. I 
determine whether this l!ite 'I 
be compacted to the densities I, 
I 
to support the structures that they intended to 
place on them. 
Secondly, and more importantly, the 
telephone company, as ~x. Ayers has told you, 
engaged Froehlinq & Robertson to be its eyes and 
ears on ~~e job while Sisson & Ryan excavated 
and compacted the fill to form the site for the 
buildings which were to follow and which would 
be·constructed by another contractor, an 
independent contractor, c. L. Lewis. 
Now the terms of the engagement reached 
by the telephone company with Freehling & nobertson 
II 
were to require Freehling & Robertson to determine;; .. 
II 
and report to the owner and to the architect that d 
I• 
II Sisson & Ryan was doing its job. i! 
li 
The documents did not impose upon Sisson & li 
Ryan any greater responsibility than to satisfy II 
,, 
Freehling & P.obertson that it was doing the job lj 
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in complian~e \ii th Freehling & Robertson' s 
interpretation of those Spec~fications. 
Now as)~. Ayera says, we·are not here to . 
argue the case, but it is our· conten~ion that this I 
sp·ecial relationship that existed both between · 
the·tele~hone company and the architects and the 
telephone company and Freehling & Robertson, the 
experts on soils, l-Ias such that they were· required 1 
to tell the owner what they saw and to reject that ,I 
which they saw or should have seen which was not 
in compliance with the Agreement. 
If they did not report it, then our 
contention or the law is that the owner liho hired 
them is, nevertheless, charged \-lith that 
knowledge. 
Our position on liability in regard to 
'I companJ,
1 that 
whether or not my c.lient owes the telephone 
anything by reason of its disappointment is 
I 
I the architects and the soils engineers were in a 
position to know and had they done their jobs, I 
.i 
they could not have helped but know that Sisson & I• 
II 
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Ryan was placing oversized materials, rocks in 
excess of one foot in diameter in the fil1:·::6f 
this site. 
Indeed, our evidence will be that those 
I 
I I . 
rocks ~re placed in several tiers. Now under the 1 
Contract Specifications, Freehling & Robertson 
was required to test.for compaction on each lift 
or tier of fiil material eiqht inches thick for 
' each two thousand squate feet, which is less than 
fifty feet square, to determine whether that soil 
had achieved the reqriirements of the Contract 
as far as density is concerned. 
We say that the inspector for Freehling & 
Robertson could not have hedped but see, had he 
· do~e his job, that Sisson & Ryan was placing 
oversized material in the fill. 
Secondly, our evidence will be that on one 
or more occasions, the architects• representative 
at the site, Mr. Dan Zahn, s1:ooc1 in the site and 
saw exposed oversized materials displayed in that 
area. 
It will he our position in contention that 
the evidence will be satisfactory to you that the 
architects knew that we were using oversized 
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materials in the fill and that the inspector for 
Froehling & Robertson knew that we were placinq 
oversized materials in the fill and that they 
said nof.hinq··about it to the owner. 
I 
Consequently, we would say this to you: The I 
owner sho~ld not, in ~~is case, be entitled to 
complain that Sisson & Ryan placed oversized 
materials in that fill and that that caused it 
to fail~ 
Now at any time while Sisson & Ryan was 
out there, either the architects or the soils 
engineers could have said to Sisson & Ryan that 
they should not do the work that way and-that 
it was not in complia;ru::e with the Contract. 
Even after the Contract had been completed 
and Sisson & Ryan left the job foll~~ing 
certification by the ar~~itects that the job had 
been done properly and in compliance and then 
fully paid off ·and congratulated for a job well 
done, even at that late stage and before th~ 
c. L. Lewis firm commenced the construction of 
the Group Tools Buildinq which failed and about 
which the Complaint is made, if Froehling & 
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cannot put the building there because we know 
that that is underlain \v-i th rock," then the amount 
of loss that would have been sustained by the 
telephone company would have been nothing in 
excess of the cost of rem~ving the rock and 
replacing it with suitable fill Without the rock 
in it. 
They could have called on Sisson & Ryan 
at that time, before ~'ley incurred the damages 
that they now complain about, had they simply 
done so. 
So what has occurred is that the o\~er 
failed to correct the work at the time that it I 
\-tas being perfo·rmed, he failed to correct the work 1 
at any time and he simply added damage upon damaqe · 
and now he is seeking from Sisson & Ryan some 
$319,000 for 'fork that could have been done for 
a few dollars, or not in excess of the amount 
that was required to replace the fill so we say 
that the position that we are put in is not.fair, 
it is simply not fair. 
Now there are two other aspects of this 











work - - and by "the work" all we aqreed to do, : 
~------------------------------------~~1 
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as Mr. Ayers has said, was to make this site 
appropriate for someone else to construct a 
building on, it was a pregrading contract. 
·When .Mr. ·nunkenberqer an:d :·Mr .. :Sisson 
. ' 
reached Agreement with the telephone company to 
erect this or to do this grading work for $99,000, 
that was the total lump sum amount, $99 ,·o·oo, 
cail it a hundred thousand··.dollarsl the position 
of the buildinqs and structures were indicated 
on the plans and the location of the parking area ' 
I . ' 
was also located on the plan,- .that was<-·t.he 
deployment of the buildinqs as they saw them on 
the plans. 
During the course of the work, the 
·"' 
oversized materials were placed in the deepest 
part of the fill which is .this swale area here 
(indicating), in the belief that that area was 
to be superimposed by nothing more than a parking 
lot. 
Sisson & Ryan remained ignorant of any 
chanqe in the plan until after they had been 
discharged and then unbeknownst to them and to 
their soil engineer, Froehlinq & Robertson, the 
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area tlhere they sa\•7 Sisson & Ryan placing the 
rock. 
What they did was to brinq the building to 
an area.of the site where they kn~w or had 
reasonable knowledge that it 1-1ould not perform 
as they expected. 
Indeed, t.'le general issue and the very 
source .of the claim before· you today is the 
placement of that buildinq in an ar~a which ';ras 
unsuitable for the placement of the building and 
where they knew that ~e rock had been placed. 
l~ow there is another contention: Freehling & 
Robertson was in charge of the perfo~ance of 
Sisson & Ryan and if ·they did not lil~e the way 
< . 
that Sisson & ~xan was performinq - - well, that 
is unfair to say, let me say it this way, if 
Sisson & P.y.an was not executing the work according 
to the Requirements of the Contract, ~~en they 
\fere the ones 't7ho should have so indicated to 
Sisson & Ryan, they were the ones with that 
responsibility. 
Early in the job when. the first lifts or 
tiers of earth for compaction were beinq_placed 
and Sisson & Ryan's people were awaiting~the test 
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results, Freehling & Robertson's representatives 
said to stop the.work. 
The Contract required Sisson & P.yan to 
compact :the· soil "to . 9'5 percent of .'i:t:s ·:·compac.t:ibi.l! : · 
as determined by Froehlinq & Robertson and the 
test reports indicated that this compaction was 
not beinq achieved so they stopped the work and 
said, RYou are not qetting~the compaction that 
is necessary.,. 
They, thereafter, changed the procto~ - -
that is the reference by which the standard of 
. performance was gauged - ..... so that the ~rork ~7hich 
Sisson & Ryan performed t.t7ould meet the inspect~on 
Standards. 
The soils engineer, Froehling & P.obertsonr J 
simply reduced the standard for performance and 
it should not have done that, it really should not . 
have done that, and, as a matter of fact, this 
building failed not by reason of. there being 
oversized materials in the fill, although that 
may have accelerated the demise of the building, 
it failed simply because Froehlinq & Robertson 
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Now that is about what our evidence is 
going to be. We completed the job to Froehlinq & 
Robertson's satisfaction and Freehling & 
Bobertson, unfortunately, was too easily pleased. 
N~f I don~t like to talk about damages 
because we maintain that we owe nothing, but if 
you find that we are liable, we say that l-Te are 
not liable for anything more than restoring the 
wori~ that 'i-re performed and not the worlt . for 
anyone else or for other trades who had b~e 
responsiblity~to put the structure up. 
The structure which failed, when I first 
became involved in the case, appeared to be a 
qraat deal larger than it is in life. 
It is a structure that is about 20 feet 











in it, it has no heat, it has no office in it, it 11 
. I· 
is just a brick-cased shed. - II 
~. . I! 
our estimated cost of completely re-erectinq 
i: 
that structure at today' s prices,· adj·us.ted' - ..... t. 







The ~tructure, when it.failed, was 46 perce~t 
li 
complete in value so to put it back up to ~-there it~~ 
was ~1hen it failed is a $27,000 item plus the cost.· 
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Baltz - Direct 1-104 
2 
We did not have parkinq for the company 
3 
vehicles, space for the people to work in the buildinq, 
4 
nor did we have employee parkinq spaces so we were anxious 
5 
to bu11d the center to· ::qet ·1:h8se ·groups .:.back ·:.together 
6 
because they do work hand-in-glove, day-to-day. 
7 
T.he outside enqineerinq people designed 
.a the outside pole lines and the cables 7 the eonstruction 
...... ··: ' .. : .t . # 













· .t:he pole lines so the two gx:oups needed to be together. 
Q And so would these two qroups have been 
brought back toqether with the planned main buildinq at 
the Radford Work Center? 
A Ye~, sir1 the outside plant enqine~rinq 
people occupy the second floo~ of the two-story buildinq1 
the construction manaqement center is on.the first floor 
plus we have a three-bay garage area for repair work to 
our vehicles . in this are ali. 
They inspect the vehicles, they service 
them and plus it is our supply facility for the entire 
21 Blacksburq-Christiansburg-Radford~Pearisburg-Dublin area 
22 and all of that construction flows through this center. 
23 Q Was it contemplated from the beginning 
24 that there would be another structure at the Work Center? 
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Baltz- Direct 1-105 
this Group Tools Return Buildinq. 
. Q And would ·you describe its purpose for us, 
please sir? 
A This building is 18 feet wide and 118 
feet lonq. We wanted it at this particular location 
because as the trucks would drive out of the Center, they 
would stop by and pick up Group Tools, maybe a manhole 
\ 
pump, manhole guards, tools that were not assigned to an 
individual truck, but which were Construction Group tool~ 
and so it was a convenient spot to stop on their way out 
and also on their way back in. 
All of the copper cable, the clippings, 
the ends of the plastic materials that bad been taken 
down, the trucks ~ould stop at the Center on their way 
back in and place them in the proper location. 
The trash would go into the dumpster and 
the copper would .. ,qo into one bin and the plastic would go 
into another for meltinq down so it was a logical place 
.. '! 
and that gave us a good flow of traffic in this particular 11 
area. 
0 Very quickly, Mr. Baltz, I am referring 








entitled "Site Gr~ding Plan" and desiqnated as Sheet Number ;t 
I' 
C-1, does this document show t:he site of the Radford Work i! 
1~----------------------------------------------------------~!j I' ·I 
I! 
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Baltz··- Direct 1-106 
Center? 
A Yea, that is the site. 
Q And in the center of that plan is ,.,h~t is 
called the new bu!ldinq.? 
A That is a two-story buildinq. 
Q And then at the bottom is a building 
· designa~ed as t:he ···Group 'l'ools and Return .Materials 
Buildinq' II is thlit ::. co~ect?' 
.. ' · .. -· 
.. · . 
10 A Yes. 
11. Q And the parkinq for the employees ~as to 
12 the south and ea·st of the ne,., building, is t:hat correct? 
13 A That is correct. 
14 Q What are these things in this area? 
15 A Carports for the company vehicles and 










Q And they are to the north of the new 
building? 
A Yes. 
0 And what is the remainder of this area 
which I guess would be between the Group Tools Building 
and the new building? 
A Well, that is a paved area. We have two 
loading docks in the back corner of th~ building, one for 
trac~or-trailers to unload supplies coming from the 
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Baltz - Direct 1-107 
2 factory, and the other one is for a smaller truck that 
3 will pick up supplies and take them to Blacksburg or to 
4 Christiansburg or over to Pearisburq_to our facilities 
5 ···:there. 
6 This is a center that all of the supplies 
1 will flow through before going to these various other 
8 centers. 
. : ... . . 
9 Q What is located to the north of the 
10 Group Tools Building? 
11 A 'l'hat is a cable dock where we have larqe 














in the concrete so that when you place a cable reel .. on it, 
it will not roll. 
The reel sits in these indentations and 
all of the cable for this entire area has to come into 
this Center because this is the only facility that we have 
~ 
where we can unload these reels. 
Some of them are seven to eiqht tons in 
weight and the tractor-trailer will back up to the rear 
of the Group Tools Building to a conc~~te dock and ~ey 
are unloaded at that point with a forklift, a Hyster-=type ·. 
thing. 
Q 
of the site? 
~at is in this area on the northerly edge 
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That is a small area back there where we 
did not pave and we built some pole rackstthere. 
The telephone poles for the area would 
come in on a ~traator~"trailer ~·.and. they would ·be ·.put .. ,on· :this 
rack. 
Now we did not pave this area because the 
creosote tends to drip down in the summertime. ·'l'hese are 
~ 
brand new poles and the creosote would break up the 
blacktop so it had just left to ·drip into the stone base 
but the tractor-trailer areas are all on the paved area. 
0 Bow many employees does c & P have at 
the Work Center? 
A We have about eight employees workinq out 
of this Center. 
0 And who are the supervisory personnel 
there? 
A We have John Bolt tt~ho is the manager for 
the outside plant engineering people who are located on 
the second floor: we have Bill Easton, our supervisor for 
buildings in this Radford-Blacksburg-Christiansburg-
Pearisburg-Narrows area, he is in charqe of grounds, 
buildings, maintenance, house services and so on. 
I can' t think of the other manaqer • s name, 
yes, Gene Ackerman is the construction manager at that 
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Baltz - Direct 1-109 
2 Center. He is the one in charqe of all of the outside 
3 plant construction. 
4 0 All right, Mr. Baltz, let's return then 









the site before the construction of improvements could 
·begin? 
A Yes, sir. When we purchased this site, 
in fact we looked at six or seven different sites in 
1:he Radford area arid we picked this site, this particular 
site, because it was closer to Interstate 81, it gave us 
good access off of 81 for tractor-trailer accessibility 
as well as for the convenience.of our people. 
14 '!'he site was not. an ideal site when we 
1s purChased it, ~ere was a hiqh bank on the front because 
16 I feel that when Route 177 canie throuqh, app~rently they 
11 did a lot of cutting so we were really with a high bank 
18 on the front and this went down through the midd!e and 
19 through a swale and back up on the back side or the back 






It was a cow pasture, I believe, and a 
house was up front, a brick two-story or maybe a single-
s~ory brick house of about five rooms. 
We purchased five and a-half acres so 
that we did have a lot of qradinq to be done to make this 
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Baltz - Direct 1-110 
~--------------------------~1 
piece of land into an area that we really wanted it to be. · I 
I It was the best site that we could find 
·and we were very pleased with the location and the way 
•i, .. 






I am referring now to Plaintiff's Exhibit li 
I 
0 
:Number Three which is entitled "Pregrading and Stor.m i. 
I' 
I 
I .:·_.Drainage Plan" and it bears the number sheet PG-1, is the 
,·:·:.:Y· · '.-l!·; . 


















· the land and also the grading which was to· be required 
of the contractor? 
A Yes, sir; that is the plan that Sisson & 
Ryan based their bid upon and-that they performed their 
work by. 
0 Who submitted bids to C & P on this job? 
A We invited eiqht contractors to bid, but 
we only received two bids, one from Sisson & Ryan and one 
was from Branch & Associates out of Roanoke. 
0 I take it that Sisson & Ryan was the low 
bidder? 
'I I, ,. 
d 
II 














I! Yes, t.heir bid was just a little bit over 11 
II 
!I $99,0001. Branch & Associates' price was, I believe, 
approximately $219,000 so we went with the low bidder. 









25 time, after the bid had been received by you, ·and·. by: .. "you," ;I 
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Baltz - Direct 1-118 
2 0 Let me back up for one item, Mr. Baltz: 
3 You referred to the front area and a little bit on the 
4 back area. 
5 ·Now l;)y '";front:·" do you mean that . portion ·.!of 
6 the site facinq 177? 
. . ... . ... . · .. 
.7 A Yes. 
Q And the back would be where the pole 
~· .,. storage area is? 
10 A Yes. 
11 Q And those were the two primary areas of 














A That is correct. 





Just roughly. l 0 
A The fill was from along in this area to I 
pretty much riqht throuqh the center of the site (indicating)o 
I 
I 
There was a swale going through the site this way. 
Q So if you follow the contour lines, they I 
I 






Yes, that was the deeper part of the fill. . 
i! 
lj 
Did C & P engage a soils testing company? il 
li 
Yes, we engaged Froehlinq & Robertson out 1; 
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Baltz - Direct 1-119 
of Roanoke to do this soils testinq. 
0 Let me show you Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 
15 which consists of two paqes and I would ask you to 
identify those. 
A The first one is a form letter from 
Froehlinq & Robertson stating what they would charge us 











9 out what type of soil we had. 
10 A "proctor" is a determination of the J 'I II 
I 
11 type of soil and how it is to be compacted and how much 














Also in here it shows the technician that 
II 
i 
would perform the field tes~nq, that he would be paid 
$15.50 per hour overtime and that his hourly rate is 
I 




That is the first paqe and on the second 
paqe is a letter that I wrote back to Freehling & 
,. 
Robertson acceptinq their proposal. in reqard to the amount. 'l 
MR. AYERSt We would offer Plaintiff's I 
Exhibit Number 15 into evidence. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: No obj.ection. 
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Baltz - Direct 1-120 
2 (Thereupon, the Contract betwee 
3 the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company 





to BY MR. AYERS: 
11 Q This proposal is basically a cost proposal 




A That is correct. 
,, 
I 
15 0 And it says nothing in it in regard to 
16 the terms of the procedure for accomplishing the task 
11 assigned to them? 
18 A That is spelled out in the Specifications. 
19 0 And the document says nothing in reqard to 
20 the authority or nonauthority of the soils testinq 
21 laboratory to stop the work? 





Q liho did have that authority? 
A The architect. 
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Baltz - Direct 1-121 
2 testinq the fill in this area, where the fill was to be 
3 done? 
4 A The method is what we call a proctor test. 
s. 0 Excuse me for interrupting you, Mr. Baltz, 
6 but what was the procedure to be utilized for determining 
• . • ··$·: 
7 when tests were to be done? 
8 A It was Sisson & Ryan's responsibility to 
·.·· .. 
, call Freehling & Robertson's office at any time that a 
1o compacted fill was to be placed. 
11 The C & P Telephone COmpany was payinq all 
12 of the bills, but Sisson & Ryan were required to call 
13 Freehling & Robertson and have the technician on the job 
14 at any time that the fill was being placed. 
15 0 What was the reason for utilizing this 
16 type of procedure, Mr. Baltz? 
17 A Well, on~when you are doing a compacted 
18 fill like this, you have rainy days and if we just sent 
19 the technician to Radford, he would sit in his truck all 
20 day without anything to do and we would be payinq the 
21 bill and that would run the cost up. 
22 At times,. the work by the contractor would 
23 be performed on the site, but he would not necessarily 
24 be doinq the compacted fill so instead of running up the 
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Baltz - Direct 1-122 
was a cost-savings way and an acceptable method to have 
the teChnician on call by the grading contractor. 
Q All riqht, Louis, you indicated that the 
architects on this· _project were Smithey & 'Boynton., is ·that 
<. 
correct? 
A That is correct. 
0 Were they the archi teQts both during -what 
we have defined as the pregrading phase of the work and 
during the subsequent construction phase undertaken by 
c. L. Lewis? 
A Yes. 
Q And were their rights and obligations 
I pursuant to both aspects of their job governed by a sinqle II 
II contract? 
A Yes, that is correct. 
Q I show you Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 14 
and I ask you if that is the Contract? 
A Yes, this is the Contract that we entered 
into with Smithey & Boynton. 
MR. AYERS: Your Honor, this will be 
offered as Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 14. I 
apologize for jumping around on the numbers, but 
I think that I will eventually qet them all. 
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Baltz - Direct 1-124 
A The Contract was signed wib~ Sisson & Ryan 
on September the 14th, 1978, I believe. 
Q That:.isr·correct, that is the date of the 




II . A ... ~e followinq day, I believe, or at least jl 
:within several days of that time theytere starting to worko d 
. . • I II 
0 Did you visit the site during the pregradin~ 
II 
work done by Sisson & Ryan? 
A Yes, at the very beqinninq. I took the 
I 
Contract to the site because we were anxious to get started). 
I 
it was the fall of the year and a good time for compacted 
fill. 
We had a preconstruction meeting at that 
time and then I would say that I was back on the site at 
several other times during the grading operation. 
0 Roughly how often would you try to get to 
the site? 
A I would try to get there at least once 
every three weeks. 
Q On these occasions when you visited ~~e 















A On my second visit to the site, we did have .! 
! 
i 
a problem with the fill qoing in. Freehling & Robertson's I 
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did came up to the percentage that was required in the 
Specifications. 
0 Other than this initial problem on what 
I believe you said ·was your ·second visit, .an ~.any othar 
occasions· when you. were at the site·, were there any 
problems that you were made aware of? 
A No : everything seemed to ]?e goinq extra 
·~· _:. :.,·: ::-~~:j'_:.:~ ... . ~-: . 






















0 on any occasion when you were at the site, ji 
II do you recall seeing what·:::the specifications define as 
· "oversized rock"? 
A I remember that it was in the fall and I 
was headinq out to the southwestern part of the state, 
it was rather late, I would say about 4:30 ·or 5:00, and 















At that time, there was a lot of machinery ,I 
18 · ·down on the site so I did not qo down to the !Site, .I just II 
stood up on the bank and th.~Y ~:re p~tting' in the compacted li 








entrance qate a tremendous pile of oversized material that ·! 
I .had been separated from the compacted fill. i 
I . . 
It was beinq separated and stock. piled I 
i 
and it looked to me like it was qoing to be wasted off site ' 
· ),,· · Q . When you say that it was ~tack pil~d near I 
. . :.,· . . . . .:r :· I 
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Baltz - Direct 1-127 
the front, again you are refe~rinq to up near Route 177? 
I 
A Yes, near the entrance gate. 
I· 
Q t-7ere you on the site at any time during ll I' 
the month of October? 
A I can't remember precisely, but I tried 
... ,···.: 




I feel certain that I vi~ited the site at II 
other jobs in the aJ;ea • 
·least once or maybe twice durinq October. p ,, 
0 When you were on the sites, either in il 
October or at any time, did you, at any time, see II oversized!! 
rock within the fill? 
A No, to the contrary, the material that 
Sisson & Ryan was using, just ·to look at the material, it 
was good, red clay mat~rial which was ~e!nq compacted 
... ·'· 
·without any boulders. 
It was just real good material, there was 
I nothing over six inches in length and z yas really pleased 
with the way that it looked each time thrt I was on the 
site. 
0 Were any change orders executed during the 
course of Sisson & Ryan's performance of its work on the 
site? 
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I don't know if you are familiar with that. 
And the total of these figures was $574.74? 
That is right. 
.And that would . have been ·::;added ··to . the 
: oriqinal Contract price? 
A That.is correct. 
; . 
MR. AYERS: ·We would offer this as Plai}ltif •.s 
- ' ' 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: No objection. 
THE COURT: That will be received as marked. 
. I 
(Thereupon, the above-described 
document in reqard to the chanqe orders 
to the Chesapeake.& Potomac Telephone 
Company of Virginia and Sisson & Ryan 
Contract was marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit 
Number 16 and was entered into the Record.) 
BY )!R. AYERS : 
Q Mr. Baltz , do you re·call 
Sisson & Ryan completed its dual task of 
approximately when I 
gradinq the site I 
and installinq the storm drainaqe system? lj · 
lr 





A That was mid-November. 
compacted fill was complete and the storm drainage system 
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Baltz - Direct 1-130 
was complete. They still had some '"rork on the banks , they 
had to seed the banks and put the top soil back on the bank]. 
They were also, after that point, installin : 
i 
some of the stone base on the site because when they left 
.it, I believe it had fo:ur inches of stone base.· 
Q All right, sir, subsequent to ~at point 
whi~i I belie)te yo~ said, ·was mid-November :i.s that 
·.·~··correct? 
A Yes. 









A I made·the inspection, the final 





d 0 Do you remember who was present? 
A It was Dan Zahn with Smithey & Boynton 
i . 
and I believe it was David nay with Smit~ey & Boynton, 
myself and Mr .• Danny s;sson was there, I 'beiieve. 
Q Is he with Sisson & Ryan? 
II ,, 
I 




the temperature \~as about eleven deqrees and the wind was ji 
A 
blowing a gale, '"~e almost· froze on-site. 
0 And what was the site condition? 












all of. the stone in place. Of course the site was frozen jl 
lr-------------------------------------------------------------~·1 i; 
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Baltz - Direct 1-131 
solid at the time that I was there, but I was very pleased 
with what I saw. 
Q On that site visit, did you see any 
oversized rock anywhere? 







In other words, I mean you did not see any ll 
q 
Q 
stock-piled r:oolc or any off··site? 
A It had been removed. 
Q At the time, was any mention made as to 
whether or not oversized material had been placed within 
the fill anywhere ~n the site? 









At that time , did you know whether oversizedi 
I; 
Q 
material had been placed in the fill? 
II 
Oh, no indeed. We got several reports from '1 
I 
A 
Sisson & Ryan in the form of varying reports that were 
showing that oversized material was being wasted off site. 
Q What reports· are you referring to? 
A These daily reports from the gradinq 








rain, no work involved: October 2, a lift was put in today, 1! 
i 
I 
and that type of thing. ! 
Q You are just hypothesizing·, you are not 
25 statinq what occurred on those days? 
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Baltz - Direct 1-132 
A No, but that is the type of report and it 
was listed quite a few times in the reports that would come 
ac.ross my deale that oversized material ~1as being wasted 11 
off site. 
Q Have you reviel-Ted those reports? 
. ;, . 
A Yes.· 
0 Mr. Baltz~ do those reports say anything I 
'I 
about the placement of oversized material within the fill? II 
II 
A No, sir. 
II· 
Did those reports cover the entire lenqth 
1
1j 
of time that Sisson & Ryali was on the site? 11 
Q 
A Ye~, sir. I 
Q 
I 
~fllen did the construction of the improvement 
on the preqraded site commence? 
A We signed a Contr.act with c. L. Lewis on 
·' '. 
January the 29th, 1979; the.work did not beqin, though,. 
until mid-April when ~ey moved ~onto·· the site to start 
work. 
Q And did I understand that c. L. Lewis was 
awarded this second portion of the work at the Radford 
Work Center? 
A That is correct. 
Q Was that a fixed Contract amount, also? 
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Baltz - Direct 1-133 
Q What was the amount of the Contract? 
' 
A His amount ~"as one: million one hundred and 
fifty-seven thousand and· some-odd hundred dollars; about 
. $1,157,000, :in .. that: ::-ange. 
0 Louis, when did the work on the Group Tools 
Building commence during c. L. Lewis' performance of the 
work? 
A That started about ·the middle part of June 
of 1979. 
f4R. HAZLEGROVE: P.epeat that question? 
rm. AYERS: I asked him when the Group 
Tcols Building, any work on the Group Tools 
Building commenced. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Thank you. 
BY MR. AYERS: 
Q And you said that it was in June of 1979? 
.Is that what you said, Mr. Baltz? 
A Yes, sir. 
0 
I ,, 
Mr. Baltz, tell us what. happened before the i~ 
. h 




Well, c. L. Lewis had. put in the concrete 1! 
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Baltz - Direct 1-134 
loading dock for those- cable reels and it was a substantial 
· concrete wall that was put ·in at that point. 
All of· ·the concrete work had been completed)! 
. . II 
all of ·the masonry work for the building which was about I 
18 feet wide and 118 ·feet in length, that had been completed! 
II 
and the door frames were in place and the bar joist had bee~! 
p 





Q All right, at that stage of completion, 
what happened, Mr. Baltz? 
II 
':l'he contractor, the mechanical contractor li 
on this second phase bad the responsibility to pi~~ up the ~~ 
A 
stub-out drain that was put in. 





Yes. He was to pick up this stub-out line !I A 
il 
and to extend that about SO or 60 feet back of the buildinq IJ:· 
so that it would pick up water at the base of the loading , 
dock and it would also pick up the storm water off of the 
materials building, also. 
This work was beinq done on a Friday 
afternoon and the contractor was stopped because he hit 
this tremencous boulder in the back of our building. 
His backhoe would not move the boulder so !l 
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Baltz - Direct 1-135 
the work at that point stopped, hm-rever, this was on 
September, probably about the 22nd, and that Monday morning 
or that weekend, Radford had a tremendous lot of rain and 
when the contractor· came to· the site on Monday ..... morninq .. , .~ ile 
ji 
noticed there were cracks developing in the materials IJ 
buildinq. 1 
I 
on Monday afternoon, I qot a call from the I 
architect, Basil Cox, who was the architect that was lookin~ 
" after this job for us, he called me along about 3:00 or II 
3:30 on Monday afternoon and.he told me about these cracks II, il 
that were developing in the buildinq. II 
II 
I had already made ~rranqements or plans tojj 
II 
be in Radford on TUesday so I told. Basil at the time that 
I would be there on Tuesday af.ternoon or around lunchtime 
on Tuesday and that we would look at the situation at that 
time and see what was qoing on. 
0 Did you qo to the site on Tuesday which, I 
believe, was September 2'5, 1979? 









0 Did you observe the Group Tools Building? I 
I. 
A 
up even more. 
1 t that showed 
Yes, and the cracks at that time had opened·; 
The lonq rear wall had a tremendous bow in ~~~ 
that there was a lot of tension being t! 
li 
exerted on that rear wall. 
,! ,: 
'i 
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Baltz - Direct 1-138 
BY MR. AYERS: I 
Q . tihat was said by anyone? First of all, I 
I 
II 
.identify, if you can, any representative of Sisson & Ryan 
who was there· • 
A 
I 
I believe that it was·:the·.--older t1r. Sisson, ·I 



















c;i · · 'All right, sir. Tell us, _as best you can 
recoliect, what was said by Mi. Sisson on that occasion. 
A I asked f.!r. Siss6n, ·I said, 11 Did you know 
that there were boulders in the fill?" · He said, "Sure, 
they are all across the site." 
I a~ost fell off of the one that I was 
standing·on because that·was in direct violation of the 
Specifications that he was working from and everybody at 
the job at that time were real surprised-at what was said. 
0 lias anything ·said by r~r. Sisson on that 
occasion that indicated that he was surprised to see the 
buildinq, the Group TQols Building at that spot? 
A No. 
Q Was anythinq said by Mr. Sisson on that 
occasion indicating that the architects or Froehlinq & 
Robertson r~presentatives, or anyone else, knew that the 
rock was in the fill? 
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Baltz - Direct 1-140 
site on that Wednesday and do some tests, do the test 
borings that· you have just raferred.to? 
A. I believe they did get their drilling rig 
there on that Wednesday, the best that I .can remember from · · 
1979, that is· a long time ago • 
0 Did you subsequently receive a report fram 
Freehling & Robertson?·. 
·· ....... 
.A Yes, ·we got a report from Freehling & 
Robertson; but it reai~y·did not tell us too much. They 
hit one rock and had to pull the drill, ti1ey couldn't go 
any further so they moved over and missed the boulder and 







I believe that ~1ey took four or maybe 
test borings at that time. 
five il 
I 
0 After receiving this report - • was that 
I 
report received sometime in October of 1979? 
A Yes·, sir~ that was received, I would say, 







0 And then· subsequent to receiving that 
report, did you have another meeting pertaining to the 
situation there at the Group Tools Building? 
A We had a meeting in Smithey· & Boynton's 
office where we invited Sisson &.Ryan to participate. 
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Baltz - Direct 1-141 
2 A That was October the 30th, 1979, I believe, 
3 in the afternoon. 
4 Q All right, sir, go ahead. 
5 A At that meetinq, we had the structural 
I 
6 engineer with Smithey & Boynton who was I can't recall 'i 























the project manager with Smithey & Boynton, Dan Zahn with 
Smithey & Boynton, Basil Cox, Smithey & Boynton's 
supervisor was there and also his supervisor who was 
c. B. Wilson and Herb Jayne was there. 
We also had Froehlinq & Robertson's 
representative, Steve Derbyshire1 Danny Sisson was there 
and I believe that Mr. Dunkenberq~r was there at that 
meeting, also. 
Q So from Sisson & Ryan, your recollection 
is that Tom Dunkenberqer and Danny Sisson were present? 
A As well as I remember, that is correct. 
Q Was. anything said at that meeting by the 
Sisson & Ryan attendees _that they were unaware that the 
building, that the Group Tools Building was being located 
in this particular spot on the project? 




























24 don't remember it. It could have come ·up, I am not sure, 
25 ~~-I __ d_o_n_'_t __ r_e_m_emb ___ e_r_. __________________________________________ ~~~ 
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Baltz - Direct 1-142 
Q Do you recall whether they said anythinq in 
terms of the architects having knowledge that the rock, 
that the oversized rock was in the fill? 
5 
6 




















October of 1979, did c & P enqaqe another soils-geoloqi.ca1 li 
I 
II 






And is Geoteclmics the firm that is located i! 
in Roanoke county, Virqinia? II 
Q Now after this meetinq at the end of 
fir.m to conduct tests? 
A 
investigation to find out what the problems were and what 
was the most economical way to correct the situation that 




Yes, it is. Jj 
L 
A 
Q Do you recall when this testing was done 
18 by Geotechnics? 
19 A This was done, I believe, in the month of 
20 November, 1979 and maybe part of it ran over into 
21 December of 1979. 
22 Q Did you receive a report from Geotechnics? 
ji ,, 
23 A Yes, I believe we received a report around } 
24 the first of January, 1980, indicatinq that they had dug 
25 test pits at the time and.had pretty well pinpointed the 
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Baltz - Direct 
Record.) 





Q Now Mr. Baltz, you indicated that the work, 11 
I 
I 
the remedial work to be done by c. L. Lewis was to be on 
. . :- ... ·-.;· 
a cost-pl~s basis, is that what you said? 
A That is correct. 
Q And the original Contract had been a 
fixed-price Contract? 
A That is correct. 
0 Why was the chanqe made? 

















remedial work that it was impossible to bid because we did !I 
lj 
11 not know the extent of these boulders, really how deep 1
1 ,, 
they were in the subsoil, how much had to be removed, the Ill 
!' 
extent that would ·have to be excavated and so to be fair 1l 
.,. p 
to the contractor and also ~o the telephone company, the li 
only fair way was to do the job this way. I 
The only fair way;-. \-lhen you' don •·t. ·kno\'1 the 11 
II full parameters, is to do it on a cost-plus basis. d 
II 
0 Was there any instruction given to !! 
c. L. Lewis and Company as to the manner in which the 
charges relating to this cost-plus work were to be 
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Baltz - Direct 1-149 
A They were instructed to send with their 
bill all backup data for every item from a pound of nails 
to a load of concrete. 
There··were to be invoices stating 
6 everythinq that was being done, the hours that were 
7 involved, and an indication of the machinery that was an 
8 the job. 
9 Backup information was sent to the 
10 telephone company with their bills in regard to this. 
11 Q Was any instruction qiven as to keepinq 
12 separate these charges associated with the Group Tools 
13 Building situation from any work being done on the 
14 remainder of the project? 
15 A Oh, yes, there· was a separate bill, 
16 entirely. 
17 MR. AYERS: I think we might be at the 
18 stopping point which ·you are lookinq for. 
19 THE COURT: All right, let's take a recess 
20 for about ten minutes. 
21 
22 Followinq I! 
p 
(Thereupon, a recess was taken. 
23 the recess, the Parties returned to the Courtroom 
24 and the following took place before the Court and 
25 Jury.) 
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Baltz - Direct 1-169 
A These are items that the architects put on 
·a list that are not acceptable, maybe they were not fully 
completed and this is a·list of items that the architects 
·~.~~ake when they are. goinq· through.~1and, ·in~pecti~q .the·~site 
and then this list is given to the general contractor 
in this case, c. L. Lewis - to correct or complete, 
whatever the case may be. 
:I guess ·the other items, the table pads 
were not fully complete at that time. 
Q All riqht, sir, since the completion of 
.the Group Tools Buildinq in late 1980, has C & P had any 
subsequent problems with that building? 
























0 Mr. Baltz, let· me show you a notebook which:; 
has been designated as Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 21 and 
ask you if you have reviewed that document? 
A Yes, I have. 
0 Does that document contain the costs 
incurred by c & P since September 24, 1979 relating to 
the remedial work necessitated at the site of the Group 
Tools Building? 
A This is the total amount that we paid to 
correct the problems. 
Q And is that total fiqure shown on Page one 
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of -L $319,603.99? 
A That is correct. 
0 Have you reviewed the invoices and the 
summary of invoices contained in Plaintiff's Exhibit 
Number 21? 
















MR. AYERS: If I may, Your Honor, :Just for ,i 
ii !I 
the sake of brevity, indicate that these summaries:; 
and invoices relate to charqes submitted by 
c. L. Lewis, Freehling & Robertson, Geotechnics, 
Smithey & Boynton and one other contractor. 
THE WI~TESS: Contractinq Enterprises. 
!o!R. AYERS: contracting Enterprises, 












for the claim beinq made by C & P for Mr. Baltz's ,: 
il 
time. 
Have I accurately summarized the invoices 
and the summaries contained in Exhibit Number 21? 
TBE WITNESS : Yes , you have. 
BY MR. AYERS : 
i: 
t, 
'I I, ,, 
,, 
' 
Q Can you say, Mr. Baltz, whetherr··each of the· 
expenses listed in this notebook relates solely to the 
remedial work associated with· the Group Tools Buildinq 
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Baltz - Direct 1-171 
situation? 
A Yes, they do. 
0 Can you state that these expenses and 
~ ~,invoices representing or setting forth those expenses were 
sent to and received by C & P for payment? 
A Yes, each one came to the telephone 
company for payment • 
.• 
Q .·And.has each of those invoices been paid? 
A ·Each one has been paid. 
MR. AYERS: Your Honor, we would offer 
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 21 into evidence. We 





acceptance of it as an exhibit from the Defendant' ~~ 
standpoint and we have no objection if he wants 
to state that into the Record at this time. 
f.1R. HAZLEGROVE: tfe do not object to the 
exhibit as evidence in the fact of payment for 
the charqes rendered. 
We do object, as Your Honor is well aware, 
to the compensability of these claims on the 
basis of reasonableness and for the various 
reasons that we have assigned. 









to the thinqs that we have previously discussed as· 
~--------------------------------------------------------------~' 
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Baltz - Direct 1-172 
.• 
to the limitations on the entry of this exhibit, 
it will be introduced and made a part of this 
Record as Exhibit Number 21. 












qoinq to show it i. 
;! 
MR. AYERS: I was not even 










(Thereupon, the notebook, as ;1 
I' 
above described, was marked as Plaintiff's d 
~ i 
" Exhibit Nmnber 21 and was entered into the ;; 'j 




BY z.m. AYERS : li 
d 
:' 
Q Mr. Baltz, let me ask you to refer to your jj 
copy of that exhibit. IJ 
A Okay. 
Q Now please refer to tab Roman Numeral 
Thirteen. 
A (Witness complies.) 
0 What is tab Roman Numeral thirteen? 
A These are the time sheets that I filled 
at the telephone company in reqard to jobs that I was 
working on at that particular time. 
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0 Did your responsibility ~7ith regard to the 1! 
II 
i! Plant Work Center terminate upon the completion of the 
project, of the entire project? 
A Yes .. When we .build a. facility like this, 
















Q Let me ask you a couple more questions, 1; 
H 
Mr. Baltz: Do I. understand that you first became aware of 
.the existence of the oversized rock in the fill in 
September of 1979? 
· A That is correct. · 





To your knowledqe, prior to that date, did i1 
,I 
ji any c & P employee have knowledge of· the existence of that 
rock in the fill? 
A ~To, sir. 
Q To your knoTttledge - - well, let me put it 
this way~ Had you been advised by the architects or the 










23 rock in the fill? 
24 
25 
A No, sir. 
Q If you had known of the existence of that 
~--------------------------------------------------------------~:t !: 
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Baltz - Direct 
rr---------------------------------------------------------------~'1 
rock-in the _fill during the progress of the work, Mr. 
3• what would have been the course of action that you would 
· · ··>: · .. ·:.have taken? 
. .... . . 
.. S:.: .. A We woUld ·ha'Y'e · stopped ·it ···.at ··that _point , in 
: :>~ ... :·~···:: .: :';:tim~ • 
..... ~.-' .. : .•' . ;., 
,·.; .~ .. :.. .:~.: . . . . :, .· i: ·o Why? 
12 
13 






. 17' . 











q ( ,, 
:I 
11 ,.·: 
but eventually :; 
II 
failed as fast had it not been for the rain, 
. it would have failed •. 
Q Do you ·have any explanation as to how that 
·oversized material qot into the fill? 




















A No, I have no idea. 
! 





MR. HAZLEGROVE: Your Honor, while they 
1: 
are pausinq to contemplate any further questions, i; 
I. 
I want to ·~ot~· my objection or move to disallow 
the salary that Mr. Baltz has spoken of as beinq 
allocated to this claim on the qrounds that he 
!: . 
ii· 






I! ; :: ; 
is a salaried f!mployee of C & P, as he so stated, ;: i; . 
and that whether this Jury finds Sisson & Ryan to 
~--------------------------------------------------------------~;. 
~ . 
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Baltz - Cross 1-183 
of the time that you actually signec1 off? 
A Yes. 
Q Even though your Cont·raet did not require 
you to,:do that? 
A We lived up to our word, yes. 
. '· 
0 Now when you e~gaqed Freehling & Robertson 
to do the inspectio~ work of the ~iil operations, what did 
you expect them to do for you, Froehlinq & Robertson? 
A We expected for them to follow the 
Specifications in reqard to takinq compaction tests as 
















They were on call by the qrading contractor,![ 
I
I: 
Sisson & Ryan, and anytime that the fill was beinq placed, 
they would give Freehling & Robertson a call and the soils 
engineer would come on site. 
. 0 Did you expect Froehlinq & Robertson to 
report to you in writinq that they had complied with the 
Specifications as to this earthwork? 
A Yes, I did. 


























material, then Sisson & Ryan or Freehling & Robertson could ;: 
not qet the required compaction under and around those 
rocks, could they? 
A No. 
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to you, did they not, to report that the compaction could I! 
H d 
li 
not be accomplished? 
II 
:If they '"ere called to the site, th~y .would i' 
ll 
. A. 
have seen it and I am sure that they would have reported 
·.it to us. 
·0 · You testified ~'tat they did not? 
A They did not. 
Q Freehling & Robertson never reported to 
you or advised y~u that the compactions were not reached 
in the fill? 
A That is correct. 

















report ~: A If they saw it, they were obliqed to 
it. I! 
I· 
!l II p 
r! 
0 Now the Specifications required Sisson & 
Ryan to achieve what densities of compac:tion for the areas 
!1 
'i 
to receive structures and the areas not to receive structur~~? 
j; . 
1: 
It was set up that the two-story building II 
was to receive 95 percent compaction and the rest of the 
site was to receive 90.percent compaction. 
0 
compaction? 
So it was not a straight 95 percent 
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Baltz - Cross 1-222 
t1ednesday, they had Thursday, Friday, Saturday and the 
. . 
first thinq Monday morning to get the test of the proctor 
because it showed that it was not cominq up on the very 
· first test.· 
I really don't know, probably.you should 
·ask Froehlinq' & Robertson or maybe Dan Zahn would remember 
···.(a · ., .. the. exact seq~ence, I just remember that there was a 
. : ~.-~ -.:: .... !"· . : . 
. : .... ·. 















··problem at the very beginning of the job· and that a new 
proctor was run. 









put in the nuclear testing instrument set on the site and 
that it was up to the compaction that we desired according 
to the Specs. 
Q You actually acquainted yourself with that 
piece of test apparatus? 
A I watched Sam Brooks operate it. 
Q Now did you have any conversations with 
Mr. Brooks or Mr. Derbyshire or with Mr. Thomas concerning 















~ I modifying the scope of .the undertaking that you ~ere paying .. 
them to do?· 
A No. 











25 did you assume from that report that in those initial periods 
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Baltz - Cross 1-223 I 
~~--------------------------~11 
of time that they were testing each lift of eight inches 
in thickness once every.two thousand square feet? 
A Just in looking at this particular one, 
it is the second ... lift :and it ·has a lhand-.drawn sketCh ~of 
the site bUt at that point in time, ·they were down in -~'le 
·ravine part of i-t;, they were trying ·to bring it up and .it 
. was not that large _of an· area. 
They .took five tests which is ad~quate for 
that section.· 
0 · · You mean it was one every eight inch lift 
per two thousand square feet? 
A Yes, accordinq to the Specs. 
0 Did you assume from reading your reports 
that they were doing those tests with that required 
frequency? 
A Yes. 
Q That is what you:paid them for? 
A That is what we paid them for. 
0 Let's look oyer he%e, if you will, to the 
report dated October 27, 1978 and on that date, they ran 
how mahy tests? 

















































ir : ~ 
twenty-six so there were twenty tests. Let • s see what else i 
! 
I 
they did, that was the 27th; on the 27th, they have qot fivei 
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tests, they have got seven tests. 
There were five tes-ts on that sheet and a 
total of twenty-six tests were made, yes. 
Q A total of 26 tests and how does he end 
his report? 
A He did not make any commen~. 
Q Okay. 1jlait a minute, let Is look over 
·here, 'I am not goinq to let you off that· easy, Mr. Baltz. 





























That is what was reCluired every 2, 000 feet, ll 
13 every;""2,000 square feet. 
14 Q Then why was he saying "spot checks, " if 
15 that is what he.understood at that time? 
16 A Well, if you are going to test once in 
17 2, 000 sqUare feet, that '"rould be a spot check. 
18 Q Then why did he not put that leqend on all 
19 of his reports? 
20 A Oh, he was on the site the entire day to 
21 run that many tests and I don•t see any problem with it, 
22 I myself. 
23 Q It did not give you any pause, it.did not 
24 give you any concern that they had stopped doing all of 
25 the testing that l-tas required? 
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Okay, that is how you interpret it? 
That really doesn't give me ~~Y problem, 
He made a hand-drm~ sketch of the site and 
~10~1 those are :1ot the exact locations, as 
· I understand. 
Q 2~ow have you ever z-eguested anyone to 
determine whether, for the amount of fill, Freehling & 
Robertson conducted ~~e number.of tests that the 
;;:: 
.specifications requirad them to conduct? 
-~ -~'- ... 
A I ~mo~·1 t."'lat Steve Brooks went back - -
•. ·r~· Q Sam B:rooks? 
Steve Derbyshire \V'ent back and t=ied to 
. ~· . 
put all of that in, but it is hard to qo back on a 
:·hand-drawn sketch and draw all of ~1ese tests. 
0 But you did 11ot get !~r. ~7hi tlo~st to determine 
whether they had cornpliee tV"it.~ the Specifications - -
.• . . 
A No. 
·='' Q as far as the n~ber of tests were 
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Q !I And you don • t know whether they did or did j! 
not, do· you? 
A If Sisson & Ryan called Froehlinq & 
Robertson eaCh time·· that·. they were putting in a lift and 
if Froehling & Robertson did.what they were contracted to 
1-: 
. ' 


































Q Now you.have not testified and you are not 
prepared to testify, are you, Mr. Baltz, that Sisson&· 
····Ryan placed fi~l, compacted fill on any day or portion of 
·a day that Freehling & ·nobertson·was not at the site for 
inspection purposes? 
A That is correct., 
Q You have no evidence'or no suggestion that 
Freehling & Robertson t,1as simply not informed of fillinq 
operations or that Sisson & ~an was dumping those rocks 
in there under the cover of darkness, do you? 
A The·. only thing that I have would be one 
thinq in reqard to what the telephone company people in 
Radford saw, they saw them working out there one Friday 
night·.-
Q'. Early in ~~e job? 
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Baltz - Cross 1-227 
2 
A. We cannot determine at what point in time 
3. and I am not sure what they were doing at the time but 
~· that is ·the only indication that we had of anything like 
.... 
. 5' that • 
6 Bill Wood, l-iho has s'ince retired from the 
. 7 · telephone COmpany 1 Called me ·~'le next morninq in reqard tO 
· a .. it but I did not malte a notation of it. 
9 0 Now have you read the Degosition of 
















A No, I have not. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: May I have about five 
minutes? Would this be ·a good time to take a 
short break? 
THE COURT: That t-till be fine. I thought 
that we Might finish with· this Witness and then 
we could go home but let's take a short recess, 
ladies and gentlemen, for about five minutes. 





the recess, the Parties returned to the room and 11 
i' 
the following took place before the- Court and Jury.:) ., 
l 
t 
THE COURT: All right, continue, ,i 
I ~ 
q 
!! Mr. Hazlegrove. 
~------------------------------------------------------------~'! 
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but it is a copy. · 
Okay, that is all that I want. Now when Q 
this matter arose - - and I want you to look at the 
!l 
general conditions, I will get them, if you will permit me. 'I 
ii 
A All right. 
Q Now Smithey & Boynton had certified this 













They certified that the work had been done !l 0 
in accordance with ·the Agreement and they request.ed you to. I! 
pay them the final balance ·iri the sum of $24, 000? 
A Right. 
0 And that certificate was given to you 
sometime in what, December of 1978 or January of 1979? 
A I ·think it was January, as well as I 
remember. 
Q And you ultimately paid them the amount 
that was certified by the architect? 
A Yes. 



















22 the payment, was it suggested to you that the Group Tools 




24 A We had no knowledqe of that. I 1: 
~ : 
25 Q And the architects did not tell you and it 
r---------------------------------------------------------~·1 II 
i! 
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Now let • s look at the p_ ictures that vou havei: 
~ li 
Baltz, ·-· af :· what ·was : actua]j;]!y ~1m covered . in sponsored, Mr. 
!I 
lj , .. 
" II .. 
that site. 
Now herecislone, Photoqraph Number .. Fourr 
il 
and that rock would be what, what would you suqqest, five jj .·. 
or six feet~n the short dimension and maybe seven or eiqht 1! . 
on the long dimension? 
' 
A It appears to be quite a large boulder. 
0 And now they weret.-~supposed to bring that 
dirt up in eiqht inch lifts? 
A Right. 
Q And they were to compact each lift of 
eiqht inches, riqht? 
A That was· Sisson & Ryan•s responsibility. 



















" I! than eiqht-inch lifts, the architect could have been called II 
in, and you, the owner, would::have been called in in I 












I am not sure anybo~y ever saw it beinq put !: 
li p 
ll 
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Baltz - Cross 1··234 
Q You were never called and told that they 
were placing oversized material in the fill? 
A It is not in the report. 
Q Nothing is in the report that you received 
from Mr. Thomas, is that right? 
A Riqht. 
Q So if J~. Brooks had done his job of 
inspectinq each layer of each eight-inch lift or each 
two thousand square feet whid1 is what, fifty feet square, 
forty-~ive feet square~ 
A Forty-five feet square. 
Q If they were doing that job to those 
specifications, could they have failed to have seen the 
size of those boulders? 
A I believe that one would have seen it. 
0. I·~· think they would have, too. You really 
don't need any traininq to see those, do you? 
A No. 
0 You just don't hide things of that size? 
A I believe my grandson could have seen that. 
0 Now ~~. Day wrote to my client and said to 
get back on the job and to fix the foundation, that he 
was responsible for doing it under Section 13.2 of the 
Aqreement but the job had already been certified for final 
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' L 24 
25 












concerned, wasn't it? 
A tfe did not have x-ray eyes to see what had j! 
;( 
been placed in '±here. 
0 But you did not need any, you would have 
seen it had you been out there, correct? 
A (No response. ) 
Q Now read Section 13.2 of your Agreement. 
A "The contractor shall promptly correct 
all work rejected by the architect as defective or its 
failing to confor.m to the Contract documents whether 
observed before or after substantial completion. The 
contractor shall bear all costs." 
Q Now the architect never rejected the work, 
did he? Well, he rejected it on the 27th or the 28th of 
September, but by then they had let it go, hadn't they? 
A He rejected it according to the paragraph 
and requested Sisson & Ryan to come back in and make the 
corrections as necessary. 
Q But not until after you had paid them and 
i: 











after it had been certified that Sisson & Ryan had finished;: 
its job? 
But we did .not know that the boulders were 
in there at that point in time. 
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Baltz - Cross 1-236 
0 Now read the next paragraph. 
A fti£ within one year after the date of 
substantial completi.on of the work, or designated portions 
thereof, any of the work is found to be defective or not 
in accordance with the Contract documents, the contractor 
shall correct it promptly after receipt· of a written 
not~ce from the owner to do so unless the otnter has 
previously qiven the contractor written notice accepting 
such-conditions. This obligation shall survive the 
ter.mination of the Contract. The owner shall qive such 









Q You did not give Sisson & Ryan notice to !! 
ii 
II qo back there and fix that condition, did you? il 
I! 
ij 
A .I think if you· q.o J;>ack to your minutes of li 
:j 
the meeting of 11 
0 tfritten notice? li 
li A There was a meetinq in Smithey & Boynton • s ;; 
I!· 
office which was, I believe, on the 25th of October where !i 
! ~
we requested Sisson & Ryan to go back to ma~e the corrective 
action and they refused. 
0 But you did not notify them, well, Mr. Day 
notified them under 13.2.1, didn't he? 
Riqht. 
Q l~ow if you had found that condition before 
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Baltz - Cross 1-237 
i 
r-------------------------------------------------------------~ii 
they started to erect that buildinq, you have already 
testified that you would have had someone do something 
about it? 
A 
Q . You just could not or would not have 
















. ·· .... :• 
And had you known, you would not have spent rl 9 Q 
10 $319 ,ilOO puttiiu;r~up a building on a site underlain, or to 
11 remediate a failed structure that had been put over 
,. 
12 insufficient or inadequate f:J.ll, would you? 
13 A That is correct. · 
14 0 And if the tests of compaction, reqardless 
15 of rock, had not-come to 90 percent of maximum density, 
16 you would not have permitted the building to qo there, 
17 either, would you? 
18 A That is correct. 
19 0 So you were.relyinq in the final analysis 
20 on either the architects or Froehlinq & PDbertson to 
21 report to you, either in writing or orally, in regard to 
22 any deviation from those Agreements, were you not? 
23 A I was relying on Sisson & Ryan to do its 
24 work correctly, too. 
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Baltz - Cross 1-238 
Freehling & Robertson? 
A They were making the compaction tests. 
0 And they were passing on the adequacy of 
performance, were they not? 
A That is true. 








for no other purpose other than to just do that? 




MR. HAZLEGROVE: I have no further question~;. 
il 
't 
THE COURT: Do you have further questions, !! 
Mr. Ayers? 
l•!R. AYERS: Yes , sir. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATIOl-1 
BY MR. AYERS: 
0 Now read the third paragraph of Plaintiff's 
Exhibit Number 19, would you, ~~. Baltz? This is the 
letter from Mr. Day to Sisson & Ryan dated January 17, 
1980. 
























23 work of the qeneral conditions of the Contract, we are 
24 requesting that you initiate corrective work." 
25 0 Does that letter, at any point, identify 
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Baltz - Redirect 1-240 
I' I 
























A That is correct. Sisson & Ryan. 
Q And I meant to have you read two and three 









of what you have just read in reqard to faulty or defective '1 
•• 'I 
work and three says what? 
A "Failure of the work to comply with the 
requirements of the Contract documents.P. 
Q So that' is another exception to any waiver 
of clatms by the owner against the contractor, is that 
correct? 
A That is correct. 
Q Let me .ask you, Mr Baltz, when you were 
respondinq to the questions relating to the observations 
of the boulders within the fill as the lifts were beinq 
placed, did you assume, when you responded to those 
questions, that the boulders were there when the lifts 
were placed? 
A I ·wish I knew, you know. 
0 Did you assUme that when you responded and 
answered the questions that the boulders were there? 
A No, they could not have been there, I 






























0 If they were there, you said that you would ; 
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Baltz - F.edirect 1-241 
have seen them, is that correct? 
A That is correct. 
Q And if they were not there when the lift 
was placed, you. would· not have· se·en them? 
A I would not have seen them. 
Q And when I say .. lifts, " I mean these 
eight-inch layeJ;s_?. . 
A That is correct. 
Q You indicated that when the final payment 
was certified and made to Sisson & Ryan, that you had not 
been-advised of the existence of the oversized rock within 
ii 
II 











the fill by either the architects or the soils testing lab, 
is that correct.? 
A '!'hat is correct. 
Q Had you, at that time, been advised by 
Sisson & Ryan of the existence of such r.'aterial in the 
fill? 
A No,. they did not advise me, either. 
Q Now reference has been made to this chanqe 
in the proctor as was utilized by Freehling & Robertson !j 
II ,, 
and as was utilized by Mr. Whitlow, the reference being tha~; 
you changed from a standard'proctor to a modified proctor, 
is it your understandinq that the modified proctor used was 
90 percent? 
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any difference whether the architect knew or should 
have known and it doesn't t11.ake any difference 
whether the soils engineer or inspector knew or 
should have kncnm that ·those .·rocks were ·.m ··there., 
0 0 
the Court will require proof that ltr. Baltz knew 
or had information which should have led him to 
believe that there were rocks in there, then we 
might as well stop, because if the Court is going 
to rule out imput.ed knowledge in this case, then 
three-quarters of our defense on liability depends 
on that. 
THE COURT: I mn going to tell you what the 
Court thinlts the situation is and then you are 
free to· comment on it~ Of course we want to 
correct any misgivings right now. 
I think the law in the case is governed 
basically by Kirk:·::·Reed- versus Suskind. 
As far as the written contract is concamed, 
and ~difications thereof, that the other parties 
that we ~~o reference to, the arChitects and 
Froehling & P~bertson, are limited agents as far 
as the damage to the building. 
I franltly thirJt it comes down to direct or 
consequential damages as to 1mether or not it is 
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I think your casa of Doyle versus Roanoke 
Hospital - - I think it is a Jury issue. I think 
the Court could deter.cine what the direct damages 
are, but then it becomas a Jury issue as to whether 
or not they are reasonable. 
I don't think the fact they paid them makes 
it reasonable. I think the consequential damages 
is up to the Jury to decide whether or not it was 
in contemplation of the parties, and frankly, I have 
- II 
not made up my mind at this point as to t-lhether or 'I 
I 
not the building was in the contemplation of the · 
parties. 
j 
!~ow, Baltz said· it was always contemplated anr 
I am sure your client is going to say it wasn '..t; 
it wasn't on the pre-grading plan and I believe thej 
date. of the final drat-tings t..ras up in the Spring of 
the following year after your elient had left the 
property. 
Nm.,, that is my thinking at this point and 
I don't think you can do indirectly what I feel 
y:ou can't do directly, which is to impute this 
lmowledge to the mmer when everybody basic:ally, 
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didn't l;uoli7 that the rock was there. 
liow that is my thinking and you all can jump 
on it or we ca,., go on with the case. 
1m. HAr....EGP..OVE: Your lionor, we· certainly 
want to go on - -
tHE COURT: I have not had the benefit of 
all of the evidence yet. 
1m.. HAZ!.EGROVE : I kno~f you haven' t and I 
appreciate the Court's indicated acceptance of our 
idea on c~sequential damages • but to my way of 
thinki~ - - and I have been practicing law for 
too long, I am too old and too tired to try 
gut-rending lawsuits anymore, or at least I have 
become petulant about· it-- I am here to serve 
you. 
I am here in my professional capacity - -
and UG" family and I have been doing it for three 
or four generations ~ - to try to keep.you fr~ 
committing error and putting us a.ll to the 
inordinate expense. and unbelievable delny in 
resorting to appeal. 
Obviously I am trJing to maintain the positio~;t, 
as I am duty-bound to do, for trrf client. 
I 
liow. I have ~ead the Court the lal'l as I read ·1 
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it on imputed knowledge and I believe that is 
applicable to this case. 
I cannot read Spokane as rosting on any other 
basis, and that is our principal case on waiver. 
It is alDI)st on· all fours with this case 
... ·-'·'· 
I think I am entitled to have the Jury 
instructed, in addition to consequential damages -
~ "!""" 
Whether the parties knew or should have knom1 or 
whether it was in the contemplation of the parties 
that they would ever put a building here, it 
certainly wasn't ~how.n on the plans. 
I think in addition ·to that that we are 
entitled to one on waiver and one on avoidable 
consequences and both· of those instructions will 
have to be prefaced by an expressed instruction on · 
the law of agency. 
!1R. CLEARY: Does that conclude your 
position on that? 
~!R. CLEARY: Your llonor, I had not refuted 
Mr. Hazlegrove' s several arguments prior to your 
indicating the Court's feelings on the several 
issues in this case. 
Howe"ter, I do want ~~e Court to know that 
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.. ...... _ ... · 
.: .. , . ·-
we take exception to the fact that Froehling & 
Robertson is the cons~dered agent in this case. 
We take ~e position that Proehling & 
Robertson is an independent contractor whose . ' 
obligations to the owner were limited by the 
testtng requirements tn the specifications and 
their letter of agr~ement to and from C & P. 
Furthermore, the ageney citation which 
2-23 
Mr. Hazlegrove cited to the Court does cite the 
general rule, and it is very clear in the general 
rule, that. knowledge is only imputed to that 
over which the agent had authority. 
Froehling & Bobertson did not have authority 
to waive the contract provision, nor did 
Smithey & Boynton have that authority absent 
written orders. 
The contract, at Paragraph 4.33, clearly 
states that nothing done by the engineer, the 
architect, the owner or the ~on tractor waives the 
contractor's obligation or relieves him of his 
obligations under the contract. 
Now, with respect to this Court hearing 
evidence on the issue of the lcnowledge of Sml.they 
Boynton· and Proehling & Robertson · .~~. must note our 
I • 
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,I 
exception to the continuation of allowing that 
evidence in. 
Frankly, Your Honor, that as much as anythingi 
will be a point of our appeal if this case were 
to go on, because it: has no relevance in our mind 
to the issues in this case and can only serve to I 
inflame the Jury on issues that are not relevant an~ 
certainly lead them to a judgment that is affected ,, 
by irrelevant testimony. and that is our point. 1 
I 
Tim COURT: Can you point the Court to any 
I case, regardless of what the responsibility of the 1! 
architect and the soils engineer may have been, 
that ~ieuld indicate that their activities would 
insulate your client from liability under any 
theory, that would completely insulate? Is there 
any ease tha~ says that? 
MR. HAZLEGROVE : Your Honor, I don' t think 
that I can cite you a decision where a Court has 
ruled that the contractor by reason of knowledge 
of ·nm-confbrml.ng: performance on the part of the 
architect or soils engineer completely insulates, 
and that is forecloses, as a matter of law, any 
right of the owner to co~lain that that person or 
the contractor didn't perform his contract. 
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What I am arguing on waiver is that if you 
impute the knowledge , as a matter of law, to the 
owner that was learned by his agent then there · 
evolved upon the owne-r the duty to reject the 
_work promptly or give it up. 
THE COURT: Doesn't that coma back ·.then .to 
where we are really letting an agent waive the 
provisions of the contr~ct? 
}1R. HAZLE GROVE : No ; if you read the contract 
doc:u:cents, as we did yesterday, and as I have cited 
them in my last letter, you will find that two 
things are said about defective or non-conforming I I 
.I work. 
it, thenl One is that if the architect rejects 
the contractor must remedy it or arbitrate it as 
to ~~hether or not it ~~as properly rejected. 
If the architect does not reject it then the 
otftler is, nevertheless, entitled to reject it if 
it is found within one year from substantial 
completion, or perhaps longer. 
Now, the point we make here is that here is 
a defect, here is a faulty performance, which the 
owner says h~ didn • t know, himself, had been 
performed but which his special agents knew had 
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been performed before final payment. 
So it comes back to whether or not the owner 
is going to have to e~ercise the rights accorded 
to him under the contract promptly following notice 
that is imp~e~ to ~m by knowledge gained by the 
architects, and it can't get any more complicated 
in tUY mind than that. 
TRE COURT: We will try to simplify :l.t. 
MR. CLEARY: I agree 'td.tb that • 
MR. H.AZLEGROVE: 'When we started off with I 
this laws,lit:, speaking about in•ulation, the first ,l 
I 
thing I did was to implead the architects and j 
i~lead the contractor. 
I did so on the· theoey that they owed me, 
under a concept of indetlllity, any··:.·s.um that I had to 1 
pay to the owner because these people knowingly I 
permitted or acquiesced in by deviation from the 
contract when they knew I tfas doing it and could 
have stopped me, or alternately, for a contribution!' 
to share the blar~e. 
So I had two of them, and Freehling & 
Robertson in the wings. As the Court pointed out 
yesterday, these people could have sued, they had 
the right to select ~o 11D¥)Dg those were responsible 
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for caush'lg this problem at their leisure, so I sued 
them. 
C & P didn't wcmt to sue its architect, C & P 
didn't want to sue Froehling and Robertson, C & P 
only wanted to piclc on Sisson & Ryan, so I came 
before this Court on a· motion for summary j udgmeut 
or a demure before Ju~ge DeVore on whether I could 
.ue the aTchitect. 
Be said, "No, you can't, and C & P won't." 
MR. AYERS: Let's finish that ,story, 
Judge. The reason that was kicked out was on a 
procedural ground. 
Under the ~le as it then existed on third 
party practice, Judge ·DeVore inte%preted it not~·.to 'I 
allow indenlii ty. '!'be rule has since been amended 
end I talked to Mr. Hazlegrove about if 'he were 
going to proeeed "<d.th third party, thea same party 
again after the rule had been amended, and he 
indicated to me that he 'tfas not. 
He felt he was in a better position to rely 
on - -
MR.. HAZLEGROVE : That is not , right, Ron. 
MR. AYEBS: That is what you told me, Wilbur. 
THE COURT: tlobody bas made any motion for me 
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to reconsider the Court' s ruling and that is not 
really before me. I knew it was in the file. 
MR. HAZLEGF.OVE: Ron, you are dead wrong.· 
Judge DeVore ruled that substantively we were 
prohibited from suiug the architect. 
MR. AYERS : That is not the way he ruled 
on C. L. Lewis. 
MR. HAZ!..EGRO\YE: !to; Roberts Moore couldn't 
believe Judge De~lore let the architects out, so 
he climbed onboard. 
!-!R. AYERS: The ruling on c. L. Lewis was 
just as I stated. 
. MR.. tt.AZLEGROV! ~ It vtas on both grounds. 
tom.. AYERS: You get the last say again, 
I 
I will be I 
l-lilbur. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: I know that, Ron. 
glad to show you the·letter. 
THE COURT: Well, you lmow, frankly, right or 
wrong, and doing the best we can, I would feel that,l 
to impute that negligence under the circumstances 
of this case would frankly be an attempt to do 
something indirectly that I feel you cannot do 
directly, for lack of a better way of expressing 
it. 
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I feel like it really breaks down to whether 
or not this damage was foreseeable or whether it 
was in contemplation of the parties when they 
entered into the contract. That, frankly, is the 
way I see the case at this point. 
~tow, if there ia any other evidence that 
might affect the Judge's ruling, of course you can 
proffer that evidence. I don't know What it would 
be, but I think there are certain aspects of 
direct damages ~-1hicb I feel are vert limited, 
frmkly, and tha rest would be a Jury issue as to 
contemplation. 
I think it boils down to that situation, 
stnce we got in here and got to that point this 
moming. 
1-tR. AYERS : Your Honor, do I understand then 
that ""e proceed solely on· the issua of the 
recoverable damages? 
If that is the case, I would like a few 
minutes to explain to our witnesses what has 
happened so they will better understand what to 
address in their testimony. 
THE COURT: Well, by ruling what we are rulins, 
I 
of course we are getting the situation where half 
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the case is going to get to the Supreme Court if 
we don' t watch it. 
Off the Record. 
(Discussion off th~ Record.) 
T'dE COURT: Back on the Record. 
1-m.. H.Au~GnDW: If I understand what the 
Court is saying to me, it is that we can go forwardi: 
with this evidence on the issues of whether or not II 
the placement of the ·oversized material caused thell 
failure of ~1hich complaint is made, and even thoughl,.j 
. I 
it may be found to have caused the injury or damage• 
. i 
to lmic:h complaint is made, whether or not the 1 
damages that 'totere suffered are compensable under I 
the rule of consequential damages, and that that 
is perceived by the Court to be a Jury issue at 
I 
d1is stage of the game. I 
Also, a third series of issues is as to whethjr 
or not the da..'":l4ges which ~'ley claim are compensabl I 
and ~.Jhether, if compensable, they are reasonable 
in amount, is a Jury issue. 
As I understand it:, t:he Court has not finall 
ruled on, but has indicated that it will instruct 
the Jury that facts lear.ned by either Froehliug & 
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FDbertson or the architects, or facta which had 
they eomplied with their agreement with the mmer 
would have been revealed, or should have been 
lcnotm, will not, in this ease, be imputed to the 
owner. 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
MR. HAZLEGF.OVE: Of course, I am going to 
t'ey 1!rf lawsuit a.s long as the Court will permit me 
on what other issues are perceived by the Court 
to be still in the case, but I am simply saying to 11 
you that in our opL"lion it "A'ould be obvious error 'l 
to refuse such an instruction and I gather that 
at this stage of the game we need not tender one. 
THE COURT: That: is right; yes • sir, that is 
my ruling. That is basically my interpretation of 
the law. 
Does nnybody h:1ve :my questions? 
MR. AYERS: Judge, t1r. Hazlegrove communicate 
far above me, I guess, and I just want to make 
sure, he says he is going to try this lawsuit on 
any issues that may remain available. 
Is it my understanding that the Court will 
not permit any furthex- evidence relating to the 
agents of the architect or Freehling & Robertson in 
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light of your ruling this morning? 
THE COURT: All right; is there any concept 
that you fellows know of that the pu%Pose of that 
evidence would be for any other elements in this 
case, -other than imputing i!: to C & P'l 
If it is simply for the purpose of imputing 
it to C & P, I will exclude it. 
Now, if it is for some purpose. a limitad 
purpose that is properly an issue before ~s 
Court, then ~.,e could let it in for that purpose, 
if somebody will point it out. 1 
But I am saying if it ia for one of two 
1
1 
I purposes, the purpose to amend the contract or to i 
I 
impute it to C & P, then I Yill exclude it. ! 
i 
,I 
~tol-r, is the:a any question about: that ruling? 1 
MR. AYERS : No, sir; not in my mind, and I I 
I 
will just respond to the ruling by stating that 
first, I am not atfare nor can I conceive of any 
purpose for which suc.'l evidence aight otherwise 
be admitted, and secondly, I would contend that any' I 
such limited purpose would be far outweighed by I 
the obvious prej udiee lfhich would be done to C & P ! 
I 
by admitting the evidence for such limited purpose. 'I 
Tim COURT: Do ·you know of rmy right now, 
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~m. liAZLEGROVE: Well, Your Honor, certainly 
our evidence, expert and lay, is going to be 
calculated to convince or persuade the 3uxy that 
the architects knew and even permitted the placemen· 
of this ma.te=ial in the fill and that Froehllng & 
Robertson knet-7 that \•Te were placing this material 
1n the fill and that c. L. Lewis could have cietecte' 
and should have detected the lack of bearing when 
it performed its "trork and that the architects 
should have kn~~. had C. L. Lewis performed its 
work. t."la t the founda.t~on "t1as not sufficient. 
now, our whole case, except on COtlSequential 
damages under the Doyle and Russell line of cases, 
is essentially predicated on attributing to the 
owner the knowledge whi~b was brought home to its 
agents. 
I think, if I may be permitted to say so, 
that if the Court is rultng prospectively on 



















22 11 the testiraony as to what the architects knew or 
23 il should have known, or 'Froehling & ·.P.obertson knew I 
24 li or should have known, then we had better adjourn I 
25 .
'1,·1 ----~~ --1-------~--~--h __ l,'ll r- t , s tria so that we can spen more an t e 
I 
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2-34 
lS ~~nutas that has been addressed to this 
attribution of !mo,\'ledga and construction litigatio 
so that the Court will. not posture this case for 
an obvious appeal. 
I think it is better to address that question' 
on an isolated basis at: this time rather than to 
go d~~ a procedure which you know has got to end 
in an appeal. 
~To-;o~, t1hen ~:a met in September I was encourage .. 
by ~"'te ~-tords that the Court spoke to believe at 
that ti~ that 1\ve did not have a question of lm~ 
on whether knmiledge gained by representatives· at 
the construction site, the architects and soils 
engineers, "\~as imputed to the owner and I came to 
Court yesterd~7 \~th no indication from the Court 
that it had rrny conce-rn about that legal principle 
and no indic3tion from oppostng counsel that they 
had any con:eern about that principle. 
We prepa~ed for trial over a period of 
almost four years and have taken the depositions of 
I 't-tOtlld suppose, n dozen people from the inception 
of this case and our infort:lation has been and the 
Depositions confirnt that !·fr. Baltz, who was the 
only employee of the owner involved in this 
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litigation, did not know that his agents had 
failed himt he did not knoYA that Sisson & Ryan had 
placed that r.atsrial in the fill. 
He r,a.y be telling me a stoey • but I don':t II 
think so. He is an honorable man and I don't belie
1 
e 
that anyone told him and I don't believe that he I 
sa"tv it, hi1n.sel£. and really if he did, I don't 
believe it ':·:ould have· given him any concern. 
I 
I think he reposed such confidence in 
Froehling & Robertson a..~d certainly in Smithey & I' 
Boynton that T.vhatever they wanted to do with the 
thing would be up to them. 
TilE COURT: 
- I 
All right, let's do have a little!! 
i 
i 
i sooathing £or ~~e P~cord straight here. 
~Iy recollaction of our September meeting is 
that of cour:;e tha ca.sa "<V'as set for trial on that 
I particula= occasion and continued because it wasn' tlj 
~eady for trial, so I invited the parties to get 
together for an informal conference in a pre-trial 
situation to e:tpedite the trial, consider stipula-
tions and narr~~ the issues, if possible. 
At that time the Court did speak of the fact i! 
that it did bother the Court that if the axchitects! 
knew that a building was being placed on an 
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unsatisfactory fill, "t.Ja.s the way I put it, that 
it gave me some c:onc~rn and I l-Jould like to know 
what the law t:<~as. 
Specifically, you indicated waiver was an 
issue and I requested that those matters be 
briefed by December 1. Now, that is ~ recollecti 
~~ error was in not reducing it to an order. 
:-1 was hand-c-~rrle.d a l9tter dated January 4, hand-
carried on January 5, with the b10 instructions 
pertaining to it'li'Uted ltno't-1ledge and waiver and 
that is when it ·:ame to the Court's attention. 
No'", 3.t'l I rnis tating something that occurred? 
}.fR. 1-lft..ZU:GROVE: Uell, Your llonor, I told 
you back in Septenber · l~ were then trying to work 
out an a.greet!'.ent aa to damages. 
T.t!E COURT: I understand that. and cbat was 
another :bing we discussed. 
!-t'R. HAZLZGROVE: I told you we could not 
stipulate a contintmm of d~ages for the reasons 
I cited at that time and I also told you that I 
<t·:ould prod·.1ct!. evidence which might form the basis 
for the stipulation through the testimony of 
l~r. Dunkenberger and l1r. Thomas Frayling from 
B & S Construction Co1:1pany o~ reconstructing this 
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I also tolcl the Court that we would be 
submitti."lg inst:t"llctions and at a September meeting II . 
or t:onference tdth the Court I addressed the point 
that -v1e are no~1 considering, to my recollection, 
because the Cnurt inclicated at that time the 
is conc~med. 
case, as I recall. 
that is ~1hy, for the Record, we don't think that 
it is applicable to our theory of waiver. 
problem in its roind as to whether the otmer would 
'I be entitled to ~ecover all of these damages if the I 
archi tecta knew or should have known or Froehling & i 
Robertson lmew or should have known before they 1 
I 
,; 
commenced construction of that, whether they could II 
collect for it when those damages would not have 
accrued had they stopped it before commencement 
of construction. 
So I read the Court to mean tt1o things : 
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it t~e.s int2rested in the concept of avoidable 
consequenc~s, which had not then been spoken to, 
and that the Court was familiar with the theoey 
of our case that '!17e h.ad to itn?ute knowledge to the 
Ol~er because we had no knmfledge or had no direct 
proof· that !1r. I.lal tz l1.'1d such knowladge. 
So I can recall that the Court said, "If I 
am wrong about: ~-TI!.iver, about Itirk~·!Reed, we will 
ju.~t coast;" 'do you ::aenember that? 









For ~~e R.ecord, Counsel for the i! 
'I 
~m.. CLEARY : 
Plaintiff does not remember that. 
MR. AYEP.S: I don't recall that. 
MR. HAZLE GROVE : · I do. 
THE COURT: I cert3.i.nly don • t, but anyway, 
those ~~re informal discussions of the C~urt which 
I falt like ~~ neened to face and resolve in our 
o-.:-on minds before "'4'e tried the case. 
I certainly did not memt to mislead the 
Defense Attorneys to think thnt I felt that that 
was a conplete defense of this litigation. 
That waiver ~ad boen discussed before and 
I certainly did not indicate in rJY own mnd that 
that was the "Y7ay that the Court was leaning. 
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I l'..m disturbed about tho fact that there are 
other parties, it would appear to me, that we ou&lt 
to have before the Court and they ~e not here,· 
but I don't kr..O"'G of any case that would insulate 
a contractor from making.a knowing non-compliance 
from the sp~::cificatio~ and then insulate himself 
by saying. "I did:l' t tell the ower but I relied I 
on the contractor and Froahling and Robertson to I 
il do their job ~""l.d they would tell the owner." 11 
II 
lfuet.l,.er they intentionally felt like, ''Well, '1' 
,I 
if I get by ~rlth this I am home free •" or whether I! 
II 
II 
they felt li~ they didn' t have to do it • that _ ll 
Froehlin;; and Robertson could waive the requirementll 
.I 
I j us t don ' t ~~in.lt that insulates them. 




in good faith or bad faith, because I haven't heard,! 
i 
their sideJ ~ut ! don't fe~l like in ~is case it 
l'lould insulate their rasponsibility, and that is 








I wanted to hear more of the evidence, but I : 
waa pushed to the point of saying, well, you have 
got to rule and I did, and that is what I think 
















Shall we proceed'l li 
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2-40 
~. AYErS: How do we p-roceed at this 
point, Your I-lor..or, in terms of the evidence? 
Will the Court pro~de an instruction to.the 
Jury at this poL~t as to how it has ruled before 
we start today? 
I think that ~;o-~1~..1 be necessary to explain 
lihy 1ve are not presentitlg additional evidence on 
the acts or omissions of the agent1 F:z:oehling & 
Robertson. 
I thinlt it is necessary to work up an 
appropriate i~struction to the Jury nmg and then 
l+Te can proceed \·lith our evide11ee on causation and 
the se-v-eral issues that r·rr. Razlegrove outlined 
that ~elate solely to. the position of damage. 
Am I eorraet, Your Honor, that we have a 
eoneession thnt non-conforwing material was 
kno~·Tingly pl3cad in the fill by the Defendant, 
Sisson. & Ryan? 
TilE COURT: Do you agree that concession has 
been made? 
~tR. HAZLE GROVE: I agree that the evidence 
will support that finding. 
Tim COURT: Then you have to prove it. 
11R.. AYERS : I am sorry ; do we have to prove 
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THE COURT: I think that is what he is sayingl 
MR. AYERS: He conceded in his opening 
statement - ..,. 
MR. HAZLE GROVE, It doesn't say there is - -
MR. AYERS: - - that Sisson & ~an knowingly li 
put it in there. 
MR. HAZLE GROVE: Knowingly is a term of art; 
they put it in there during construction, it is 
there, or was there. 
MR. AYERS : Okay, Your Honor, I am not sure 
where we are, I guess. 
The way I perceive it we are looking at 
causation and the several damages' questions, but 
















I need to know the scope of the evidence I need to li 
I 
present. 
THE COURT: I think we maybe have jumped the 11 
gun, I don't know, but at this point I think it I 
1a strictly a question of causation and I will tellll 
the Jury - - I don • t know what all of the evidence j 
is that you have,but I would instruct the Jury at I 
this point that I am excluding any further 
evidence pertaining to imputed knowledge of II 
lt-----------~11 
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Freehling & Robertson and Smithey & Boynton to the 
owner. 
t~ow, what else do you need? 
MR.. HAZLEGROVE: If you are going to instruct 
the Jury, we are going to have to make a tender of 
our evidence. 
THE COURT: No doubt, and I want you to. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: If you want the witnesses 
baCk in Chambers to testify before you on that 
point, then I would welcome that opportunity now 
and we can exc\1Se the 3ury for awhile. 
THE COURT: All right; I think that might 
be - -
MR.~ AYERS: Let'·s hear all of our witnesses 














here or even available. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: I am sir.lply responding to tJ 
Court's indicated ruling that he is not going to 
permit any evidence of facts from which the Jury 
could conclude that Froehling &·Robertson and/or 






placement of the oversized non-conforming material! 
1 
24 I! 
II :l.n the fill. 1 
:1 I· 
2s Ill I '!'he question on appeal is headed just as 
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straight as it can to a question of whether or not 
the Court has committed an error by excluding such 
evidence and prospectively ruling that it will not · 
give an instruction that will permit the imputation 1 I 
of knowledge. 
MR.. AYEBS : In fairness to the Cou:t. I think. II 
that issue was headed for appeal no matter which I 
way it went. It 
In fact, I can assure the Court that it was 11 
t' 
headed to the Suprema Court no matter which way it il 
li 
d 







THE COURT: I imagine I will be appealed 
!: 
several times. ll !i 
I· I. 
MR. HAZLE GROVE: The thing that distresses ~~ 
me. Your Honor, is we have ruled on this matter and.: 
I don • t know that we have had or exercised a 
satisfactory opportunity to give you the benefit 
I! 
il 
i' . ll 
of our research on that point in the context of a ii 
construction case. 
MR.. AYERS: Your Honor, I don • t think that 








we have been beating on this .issue since September 30th; 
I! 
II before that, we argued it back in July, I think, 
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and we re-argued it on September 30th. 
We re-argued it during some of the prelimina · · 
fili~gs before the Court back in Dece~er and 
early January, -we re-argued it yesterday and we 
re-argued it this morning. 
To imply:::it: .. is a precipitous ruling by the 
COurt is totally unfair. 
THE COURT: I certainly have had timti to I i. 
li 
li ,I 
think about it and I haven't had all of the facts 
i• 
11 before me. 
li 
I have had certain recitation of facts and l,;l, 
even. some stipulations or concessions for the ,, 





i! I did feel like· it would be precipitous of i! 
ji 
me to make that ruling prior to September, I guess i 
when the motion in limine. came before me in July, 
as I recall, which I overruled, because I didn't 
feel like it was ready to be decided at that 
.point. 
I believe in my letter I indicated it could 
be reconsidered, period. I didn't feel like we 
had gone into it in the depth that was necessary 
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you have on that point. 
I I don • t l'now how you are going to proffer you 
side /of it, for a full review, if you don • t have 
them here. 
MR.. AYERS: Your Honor, I think a proffer, 
as I understand the rules, is discretionary with th 
Court but Mr. Cleary and I, ourselves, can make thel 





MR. liAZLiGDOW: Let me address that point. li 
,I 
If the Court is going to rule that we cannot submit!.! 
. I 
our case to show knowledge or imputed knowledge, I . . 
I 
then on review by the Supreme Court of Virginia I 
we are entitled to ma...T(e a tender or to sholf what 
our evidence in its best light would be if the 
Court had admitted· it. 
THE COURT: I don't think anybody disagrees 
with that. 
MR. H.AZLEGIOVE: So . there is no reason to 
burden the Record with testimony from the other 
side as to whether or not we have shown those 
facts which we tender, because if the Court is 
24 I . going to rule that we cannot· introduce evidence 
25 1~. __________ t_he __ n__ the ___ c_o_u_r_t __ h_a_s __ al_s_o __ rul ___ e_d __ t_h_a_t __ th_e_xe ___ i_s __ n_o~--~~ 
II 
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Jury question to resolve any differences tn the 
evidence. 
THE COURT: All right, let's proffer yours 
right now. 
MR. BAZLEGR.OVE: Let me say this: I would 
111ce to bring the witnesses before you and the 1: 
witnesses are 0:1 call, so I am simply going to bavel! 
. li 
to spend a little time to get them together. !i 
THE COURT: All right, let's tall the Jury 









MR. HAZLEGROVEz I would assume we are going l; 
li 
to· be at least an hour, and I would say two hours, l1 
Your lionor. 
I have to call t:hem in and I have to t~ll my 
client what has hsppenad:-.to:~him. 
Tim COURT: Who· would be your witness other 
than your client, himself, on that issue? 
:MR. liAZLEGROVE: Yell, I have ~~ree people 
on that issue. 
THE COURT: To indicate that the agents 
knew! 
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Let's let the Jury go for about an hour and 
tell them - -
~m.. AYEP.S: I am sorry; who did you say your 
witnesses were going to be·; Mr. Hazlegrove? 
Mr. Dunkenberger and anyone else? 
lofR.. HAZLEGROVE: Danny Sisson and John 
Strickler. 
I am confident, Judge, that will take us to after 
to avoid making the Jury come back and S.it some 
aore. 
tmtil 1:00 and we will apologize but we have a 
matter that we have to take up o.ut of their 
presence and they can come back at 1:00. 
(The~eupon, a recess was taken. Following 
the recess the parties returned to ch~ers and 
the following Proceedings were had.) 
the evidence that we will be hearing in chambers , 























































rather.than being proffered or tendered through 
Counsel, is actually submitted to the Court on the 
sworn testim:>ny of the witnesses that we would · 
call on the question <?f knowledge, actual or . 
constructive, on the part of the architects and 
soils engineers for the project, Smithey and 
Boynton and Froehling & Bobertson, concerning the 
placement and permission to place the oversized 
material in the fill. 
The testimony will, of course, be limited to 
that revelation only. 
MR. AYBP~ : Excuse me for interrupting, Your 
Honor, but since the Court's ruling this morning 
I have had some concern about thio particular 
Jury to continue in the case and to render a fair 
and impartial verdict on the remaining issues. I 
Therefore, since the Jury has heard evidence I 
relating to the alleged permission and acquiescence! 
knowledge, of these other parties, the soils 
testing laboratory and the architects, which evidence 
has now been excluded, I feel that in behalf of 
our client we must request that the Court grant a 










I the remaining issues in the case. ·I 
~--------------~--------------------~, 
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THE COURT: I will overrule that motion. 
MR. AYEBS: . In the alternative then, Your 
Honor, lte would accept Your Honor• s ruling and· 
would aslt alternatively that as a part of your 
instruction you .advise the Jury they must disregard 
any evidence which may have been placed into the 
Record on that topic. 
THE COURT: For the Record, the Court had 
advised the Jury earlier that opening statements 
of Counsel were, of course, not evidence and that 
they would be instructed at the end of the case 
as to the law· of the case. 
I feel what evidence was entered or whatever 
was gone into on the Cross Examination of 
~tr. Baltz was, of course, denied by him that he 
knew anything about it and I think we can handle 
that with instructions, so I would overrule it. 
}fR. AYERS s Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. HA.w'PLEGROVE: Of courset the Record, I 
hope, is fairly replete with my objections and 
exceptions to the Court's indicated ruling to 
exclude this evidence and prospective ruling to 
deny an instruction on imputed kn~~ledge. 
THE COURT: It is, indeed. 
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Dunkenberger - Di%ect 2-50 
T.r!OMAS t'tARTIIt DUNKENBERGER 
was called as a witness , and after having first been duly 
swom to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the txuth, was examined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HAZLEGROVE : 
Q t.fr. Dunlt.enberger, please state your name. 
A Thomas Martin Dunkenberger. 
















Number 7, Shawnee Drive, Shawsville, Virginiail 13 II !I .I 






Q Are you an officer of Sisson & Ryan, Inc.? II li 
j A I am currently Secretary-Treasurer of the 






Are you married to one of the Sisson daughter~? 





20 daughters. II 
I 
Q What connection did you have with regard to II 




23 1 C & P Telephone Company? ! 




25 11 Boyntc:n asking us if we were interested in bidding on the li 
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' 8 I I 
I, 
I, 
9 I! ·I ,, 
1-


















22 I I 
I 





T.hey gave me a brief description of What was 
to be done and I indicated that we would be extremely 
interested in bidding the work because we we.re just 
finishing a highway project at the edge of Floyd and 
l1ontgomery County and \~e would have the equipment and the 
men available to do the work. 
He said that I would be receiving a set of 
. 
documents from C & P Telephone Company to bid the work, 
which I did. 
Q Were you the low bidder? 

















SI:lithey & Boynton, and they told me there were some borings !i ., 
that had been conducted by soil testing people and they l 
were available to look at them at the Dodge P.oom in 
Roanoke. 
I went down to the Dodge Room and looked at 
the test borings that had been conducted. 
I visited the site with }fr. Sisson and 
Daany Sisson, his son, and did an extension take-off from 







be on the project and compiled all of the material costs on 1\ 
the project and submitted a bid to C & P Telephone Company 
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Punkenberger - Direct 2-52 
Q And you subsequently entered into a conJ.Jtruc-~ 
tion agreement with them? I 
I 
Yes, sir; they called me up and said I ~as ,I 
low bidder and told me who the second low bidder was, which 
A 
was Branch & Associates. 
They to~d me I l-Ias substantially bel<T...r them 
and did I have my problem 'dth i1f1 bid. I said, "Uo, we 
. 
could do the work for what I subcitted the price for, that 
we were familiar with Branch's work and they bid a lot of 
work with the idea t:hey might not get some of it. 11 
But if Sisson & Ryan had not bid the job 
they would have gotten a nice job at a high price. 
Q So you entered into the agree~~t t~ich has 
been admitted into evidence? 
A Yes, sir; we mec with 11r. Baltz and several 
people from Smithey & Boynton and Danny :md myself up at 
the construction site on about the 12th, somewhe:e between 
the 12th and 14th day of September. 













with him at the time. 
II 
He said that time was of the essence I! 
:1 
in getting the grading work finished before the Winter set 
in and wondered if 1 would sign the documents and start the 
work immediately to save time. 
He said that the peopl.e that had to ai it 
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Dunkenberger - Direct 2-53 
for C & P were the Vice-President and something or the other 
and they were up in Northern Virginia and he had to take 
the doc1.1tl1rarits up or mail them, I forget which, but to save 
time he wondered if we would start to work without tlle 
documents and I said we would be glad to. 
Q During the course of construction did it 
become a matter for discussion with the arChitects to use 





Yes, sir: there were two occasions in which il 
II 
A 
we talked about oversized material. I had bid the work and !i . p 
one of the items which wa bid upon was the removal of the 
building which existed in the upper right-band corner or. 
the northeast corner of the property. 
I bid to remove the waste building rubble 












I was out there with Danny and Dan Zahn was out there on thel, 
project and the house had been removed. 
There was not a lot of trash or boards; it 
was just building rubble, broken-up cinder block, brick, 
some broken-up concrete or brick. 
}tr. Zahn made the comment that it looked 
lil~ pretty decent material and if we wanted to l-te could 
use it in the lower edge of the fill and at that point he 
admoliished us to keep it well within the parking lot area 
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and not to get anywhere close to the building. 
So we 'ient ahead and disposed of tho materi3l 
in that a::ea. 
Q Do the pictures that have been introduced 
into evidence sho\>7 tha location of· some of that building 
rubble in the fill? 
A I believe the pictures that.bave been 
submitted only shov tha building as it 'totas demolished; how 
la.v.er ,. ·.~ .:~chor · Construction, upon a visit to the site after 
the building had been demolished, said that in the removal 
of the building they did find the rubble. 
MR. AYERS: Your Honor, t.,e "NOuld object to 













This is proffered testimony 'li 
Your Honor; I don't see that there is any occasion 
l1R. llAZI2GROVE: 
to Cross EY~ne on it. 
It is just to advise the Court and to make 
a Rc!cord of what Hr. Dunkenberger "trould say if 
you permitted him to te9tify on knowledge. 
THE COURT: I am going to let it in. 
!·lR. HAZLEGROVE: I still feel I have to 
protect the Record in terms of any proffered 
testimny. 
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Dunkenberger - Direct 2-55 
I 
THE COURT: I understand that, and to complet' 
I 
the Record, I will permit it. 
THE ~liTilESS: To say further, when Dan sS:id 11 
II to put the building rubble in the fill, we 
immediately started to put the building rubble tn 
the fill. 
We are not talking about a lot of material 










any way, in my opinion, and I think what he allowed:: 
was perfectly all right. 
BY MR. HAZLEGR.OVE : 












•• Mr. Zalm knelv- that vou intended to place oversized material .. 
J li 
tn the fill and that he permitted you to do so; is that 
your testimony? 
A That is correct; numerous tit!'~s I went out 
on the project and the rock that lfe were disposing of in 
the far edge of the fill was there on every one of my 
visits and being compacted around on a daily b3sis. 














conversation did you become aware of concerning the placement· 
. I! 
!I 
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25 li 'I 
II 
II 
'I II ,, 
A Well, in bidding the project, it did not 
I! 
disclose any rocks, but it didn't take a genius to figure II ii I, 
out there was rock there because you can see it on the b·ack it 
!I 
side. 
In bidding the project, I estimated there 







encourter the rock that I anticipated and there was a lot of!j 
I! 
waste material - - surplus material, actually not waste, 







The cut area exceeded the fill area so there :i 
! ~ 
was a certain amount of material that would have to be 
removed from the project and when we first encountered the 
rock and the excessive amount of top soil, we did dispose 
of it off of the project. 
I was not aware of the fine print in the 
contract that said the performer of the work, which would 
be Sisson & Ryan, would have to provide any material that 
was lacking. 
I guess I wasn•t aware of this for the 
stmple reason we had surplus material all along and the 
object was where are we going to dispose of it, not where 
are we going to qet additional material, and Danny wasn't, 
either. 
0 Danny Sisson? 
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I 
~------------------------------------------~1 








" 8 II 
.. 9 II 
; j! 
l.O ll 













. 16 !I 
I; 
.• i! 
. 17 !i 





. 21 .1 
2211 











A Yes, in my ~pinion, when he asked Dan Zahh 
II 
li 
for permission or they got into a discussion as to what 
i: 





if Dan Zahn had known at the time it was our responsibility!! 
it 
lf 
he would have said, "That is your problem," but he did not. 11 
MR. AYERS: Your Honor, we object to that 
testimony as constitutinq both hearsay as to what 
may have been said between Dan zahn and Danny 
Sisson an~ also speculation as to what Dan Zahn 
may have said in a hypothetical. 
THE COURT: All riqhtf go ahead. 
THE WIT:1ESS: All I can tell you is that 
























Smithey & Boynton was there on a daily !i 
II 
ii 
basis and Dan Zahn was there on numerous ··occasions.:· 
!' 
BY MR. BAZLEGROVE: 










Yes: they had an inspector there on a daily p 
basis and Dan Zahn, with Smithey & Boynton, was theJ:e on 
~umerous occasions, also, not on a daily basis, but he 
was there several times. 
It would have taken a blind man to not have 
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'Ill observed the rock going in the fill. 11 
There was no question of whether we were 




































rocks which you are blasting out and incurring in one 
position and movinq it over to the left-halld area, 100 
yards and storinq it and then moving it 200 yards in the 
opposite direction. 
In other words, if you were disposing of 
the rock you would have moved it to the rig~t 100 yards, 
so it was definitely filling in around it. 
You could see dirt qoinq in around it7 the 
rocks would disappear and others would go on top of it a~d 



























li Q Was the oversized material, to your 




A Yes, sir. 
Q lftlat, approximately, was the vertical zone 
of the deployment of the oversized material? 
A It was probably four feet from the bottom 
of the fill extendinq all the way up to probably six or 
eight feet .from the top, because we capped it .. with: six to 
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25 ·I II 
II 
that boulders or oversized rock remained exposed in the 
fill while the fill was beinq progressed around and over 
it? 
A Approximately four weeks; it might have 










So it was visible not only to the architectur.al 
il 
II 





There is no doubt in my mind whoever visited !i · 
the site didn't see it. 
0 Did you maintain a daily log of what 
transpired at the site or did you have custody of the log? 
A Yes, sir. 













I: :' ll 
A John Strickler, who is the job 
'i II 
f I. oreman under jj 
Danny Sisson, job superintendent, submitted it to me on a 
weekly basis along with his payroll and I was the 
custodian of the worksheets he turned in. 
I edited them for correct spelling and 
changed them for grammar errors and had the girls submit 
them to Smithey & Boynton on a weekly basis. 
0 During the period of construction or 
did you receive the Froehlinq & Robertson reports of 
testing? 
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I received in my office zero correspondence II 
from Froehlinq & Robertson during the course of the I 
A 
construction project. 
I never talked to any of their people, I 
never saw any of their people, I never called any of their I 
people and really, I didn't even know what their contract 
was with C&P because in the svec!fication provisions they 
were employees of C&P and their duties as outlined were 









MR. AYimS: I would object to his characteri-f~ 
d 
zation of Froehling & Robertson as an employee of 
C&P as a leqal conclusion. 
THE COURT: The contract will speak for 
itself on that issue. 

































A The buildinq had failed and we were called 
down to a meeting at Smithey & Boynton's office out near 
HUnting Bills and the C&P people were there, Smithey & 
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22 :I II 
II ,I 
23 II 
24 'I II 
II 
25 ji 






evidently conducted s~"l\e testing on the project because 'I 
lj 
when we came in evervone said that the soil wasn't compacted; 
. . . J . ij 
correctly and the building failed. 1! 
I! p ,, 





I said, •you were the ones tbat tested it, ~~~~~ 
you were the ones that said it was all right on a d·ay-to- !i 
:: 
H 
!I day basis and now you are telling me it failed. 
li 
!: 
They started talking about test reports and 1: 
I said, ~t teat reports,• and they said, "You were 
:. 
supposed to have gotten-a copy." 
d 
i 
I said, 8 1 have not gotten to this day a 
ii ., 
-
copy, " and they said, "Weren't you concerned, .. and I said, i: 
"No, if they had failed, they would have stopped us like 
they did the first day." 
Q Did you subsequently compare the days on 
which filling and inspection of compaction took place as 




'· it ;: 
!I 
testinq was conducted according to the Freehling & Robertson 
I; 
reports? 
I assume that they gave you, at your request; 
L 
I; 
after that meeting you described, a copy of the reports? I! 
,. 
:: 
A Well, yes, sir1 they gave us a copy. I guess ,, 
I' ~------------------------------------~----------------------~!1 ,, 
II !. 
1: 
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We hadn't really requested a copy, but they II 
jl 























have gotten ona. 
so I compared the da1:ea 'they had test.ed and 
qave us test results 1:o the days that we were fillinq 
according to our daily records and they coincided with the 
exception of one day. 
Evidently it had rainEd that mrning .. - I 
believe it had rained, anyway, we were only putting a lift 
down and 'that: one lift we put down. that day was to be 


























Q So acoordinq to the records that :you I 
maintained c:ot:emporaneo~sly and submitted to the architects, lj 
F.roehlinq 5 Robertson's testing inspector was at the job 
site on each occasion with the exception you noted during 
which you were fiUinq and compac1:1nq? 
A That is correct, sir. 
Q Did you also keep a payroll record showinq 


















ware performed by your employees constitut:inq the work force j: 
for the prosecution of the work? J. 
A We basically worked a ten-hour day. All the 
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lr---------------~--------------------------------~1 
I .. ' men on the job worked a ten-hour day, eight hours of regular :1 
time, because we h~ been working on highway projects and 






for it, so •' they worked a ten-hour day, five days a week. :I 
. . i! 
Q Were the days of work performed compared with~; 
your daily loqs to detm:mine whether or not .any employees 








A There was only a day or a.zo when all employees! 
:i 
1: :I 
were not shown on the payroll. ·,, ... Danny Sisson, John Strickler~! 
:I 
il and another young surveyor from down in the Shawsville area ;, 
;, 
II 
staked out a reference.:.line whi.c:h was shown on the drawings i! 
so thai: we could locate the manhole structures and this 
stake-out work was done on a Saturday. 
Now, I have payroll recoJ:ds that my 












l-torked a ten-hour day, every one of our employees during that· 
1: 
!t 
time frame with the exception of a mechanic and a mechanic's ll 
i! 
helper and a fellow who comes in half an hour early to !! 
ll perform greasinq operations in the quarry site, but I have .: 





0 To your knowledge, did any of your employees I' 
ll .. 
' 
place oversized material in the fill after hours or with the i· 
I· .i 
purpose of concealinq them? il ,. 
A No, sir, there is no point in that. !; 
i; 
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I . 
Q Why do you say that? 
I 
I A 
we had permission to put the rock where we 
I 
put it and that was the only spot on the property we put it. il 
I' 
il You can search all over that property and 
i! 
•I 
:! there is no rock anyplace on it except that one area and we ·· q 
had per-mission to put it in there. 
:I 
WbY put: it in at niqht when JOU had .I 
permission 1:o put it in dm:inq the day, and we didn't work 
at night anyhow. 
Q Let me get bcicJt ~o.!.a.-·.point that you were 
discussinq initially in your testimony and that is that the 
; ~ 
telephone company had not signed 1:.'1.e agreement for :! 
-I 
construction at the pre-eonstruci:ion meetinq on the 12th of ;
1 
:i 
September. n ii 
II 
When was the document, to your knowledge, I! 
I! 
signed anc! rei:urned? 1: 
;I 
A I did not make a notation as to when it was li ,. 
:I :: 
received. I noted 'that the doctment had a date of the 14th :· 
written on it. 
I don't know whether that was written on it 
after I signed it or before I signed 11:, but someone else 








'• , . .. 
!. 
' 
24 ~ So if it was signed on the 14th they might 
2s have given it to Mtt. Balt:z and I qot it maybe 'two or three 
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I 
l~----~--------------~11 
days later. It didn't make any difference, I agreed to star.11! 





























progress of the job. 
0 There was one change omer that embraced 






That was the way we received itr there were :1 
three change orders as the job progressed. We did not 
physically get. the change order, the written change order, 
from Smithey & Boynton until after we got final payment. 
Q That was a ma~ter of months after the work 
had been accomplished? 
A 'l'h.at is correct, sir. 
0 'tJho directed you or l:'equested you to perform 























A The architects. 
I. 
q 
Mr. Saltz wasn •t on ~'le job ·I ;; 
'I 
but a time or two and in fact, I don •t think I ever saw him 
but one time. 
The architects, Dan Zahn, called me up or 
would aslc me, "This has to be moved." 















23 sign came up and work was slowed because of that and he said,; 
· 24 •well, qive me an idea ao to where it will run,• and I gave 
2s him an idea and he said to do it. 
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~~--------------------------------------~' 
I 
The same thinq goes with the relocation of 
t.'le manholeJ. 1 t was holdinq up the progress of the job and 
didn • t even ltnolt how ~ qat a hold of lw11:. Saltz or anyone 
with C I P. 

















Q Did he tell you he was without authority to !! 
li 
permit you to proceed with that. work until he qot tf:titten 






A I proceeded with the coni:inuance of the work !! 
!i 
!i upon his authorization, and you know, we have got fif-ty or !! 
. II 




the owner, you always talk 1:o i:he a:z:c:hi teci:s. 
I 
A lot of these jobs we have done I have never I 
I 8V8n known who the owner WAS. 
I 
I Q On this occasion you l'Jere performing each of 
1:he three items of work at the direction of the architecto 
without a contemporaneous document signed by the owner? 








1:he piece of paper lfith the chan9e order I got my noney "Hith 1) 




'!'hey were all written on one piece of paper 1; 
li 
and we got that about the end of February, in 1979, is when !. 
I' 
! 
2s we got the paper. 
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2 Q ~. Dunkenberqer, have you, on other 
3 placed oversized materials in the fill? 
4 A It is not uncommon to place oversized 
5 material in an area which ttill not structurally defeat - -
6 in other words, in a spot where it is not critical or where 
1 it will do no damage. 
8 Q Who ma.'tes that decision, the architect? 
9 A The arChitect or even the inspectors on the 
n 
10 project with the Hiqhway Department:. I have seen t.&'lem, you 1: ;; 
11 know, put in like a brush fill and they will let you put it 
12 on i:he toe of a slope but: they won't let you put brush . 
~ i 
" li •I 
il 
I! 














But they let you at the toe of the slope to j
1 
II 
hold erosion and I have seen that. done on nUllerous occasions.!! 
That is the same thing, it is unsuitable 
material for one purpose but it is all right for where it 
going in. 
















did not result 1n any addition to or reduction of the amount li 
I! that you charqed for your work, did it:? 






Q Did it add to or was it made the basis of any~: 
u 
conversation concerning an extension or deletion of the time !i 
!: 
from perfor.mance? 
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Dunkenberger - Direct 








THE COtm.T 1 !-It" • Ayers • 
CBOSS EXi~'UtlATION 
BY MR. AYERS: 
Q I believe I understood you correctly, 
!-tr. Dunkenherqer, when you said you were not concerned with 
receiving the Proehlinq & Robertson reports? 
m.· BAZLEGROVE: Your Honor, I do have 
objection to any cross Examination. I am simply 
tenderinq this man's testimony on the question of 
knowledge to the architects and the soils engineer 
which the court. has ruled is to be excltded. 
It is a formal tender. I could as well. say 
what he would have said under Oath and make that 
representation to ~~e court, so I don't b~l!eve that 
it is subject to cross Examination. 
If the court wants t.o permit it, then fine. 
Tim COURTs Frankly, I have never had the 
problem so I really don't know. 
What is your position? 
ie.. AYERS: Your Honor, my position is simply 
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thist ~"henever a proffer is made as to what evidenc ! 
1.1 
may be on a subject ~ltat is not goinq to be before II 
t.'le •rury both parties have the opport1.mity to .at 
least try to ma~e certain that the evidence that is 
presented on that subject is as complete as ca..~ be 
for the Appellant Court's review .• I! 
I 
THE COURT: I agree witL"l that1 qo a..'1ead. I 
I 
I except to it, because we 






THE COtJR'l': I thinlt if you have brough·t ottt !I 
II 





the riqht to do that. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: · The point I make is tmless 
II 
we are qoing to let the Jury decide \ofhere the truth 11 
ol 
is then we are entitled to have ~lte matter go to the II 
!I 
court of Appeals, if it does, on this point with the!' 
·•· 







trut.~ and that knowledge t,ras learned by these people;: 
!: 
and that permission lfaS extended by these people who 
represented the owner at the sits. 
THE COtmT: All right, you have state:! your 
objection. 
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BY f-R. AYERS a 
Q Did I understand you correctly, 
li 
r-tr:. Dunkenberger, that you said you ~fere not concerned about i: 
:! 
receivinq ~~e F.roehl!nq & Robertson reports? 








an~~e your fill does not meet the compaction stand.ards .the:: 
job requires the inspector on the job is th~ first one to 
\} 
stop you. 
0 ~lould you answer my question, please? 
A I tfas not concerned with the written test 
H 
II 










reports for t.lte .simple reason i:hey were verbally confirming !1 
,; 
that: they were all right:. 
Q So you did not complain about no't receivinq 
the Froehlinq & Robertson reports, did you? 
A I have never been on a construction project 
where the repor~s were given to the contractor and I was not 
aware that t."\ey were supposed to give us some until it was 
brought out by c & P and ,,re lctere supposed to have been 
-receiving t..'lem all along. 
AYimS: Your !Ionor, would you ask him to 
please answer the question. 
THE COURT: I t..ldnk he is. 
























explanation, Your Honor, after he has answered the 1 
r---------------------------------------------------------~1-
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3 THE COtm.T: JUst answer the question, 
4 iiOW did you 110rd 1 t? 
5 






















Q The next question is, so you didn •t complain !: 
about not receiving ~1-te reports, did you? 
·i 
I 
A NoJ and if I may ~ fur~'ler, until I heard 
that I was sttpposed to qet a report and they \'7ere telling me ·; 
! 
that t..'ley did not pa.ss - - tha same people that were takinq 
the reports werQ i:ellinq me now that ~"ley ·didn •t pass. 
TRE COtmT: That: is after the failure? 
THE t1IT!lESS: That is oorrect, Your IIonor. 
BY r.a. Anns: 
Q Hasn't it boen your previous testimony,· 
r-!r. Dunltenbarger , that l1'0t1 \1ere on tha si ta on only mayba 
si..~ to ten occasions over tht! course of tho worlt? 


























a And that you were there for only about fiftsen 





YesJ to ~'le best of my knowledge. 
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Dunkenberqer - Cross 
2 Q Is it also not your pre,Tious testimony that 
3 I you had no discussions with the architect or the soils 






















in the fill? 
A I never talked to Sam Brooks during the 
course of t.&'le project, t.'lat I know ofJ however, I did talk 
to Dan Zahn. 
0 Did you talk to Dan Za.lm about placing 
I 
1 oversized rock in t.'1e fill? 
I 
I 
If you consider the building rubble to be 
I 














II 0 It doesn • t matter what I consider, my question1 
• r 
is limi~ed··- -
I A Well, I considered it to be oversized 
I 
material and I did talk to Dan ZahnJ yes. 
I 
II did 
M-.i question was not about oversized material; ji 
I! ., 
I 
you have· a discussion 'dth Dan Zahn about placing 
oversi_zed roCk in the fill? 
No, sir1 I did not. 
I 
11 a 
11 have mentioned the progress reporta and I take it you have 
'l'hzmk you very much. ~-t:. Dunkenberqer, :you 
reviewed those reports? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q :rt is trua, is it not, 'that ~'lose reports say 
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Dunkenberqer - Cross 2-73 
not.~inq about l·Sl:'. Zahn saying t,."lat it was permissible to use 
I 
oversized rock in the fill? 




reports were a compilation of ~~e project foreman and I 
didn't put in an~~ing that I observed or an~~~inq I did. 
I put in his progress as to how the job \'tas 
progressing and hia observations only • 
Q Will you answer the question, please? 
A l'1ould you repeat t.'le question, please? 
Q It is true, is it not, that the .progress 
1
1 
reports say nothing about any pexmission from Dan Zahn to 
put oversized rocl: in the fill? 
I. The progress report.s as reported by John 
1 Strickler do not, sir; you are correct. 
t 
I Q Those ·reports also say nothing about placing i 
.I I 
I bu!ldinq rubble i~ t.'le fill, do they? i 
A That is oorrect7 they do not, sir. 
Q And the llrogre~s reports sal' nothinq about 
I actual placement of oversized rock in the fill or actual 
I placement of rubble in tha fill, do t.'ley? 
11 A Tha buildinq reports do not montion the 
disposal of any rock anywhere on or off the site. 





2s say not.'1.1nq about placinq rubble or oversized rock an~7here? 
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Dunkenberger - Cross 2-74 
2 A The progress reports only mention wast.e 
3 material and topsoil being pulled off the site7 they say 
4 nothinq of disposing of oversized roc."< off the project as 
s l.fr:. Dal tz testified y~sterday that the reports did. 












7 Q And ne! ther do they say anything about placing; 
a oversized rock in the fill or buildinq rubble in the fill? 
9 A That in correct; there is no mention of 
10 I oversized rock. 

























BY MR. HAZLEGRO~: 
Oid tho rubbl~ concerning which you did have 
a discussion ~~ith r-tr. ~a.~n exceed one foot in dimension, 
some of it.? 
A I lfoul:! quess that they did, because there 



















saying I qot out thera and ntoasured them, I don't knov "t.l'lat. j 
I 
I. 
24 Oriqinally ~'le plans called for t.ltem to be !: 
r 
25 hauled off the project and ! hat! put money in it 'to haul th~ 
'· r---------------------------------------------------------------
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Dunkenberger - Redirect 2-75 
off the project, but there was absolutely nothinq wrong with 
that material beinq used in the fill. 
r-m. AY':RS: I would object to the answer to 
the question as speculation, Your Honor, since he 








Tim COURTs Is there anything further of this :; 
~titness? 
!1R. Iti'~LEGROVT::: No 1 Your l!onor. 
(Thereupon, the witness ~tas 
excused from tha stand.) 
Trm counT: You may call your next witness. 
~m. A'rnrtS: t:ould separating ~'le witnesses 
apply to ~~s, JUdqe? 
THE COtTRT: Yes. 
r.n. !IAZLEGROVE: I do:t 't mind separating 
but I don't t:'link any of the T.rial Rules apply. 
!-1R. 1\YERS: I have no objection; I am just 
askinq. 
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Sisson - Direct 2-76 
2 DAU SISSON 
3 was calle:l as a "tdtness, and after having been f~rst duly 
4 I S\-10rn to tell the truth, the nhole truth and nothing but the 



















BY l-R. lL'\ZLEGROVE: 
Q You are Dan Sisson? 
A Dan Sisson. 
0 A-re you ~"l officer or entployee of Sisson & 
Ryan? 
i 
A I am an employee of Siss:ln & Ryan and !i 
li 
u 
Vice-P.r: esident. jl 
:I 
ll 
Q Directing :YOur attention to the performance ll 
n 
of the construction agreement that Sisson & Ryan entered into~ 
ii 
!: 
with the c & P Telephone Company for the construction of the:: 
ii 
i! 
Radford \oTOrk site, what was ~JOur responsibility for the 'IJOr!t ~:. 
:· 
I 
2o under that agreement? H 
!: 
21 A I t"as classified as a Superintendent' :r t-tas td: 
see to everything, billing a11d so forth and so on, to the 
job, order pipe and so fort.h. 
Q So you h~ the overall responsibility at the 
25 job site for performance? 
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That io right, at ~~e job siteJ yes, sir. 
tile architects' represant3tive at tho II 
I! 
·I 
4 job site? 
5 Dan Za."m. 
Q ~~ was the inspector for Freehling & 
Robertson at the test site? 












n 9 I Q Earlier, durinq t.'le course o£ t.'le pregradinq " 
10 l"'rork, did you have occasion to discuss t-tith Mr. Zahn the \1 
11 ·1 disposition of oversized rock ~"ld materials on t.'le J·ob site?!! 
il I :• 
12 1.1: say ·.·., A ·That t-tas \-Then the project tras - - I ~vould 
ii 
13 il the fill ':tas appro:timately half-way up, or maybe not quite, ;i 
!l!' ,; i ~ 
14 !1 when I discussed that ~fith him. lj 
!• 
!I 15 I• 
il 
16 I rouqh, 
ii ., 
~~e material ~~at I was using in ~~e fill was 
big rock encountered, and I was close ·to a school and 
I 
17 I I couldn't use much di{na"nite so I coul·~n 't get the rocks 




1 material, or I 
20 
I 
small so I knew we were going to run short 
f. 
!: 
t.i--tought ~,1a t-rere going to run short of r.taterial:~ 
i: 
So I told Hr. Zahn tha~ I was concerned about ;: 
I .. 
21 li runnin<J out of material and bo said, "Hhy," and I said, "The : 
II 
22 I! ~ock and all is so rough and big I can't handle it." 
It 
23 i So he said, "l·lell, you ca..'l use some of th.e 
24 1 big roc.lt or oversizei rock" - - I am ~ot :Jura \mich he said 
25 I· - - "over in the fill araa in t.'le parking lot well away from 
I 
~---------------------------------------------------------------
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Sisson - Direct 2-73 
2 the building." 
3 ne told me to keep them scattered, to lay 
4 them out flat. 
5 I 
Q In the aftsrmath of that conversation did you 
6 place oversized material in t."le Sl~all of t;.'le site? 
7 A Yes, sir~ I did. 
8 Q !Iow did you go about t.a'lat and did ~u do it 
9 in mora than one tier? 




pushed t..'tem in toward - - rost of the.'Ll came in to~-rard t.a'le 
12 school property or out to'qard noute 177 w.,d we pushed ~;em 
13 ·I in with the bulldozer and I instructed t:he bulldozer man to 
I 
14 1 keep them separated,. to lay t!1em out flatJ that is what I 
1s I told him to do. 
16 
17 
! might also add t:hat I had a waste p:!.t 'thic::h j' 
was riqht beside of that fill that I eould move ~~e rock to 
18 as easy as I did the fill area that I put tham in. 
19 0 Did you stockpile any oversized material for 
2o use in the fill? 
21 A ~~o; not to my ~~no'tlledga. You mean stockpile 
22 I it in t."le fill ·:}r for use in the fill? 
23 Q For use in the fill before you plaoed it 
24 ~'lere? 
25 ~lot to my knowledqe, ·exce!)t some buildinq 
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Sisson - Direct 2-79 
rubble. I stoc.'<piled some of that at the very first of the 
job. 
Q 'Has the conversation :!.'OU had with Hr. Za~'"l 










Right; that was early on and I was instructed II 
. . ,, 




toe - - the bottom of the fill, just in the deep part of the :1 ,. 
il fill. 







limitation imposed by Hr:. Zahn on placing the rubble only in :1 












the slope of the fill? 
no 1 sir1 I never heard that. When he qave me :1 
to place the big rock in there t."'le fill was ~~~ 
quite a bit and the ·toe ~a1a.s covered. ·j 
Hol~ many tiers of oversized rock do you 
I 
estimate at t."lis time 111ent into the fill? I 
I o;·rould estimate three to four; I don't know. 1: 










It is ~'Our testim:>ny that !·lr. Zahn kne~1 of 
,, 






That is right; he granted me permission to us~: 
ii 
A 
some oversized rock in the fill. !i 
~-------------------------------------------------------------1'' 
li 
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Sis son - n irect 2-SO 
2 Q !lou long '"'~e some portions of the rock 
3 exposed to visual sight duri!)g ·the course of the filling 
4 operation? 
5 : would say approximately twenty to thirty 
6 days that some of the rock was exposed at all times. ·. Uaybe 
c...~ ... ··7 some of them 't'Tere covered 11:? b11t some of them were exposed. 
8 Q t·Mle t..~ey '\t-tere exposed 1o you recall that 














A Yes: ! don't know hotT many times, but he did 
visit the site ~·71th them there. 
! 
0 On a.'ly occasion did he rec;r..test you to remove i 
!I 
i! 
' ~ the rock? 
A He did not rg::IUest me to move t.'lem, but one !i 
II 
time·: he asked me if I was nesting those rocks and I told him !l 
II 
II 
I was keeping t.'lel'il scattered the best I could and t.'lat was II 
,I 
the end of the conversation about the rock. I' d 
Q 
!I 
Did :rott have any con~1arsations vtith Sam Brook~: 
of Froehling & ?Dbertson, 'vho tV'as the testing inspector • 










A Yes1 one day he ~·tas up t.'lere testin..,. and this L 
J !! 
~ras after "t>te had baen putting t..lle rocks in for t~'i70 days and 
:! ,, 
23 ' he asked me about the rock one day and I told him I haa I !· r 
24 
,, 
p~isaion from the 3rchitect to use some oversized rock over. 
2s in the parkinq area. 
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Sisson - nirect 2-31 
r--------'------~.1 
! 




3 find out before ! got then covered all the '·ray up so I could ii .. 
I 
I 








II 11 .I 
12 II ll 
13 I 
I 

















or t..'le second day and told :ne that \-thoever he talked to -..· -f·. li q 
!! 
and I do not knol-7 "t·thD it. t·1as - - that the~' had tolrl hirn the H 
1: 
i! 
rocks ~"ere all right ~fhere they ~·tere at and that they ~-1ould. :1 
help stabilize the fill slope, 
~-n. AYERS: · Your Honor, t•7e object to that as 
haarsa:t. 
T!tE COu~~: ?J.l right. 
BY ~iR • tlt"\Z LEGlOVE: 
Q !Jid you, on any occasion, undertake to place 
rock in ~i.e fill so that othE?.r s \"loulJ not detect it? 
a £lo, . s:Lr; b"ecause if I ha:l to bu-ry t!ie rock, 
like I said before, ! co1..ud have pushed 1 t out to the side 
Of courno, in the p:roc9ss of putting them in 
t."tere I got a li ttlc ·iirt over t.'1em, I am not naj'ing tha·t, 
but if I had to dig a hole :lnd put them in it I could have 
noved t.,'lem out to t.l}e side over in my \tTaste pit a ~1l10le lot 
easier. 
Q ~·1hat procedure did you follol·T in seeing t:."lat 
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Sisson - Direct 2-02 
2 the compaction of the fill was tested by P.roe11ling & 
3 Robertson • s inspector, Sam Brooks? 
4 ~\ll I did ~'las toll hi::t '•then I started filling 

















:Ie asked oa or tfe discussed if it ~-;as rain:ing 
if I 'ttould call him and tell him if I wasn't going to be 
able to work th.'lt da~,, and bi.at is ~·7hat I did. 
Q ~o do I understand ~u to say that you 

















Q 'l"o your knot-rl edge l-tas he there on the clays i 





approve for me 
Q 
,I 
I never put a lift on anything that he didn't Jj 
II 
to put ~~other lift on. 
Did :fOU tell him ll0";-7 to do his test? 




II where to do his test. I. 
! miqht !lave, on occasion, kno"m some resultsJ! 
I ~ 
d 
but most of the time he just told .ne that they passed and to 1; 
1: go aheacl and put some QOre on. 
1: 
j· 
~~ far as him telling me that each test passed, 
j. 
I didn 1 t kno~-1 t!1a t. 1: 
t-----------------------------------;;:· l• 
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Q Were you looking to him to tell you whether 
or not your work was acceptable? 
A That is rightJ I was. 
Q Early in the job the work was 






f d • 't t .. b I; oun ·:.no · o . e 1: 
II 
1 j A Rightr when it was first started, I believe 

















Who 'told you that you couldn't? You didn't: !I 
know whe1:her you were qet-t:inq it or not, did you? !! 
ll 
!i 
Riqhtr I don't know whether Sam Brooks told !I A 





14 '· but anyway we had a meetinq on the job and Mr. Brooks and 






I asked what to c1o if we oouldn 11: gat the compaction •. 
'I 
li. Ml:. Zahn ~ld me they would probably have to , 
II change the footinqs in the buildinq if we couldn •t get the 
compaction to come up, so they came up and I am not that 






They ran some more tests and they ran a new lj 
I; 
21 I 
22 I Proctor or somethinq and chan qed the fomul a 
23 density and I never did have any trouble with 






failinq aft~ that. 
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Sisson • Direct 2-84 
2 A RiqhtJ I assume it was passinq because he 
3 would tell me when I could put. another lift on. 
4 0 Did ~u undertake to tall Froehlinq & I 
Robertson • s test man whether or not the soil was too damp or J s 
. I 
6 too dry to be within the optilmmt range for compaction? ! 
I 
j 




i I am a lit~le bit familiar wi~ it. 8 
; 








: job and some dry material on the other side - - it ~ kind 
11 j of a brown loam - - and I aould mix t:hose two toqather and I 
I 











But as far as me, you know, telling him, I 
,, 
il 
'I ! • 
~ ' !I 
just relied on him to tell me when it: was acceptable and to :1 
II 90 ahead and put some more on. ll 
ij 
BY MR. AYERSa 
Q 
MR. HAZLEQtOVBt I have no further questions. l1 
. . I' 










'I II I. 
li 
·' I! ,: 
Mr. Sisson, when you say you placed in three 1: 
ii ., 
23 or four tiers of rock, did you put in three or four tiers of:. 
24 
25 
t.~s oversized rock, is thai: Wha1: you -are talkinq about? 
A ~obablyJ yes. .. ., 
•. 
~--------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Sisson - Cross 2-85 
2 0 That is what you mean when you use the term 
3 "rockJn you mean oversized rock? 
4 A Yes. 
s 0 You indicated that Mr:. Zahn expressed concern 
6 about nes~!nq the rock? 
7 A Right. 
8 0 So he did not give you permission to nest the 
9 I rock, did he? 
10 I A No, he asked me if I was nestinq and I told 
























I' 25 ! 
'l'he area I was workinq in wasn't: a very biq 
area and I don't see how you could call it anything but a 
nest if you put rock in there. 
0 Then I believe you had several layers of 
compacted fill .above the oversized rockJ is t:hat correct? 
A Right. 
Q So there was none of that oversized rock 























A No' nona of those rocks were visible, riqht. 1: t: 
!; 
Q As I understand what occurred - - and you 
:; 
correct me if I am wronq - - when you encountered this 
problem at the outset with the inability to qet the proper 
:. 
compaction on the fill thai: had been installed, wasn't it 
the architect who told you that you couldn't c:ontinue with 
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Sisson - Cross 2-86 















A Yes1 probably so. 
0 In other words, Mr. Brooks reported to the 
archi teat and the -








Q The archi teet came back to you and said., " ·Bold: 
up until we work it out•? 
A That is the way I think it happened. Maybe 









Q Do you recall that your Deposition was taken !! 
q 
II 
tl earlier in this case? ;1 
A Yes. 
Q On Paqe 104 at Line 22 you made this 
statement: "I believe he" - - and that, in this context, 
Mr. Brooks - - "went ahead and qot in touch with the 
17 · architects. " 
18 so that is your best recollection? 
19 A Right7 I think that is right, and 






m. AYERS: All right, sir; thank you. 
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Sisson - Redirect 2-87 
2 REDIRECT EXAMIN~ION 
3 
4 BY MR. Hi\ZLEGROVE: 
s Q At 'that time, Mr~ Sisson, had any of the· 
6 oversized rock been placed in the fill? 
.f .. ::. •. ' •. 
7 I A No, sir. 
8 Q That came aft4tt? 
9 A Riqht:J this is at the very beginning of the 
10 job. :t think .Mr:. Zal'.n okayed for me to put the first lift 
11 on of the fill wit:h ~"le undm:"atandinq that I would put one 
12 lift down, one eiqht-inch lift down and then qet the ·soils 



















15 all :riqht. 
ll 
I did that and r think the first lift passed 
11
., 
It was eit.'l.er the second or t:hiJ:d lift that we .
1 
16 started havinq problems with compaction. 
. 17 0 Ho,., l:on9' did you stop the work? 
18 A You mean the fillinq on that? 
19 Q Yes. 
20 A Probably two days, it probably took two days 
21 to qet that: straightened out but I am not sure of that. 
22 I had ots.'ler work to do at that time besides 
23 the fillinq. t7e were still in the process of stripping 
24 'I topsOil and so fOrth. 
I· 
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Sisson - Rediree~ 2-88 
2 unacceptable fill took place did you observe anyone ta.ltinq 
3 soil samples? 
4 While we were putf:inq oversized rock in? 
5 Q tator when the problem came about that you 






















A Yes' t don •t Jcnow whether they did at that 
time or not, but some of F.r:oehling & nobertson's people came 
up and qot a sample or two of dirt, but I don't know - ~ 
0 You don •t know whether it was in thai: 
situation or not? 
I believe it was, but I am not sure. 
MR. BAZLEGROVB: Thank you • 
THE COW.'l't Is i:hat all? 
MR. HAZLEmOWt . Yes. 
(Thereupon, the witness was 
excused from the stand.) 
THE COURTt Brinq your next witness in. 
JOHN STRICKLER 
was called as a witness, and after having been first duly 
i 
24 sworn to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 'the:. 
i 
25 truth, was examined and testified as follows1 I 
" !! 
~------------------------------------------------------------
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Strickler - Direct 2-89 
2 DIRECT EXru.-li~lATION 
3 






















Q You are John Stric.'tler? 
A Yes. 
Q t"7erf!! you formerly employed by Sisson & Ryan, 
Inc.? 
J\ Yes, sir. 
Q In ~mat capacity? 

















0. f.1ere YQU the Grade Foreman designated for the :: 
li telephone com:pany project at the Radford work center near 
1 the Bethel School? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q l'lhat "1as your rest,?Onsibility as Grade 
tfell, I would do the enqineerinq l-10rk on the 










Danny Risaon wasn't on tbe job. !Ie was 
il" 
the Superintendent. !~ 
f. 
I would take the grading crew and do pregradiri9 
i; 
I' :, and everything, most anyt:hinq that needed to be done on the 
job. 
Q Do you know who the representative of the 
architect, Smithey & Boynton, was on the job? ,, :: 
A Yes, sir' Dan Zahn. !" 
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Strickler - Direct 2-90 
2 I 0 Do you know the name of the inspector for 
3 
1
.1 Froehlinq & Robertson on the job? 
4 I A Mr. Brooksr I don't recall his first name. 
s 1 0 t~ere you in contact with those people during 











A Yes, sirJ whene,Ter they were on t-ll.e project. 
0 During tne prosecution of the work you were 
i aware of t.'IJ.e placement by your work force of oversizE!d :: 
., 
I 
materials in the fill? ~i 
il 
i '! 
II : ::~d 
9 
;: describe on what occasions, if any, i 
II Mr. Zahn was made aware of the placement of oversized 
Ill 
1 material in the fill, to your knowledge? 
A ~7ell, anytime he would have been on the 


















loolcinq at the project at all, they t-~ere right there in plain: 
view of ever~ne. 
:i ,; 
il ,. 
We left an area open to put t.'le rocks in and li 








I tfe had an area for the rocks. 
0 
I· 
Do you recall any specific occasion where he 
! 
I 
2s ·lt--w_a_s_p_r_e_s_en_t_wi_tJ_h_yo_u_wh_en _ ex_ .. po_s_ed __ ro_c_k_s_w_er--=-e-=· ~ir-n_s_i_g_h_t_? __ ---!L 
II 
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Stri~~ler - Direct 2-91 
i 
2 A I remember one day I had just sat a ro~~ of i 
3 II stakes on the upper side where the cut and fill would . il 
4 ,
1
. intersect, where we would brinq the fill up to and then the :. 
s 1
1 
cut would start from that point, and the rocks were right in:: 
6 I front of r.tr. Zahn. 
7 He stood on the edqo of them and discussed 
aJ the filling operation and how much more we had to put in to :i 
I I 
:i 
9 l· brinq 1 t up to grade. 
11 .1 





t~e finished grade and "V'e •Aero in between the stakes and the:: 





















0 Did he make any comment about ~'lam? 
i 
'I ,: 
1\ Never made any conanentJ he watched us fill ji 
·I 
!! around t..'lem and nevP.r had anythinq to say about them. 
il 
I! a ~'7hat oonversat!ons, if any, did you have wi t.'l :~ I 
il II Sam Brooks about the plncement of the oversized material in ;; 
!I the fill? ![ 
~~i~ A tiell, actually I didn't discuss t."le rocks _: 
i 
!I with anyonet no one seemed concerned that they Here there, 
il 




lj would be "hether or not we could qo ahead and fill. It was 
II 
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Stri~~ler - Direct 2-92 
He ran t..'le density machine and if he said to 




It l-7as his responsibility to tell us whether l! 
I, 
fill or not and he never mentioned the rocks. !I 
MR. Fl:'lv.~T .. 'F!~Ovn: I have no ·further questions •. :1 
!i 









~rrg corr::tT: All right' thank you. 
., ,. 
11 
'I I! (Thereupon, the witness was 
,: 







T~ COtmT: Is that all 110u have on ~'U.s i; 
I• 
I ~ issue? 
ij 




'i Honor. One is that we took the Deposition of 
.. 
Stephen Darbyshire and I \fould lil:a the necord to 
include his testimony beginning at Line 23 on Page 13 
and endinq at Lino 20 on Paqa lG, and aqain beginning 
at Line 17 on ~age 20 and endinq at Line 23 on Page ; 
21. 
If it ,.,ill serve the. Record, I tdll read it 
into the Reoor1 now. 
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1 s 1 
.I 
16 II 
~7 !I . !i 













'mE COURT: Do you have an objection? 
11R. 1\.YEM: OUr position is rather than. try 
to pick and choose which parts of the Deposition 
should be m~ e a part of the Record 1 t7e would ask 















developed here the entire Deposition be made a part .j 
1: 
.; ,, 
of the Record • 
~fR. HAZLEGl.OVE: 
!I 
question before the Court and what Mr. Derbyshire is:; 
!I saying in his Deposition is that he recalls a :! 
1! 
conversation with a representative of the architects ! 
,, 




ne maie a recommendation to the group that !! 
included a representative of the architects to use 
the rock to stabilize the toe Qf ~~e slope. 
Thera was no uncertainty in his mind that 
Sisson & nyan intended to place oversized ~aterial 
in the slope uithin the scope of the permission if it 
t~re extended by ~1e architects. 
MR. AYERS: Your Honor, wa 'ttTOul:l ask and 
respectfully request that the COurt include the 
entire Deposition an an exhibit in the Record and if.: 
it is rejected, we ask that it be made a part of the· 
l
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Record reflecting our objection. p 
,I 
1: 
NR • IIA!i:LEGlOVE: I think it is a part of the i 1 
Record1 this is part of our proffer. 




THE COTnT: ~~en requested, it is, in my 
opinion, because I think that is what:. they said in a 
.t 
! 
case thay re,rersed S!)iers and Mink on. 
'! 1\11 right, I accept the proffer of the pages 
and the lines that you have indicated for the purpose: 
of this !learing and then, also, I will accept this 
one Deposition. 
Is that what you are asking? 
rm. Al~~S: Yes, sir. 
'!'J-IE cotrnT: I will accept Derbysh!re•s 
i' 1 
Deposition as a part of the Record beinq a part of :• 
.. 
~~e Plaintiff's evidence on ~~is issue. 
NR. l\YERSt ~ank you, Your ltonor. j' 
:· 
THE COURT: Is there anyt.'linq further? 
n~t. T:L'\~LEGlOVE: If we "tero allowed to adduce 
evidence on t.'"la point, l~ would adduce evidence on 
·' 
exa~nation of the representatives of c. L. Lewis to , 
the effect that their contract required them to 
excavate for footinqs of ~'le main building and other · 
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buildings under Section 2B, ~arth t~ork 
Specifications, Part 3D and on the notation appearinq: 
I· li 
!!. on Drawing Sl to require that if suitable bearinq 
ol 
for foUr."'ldations is not encountered as indicated : . · i, 
li 
rxnd/or 3~~1fied - - and ~~a note specifies three !i 
~ : 
thousanrl po1.mds per square foot bearing requirement i! 
I 
- - ~~ey were required to notify the architect and :! 
;j 
:j 
proceed no further until written instructions were ~~ 
received. 
!t ~"ill be our factual arqumcmt th.at had 
c. L. Le,.,!s verified ~'te bearinq value of the 
footinq3 under t.'le main structure which was completed: 
or commenced before the Group Tools J3Uild1nq, and j. 
verify, a~ ~.-~~ contend they ~·tere required to do, to 
; ~ 
., 
determine that t."t~ra ~1as ~'lree thousand pounds 
bearing value tmder the footings, they would have 
discovered ~r!1at c & 1' subsequently discovered, that :, 
because of the main buildinq failure t.'le soil lvas 
not compacted to tl1a required specifications and 
armed with that knowledqo,. \1ould not have COinL'1lenced 
tho oonstrltction of the Group ~ols Building without 
correcting ~~e situation. 
r.m. :\~"R.St I am not sure va ever ~e going 
to get this case tried, J\ldqe. 
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16 II ,, 


















r.n. 7T~ZwZG10".!E: That is just a part of our 
proffer~ 
r-m.. Jl.i"rms: Your lbnor, I perceive that we !\ 
are getting back into the same type of argUEUent that;~ 
l-Te ~1.ave spont many hotU:" s of the court t s time 
addressing and that is ~he alleqed knowledge o£ 
-..rronqdoing of a t..'1ird party and the impact of 'tl"lat 









11 The inoueG that I had pGroeived r~"naining in !I 
the case, which I ~"'lderstood t..'la Court to say 






pertinent to t~e question of C & P d&9flaqes and I am ;l 
not presently understanding how the evidence to 










TI-m ccu::tT : ~i~ll, whether I exclude it or not,: 
it is in the aecord for tna Appeal as a part of the 
proffer. 
MR. AYErtS: This is not, i::; ! t? 
ItR. H.!' ... ZL~GROVE: Yes. 
~. i\Y3:tS: I a'!l 3orry • 
I1R. ~'\ZLEGlO,TE: I a.'!l saying if C. L. Lewis 
had done the job required of the-'ll ~~ey would have 
reported to the architect they couldn't find t.~e 
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bearinq ancl t:c the architect 'rould havo had that 
knowledge he tctould have done something about it and 
he didn't. 
7.m,. .:\l"::IlS: That is part of t.'le proffer? 










T!-m cn~.mT: Does this take care of this phase ·· 
of the case? 
!-lR. F!!..ZL~mo~rn: It tal:es care of about 
eighty-five percent of it. 
T!m comT: !.J.l ·right1 I will stick by my 
rulinq and ! ·think the Record is now complete on 





" I have not really considered ho~·t I am goinq ti 
;, 
I; 
to tell the Jt1t"Y1 ! assumg t.hat '1e "t-1!11 just tell the 
l· 
Jury that t."lcy hnve hQard statement3 or references 
to the alleged kno~tledqe of the :rroehling & 
nobert~on rcprenentatives and th~ architects' 
repronentativcs t~at they ha1 knowledge of ~~e 
over!lized rocl: in t;,e fill and t..~n.t there has bean a 
reference of ~~at being imputed to the ~laintiff, 
and t."tercfore, \-Taivoo by him and t.'lat I have e..~cluded 
that evidence and b"ley are not to consider that in 
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15 II 















their deliberations when we get to that point. 
!vR. P'u'\3L..~GROVE s "'fell, so that we will all be 
comfortable a.~d I '"on' t feel like I have not 
discharged my obligation, ! suppose that you know 
vary ~ell at ti1is st~qe the reasons why I disagree 





Tr~m co:mT: I think yo11 have fully saved ;i 
those. 
!·~. :!.'\?.L'EGRO~JB: If I haven •t, there is no 
r-~. CL SA.:.~:!: Yo~lr Honor , I thinl~ t.~e Record 
,. 




:;>resent e'T.id~nc~ in this case on ltnowledge of the 1! 
. !! 
II 
architects' re~rosentativo or F.roehling & nobertson's! 
re~resen·tative does not mean they acquiesce in anl' 
l-rav '-tith the repreGantation made by these wit.~esaes 











or not t."'lat kno~vledge waG had by :~. Zah..~."l, Ur. Brook~·, 
I 
or Mr. Derbyshire. j; 
T!L1 COthtT: Okayr t~1at 'tfO'llld ba the extent of · 
I .. 
your proffer on t~at iasue. I guess you are e11titled: 
i 
to a proffer. 
i· 
m. cr,~;\.R~: That i!l correct. 
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1: returned to the open Courtroom and t...lte 
'· 
follo't·7ing took place before the Court and 
I. 
Jury.) 
TTrn COU~T: rill right, woul-1 you bring in 
Jury, please. 
Ladies a"ld 9entlemen, ue sincerely apologize ·1 
.I 
II 
for all this ·:lela•_.," I assure '~ou that this is not :I , ~· :i 
!j 
·""he customary r.-ray of proceeding. ~~ 
j, 
:I 
t·r~ ~1a1 to dispose of some mattera that needed ·; 
· to be disposed of by the Court. 
';A1e ~<Till ~-:ee9 an eye out for the weather and 
if it turns reul bad, "t-"Te \•TiJ.l try to break in time 
for you to qet home safely. 
2'-~t t\is point it is the obligation of t.~e ~~ 
ji 
!t 
court to tell you ~rhat ~'las t::anspir,:xl over the time !: 
~-Te have had you '"ai tinq here and llhat ~.,e have 
discussed and t..~e out~'"Ome of ~"1osc3 discti.ssions. 
~e court at this point does in~truct ~~e 









effect that ~1e representatives of the soils engineer, ,, 
that is -rroa'11inq & Robert!lon, and of the architect, 
Smithey & noynton, ~Thich were involved in this 
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2 project had expressed or i:npliecl !(no~-tledge ~'lat 





and further t~at ~"'lat kno~1ledqa was imputed to c & P~l ,, 
I 
I 
t:1at is thP- Plaintiff, upon the theory o~ agents, 





























the nonco~pliancc to the contr~ct specifications 






I have eitclu!ed this e,rl.dence -and direct that [! 
·I 
you disregar-:I the evidence on this issue as \-tell as '! 
a'r'ly remark~ of counsel that nay have been in 









Gentlemen, does ~"lat accurately reflect 't~hat :; 
the Court rules? l'1hcther ~"'OU agree with it or not, 
is it accurate? 
MR. :\n:ts: Yes: Your Honor. 
HR. II:...zLEmov·r::: Yes , sir. 
T:-m carZtT: Is this our next tdtne:3s? 
!-~. 7~Y'Ens: Yes, Your rbnor, ~"lis is !~. !!ol t 
tfith C. L. Le~·Tin. 
22 I ~~C!L T. ROLT 
i 
23 was calloo ns a ~·ritness, nn1 after bavinq been firot duly 
24 sworn to tell t"le tr..Ith, the whole trui:h and nothinq but the 
2s truth, wao examined ~d testified as follows: 
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Derbyshire - Direct 14 




A Without referrinq to my diaries for that yeJk, 
I don't think I could give you the exact date. But, my firs~ 
visit up there was when we sent somebody up there to s~ple 'I 
I 
I 
the soil to run the oriqinal Proctor and the density tests 
I 
I that were running in the beqinning of the fill. 
·-- .......... , . 
There was no way that that Proctor value I 
could have supplanted. to what was qoinq into the fill at. that 
I 




shale country, and the stuff exists in layers that sit at 
\i 
various angles in the qround. l 
i 
The soils on the site,. the~~ were. at least j 
different, distinct soils that were beincJ manufactu.~~~~! 
I! 
at that particular time and when the qrading cut across thes~ 
ii 
things.. 't.hey were qetting a representative ~~pe of -~~~e.!: 11 




1: original Proctor·. i:.ests, so we had to resam~le the soils, li 
II 
resample the fill and run :more Proctor teat~ to det•rroine . ..
1
11 
what ran9e of values we could operate inside. 11 .... --··· ,. 
I! 
. Anci at tllu time I was up there on that first:. 
.I 
I. 
visit, they were beqinninq to uncover some boulders, so~e_,._Q_t.r 
~ -4 • '-~ 
them were two or three feet acroaa and the question was 
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Derbyshire - Direct 15 
this is pertinent if you can excuse I 
I 
raised at this time 
me, I'4 like to run soma sequence - - the question was aske 
at the time what. to do with that rock. 
0 Who asked the question? 
A Sisson and Rvan'A man. 
Q And to whom was it asked? 
I 
A At that time I believe, and I can't be I 
I . 
positive of this, I don~t have his name - - I 
Q Was he a ·representative of the Architect·• a 
Engineers? 
A Well, no\4, I think J)s.n ~io~ was t.here; thi~ .1 
is whe~~ ~y memory is failing some. I think Dan Zion, from 
Smithev & Boynton •. :an~ I think Si~son and Ryan's man ~-1aa 
Now, his name I don • t remember; but some 








G~nerally, if you have rock like 
toe of the slope of the fill, it 
this, you can waste it in th~ 
I. 
stabilize the sln.ne • 
acts as riprao I'm~ helps II 
II 
'I 
This discussion concerned what to do with 
the rock so I said,. "~y don't you waste it in the· .. toe of .t.lle 
slope and it will help stabilize the toe of tha ~lop~ on 
the-lower side along the School property•. 
That vaa all that was said at the time. I 
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Derbyshire - ~irect 16 
~idn't, I was back up there a couple ~f m~nths later and 
tee of the slope. 
Q Who said that? 
The gr~ding man. the assistant, Ryan•a man;. 
............... t 
A. 
but apparently~ and I d~~·: knaw it, they had uncovered anJ 
_··· ---- ·- li 
removed more. _ro9.~.J:h~n I was. aware of, .. ~~~$ler.s, ~ .... ~~~'l~~-,
1 w~A said about ii;.~.--
1 
I 
May . I continue?· 
Q Surely. 
A One of the complicating factoJ:a - -
0 Excuse me, you say apparently they were 
I 
moving more rock than you understood they intended to move? 
1
1 
A Well, I can say ~lis because later it was 
discovered that there waa a tremendous number of boulders 
in the lower end side of that fill - -
Q Yes. 
A f'n:rth.,.r back up in the fill than I would I 
have ever permitted thttm to put thel'l i.f I h•d kn~wn~ of i_t. 
There was a complicatin9 factor in that th$ra was ~-pow~~ 
was placed around it. 
I 
It ~as a rather larqe hole in.tha fill that d 
ii 
25 they were working around, waiting for the Power Company to ii 
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Derbyshire - Direct 17 
move that power line·pole. 
Q How did you know about that? 
A I saw it - -
Q I sea. 
one of my visits 8"d I asked them wh 
they were aoina to do about it and they ~a~ as soon as the I 
A - - t'>n 
that in. 
~te;_ -:ve~t~; this was i~ ~e approx~ate 
I 
I 
location of ... tlle bu~lding that eventually failed. 
_..., .... ...-.· 
Q Let me interrupt you there and ask you II I· .I 
whether, when you accepted the enqaqement to perform the II 
II 
testing service., you· .were qiven a copy not only of the Eartllworl 
II 
specifications, but a copy of ~e plan, plot plam were you?j' 
A That's right: we were. 
that failed shown on the plan that you were given? 
.... ~ ..... - ........ - •.. l·~·· 
A No, sir. 
. Q It was not shown7 
I 
I 
A No, sir. 
0 Okay. ,, 
!I 
T~~~e was a p~rkinq area juut in that general 
.. ----- ______ .J .. - ..... ---·---·.._ ... ~ • ·--·--···· ~-1 
A 
I 
ar!a but well away from ·the. edge_ o~---~e .'!~0~-~!_~~·· !ill. !! 
I' 
Q By •well away• what do you mean; 10 or 15 
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The lower edge of that paxklnCJ area you can l! · 
li 
A 
see on the plan,_I think you've got a copy·of it. 
Q Yes, it • s. here; ·but it'&· .not 100 fee1:.· 
A I don't know that.pa%kfnq area, it's not· 
clear to me. 
Q (Hanaed· to witness) 
A What's the scale on thia·thinq? 





















1 I !! 'J?Bi~ WIT!'4ESS: Yes, but t s ~ne to twenty; .. 
11 
no, that must hava befcn $Qut ·4Q teot.~.~. 
BY MR. liAZLEGROVE: 
I 
0 Back from the· toe of ~~e slope? 
Q Not from the top of the slope? 
A Right.· 
0 Now, you visited the site on tha.first 













25 samples of soil and those actually encountered and indicated 
~------------------------------------~~--------------------~': 
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Derbyshire - Di%ect 19 
by your Pield Proctor testa as I underatand it? 
A Riqht. 
Q .And at that time, you became aware that 
there waa oversized material which Sisson and ~an r~ues~ 
peDission .!-2., p;ace in the fill? 
A In the toe of the fill. 
Q Wel.l, as I understand, they want.ed to 'ttaste 
-···-, 
1~ __ .on site an~ . ..t~. ~"'~~ ~:~nr re~nd~~~-~~~~!.--~Ji.Ad 
in the toe of the slo~e to stabilize the. face of· the sloP8. 
. . ..... ...,_.·; ···' 
A At this times that' a riqht. 
·-···· •• 4 .... -,.4.;.... ......... ~ .... - .. - ·--.: 
Q And it is your recollection thai! Mr. Zion 
-·:.......,,.·.-'t"'"'...,..._ .. ~.; 
party to ;hat ~~~~ersation? 
• •• ...... ......,. ... ....,.,,. -~--·· • 0 - --....................... 
A Right. 
0 Did you assume ~ authority to direct or 
allow the waatin9 of any material in the fill? 
A ~~~ si~!._ -~is_ W~!.. mer~ly_ -~ 3uqg-es~9..ti PP:-~Y. 
part as beinq good construction prar.~i~a and was made at the 
·" ..... _ ..... ·----......~~-· . ..· . 
time without knowinq the total qu~ti~y of rack-that ~as _., ......... _ . .. ··- ... ,~ 
goin9 to be dispoaed of. 
Tho queation was never asked again. 













anv, was circulated or exchann-ed between Sam Brooks and you :: 





or your office? 
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Derbyshire ~ Direct 20 
A Well, as soon as I can get that file you c 
see those. Those are just stamlard fill densit~ test repo~r 




. That was a s~. total of .. his, he. furni~!l~_tb:r· 
Daily Report for every day "• W:~ up. ·there .. with the density 1
1 
tests performed and these of course were typed and sent on I 
out. 
0 i2.id ___ ~e . ..!.!!.~:.~~n~-~1.._.~~~~ c.~~~~!~i 
the l?lecemant: of oversized mate~ial? · -~-
A He did not, if __ h~ did I was not aware ~f _!.~·II 
I'm the Bnqinee;··and bav~-·'no~~9 to do with the Manageu:ent.li 
I don't run these people; I aon't assign these people variou• 
' p 
jobs and whatnot, and t.'le infomation I'd get from something!! 
like that is usually secondhand. \I 
Q But, there's no question in your mind bUt th~t 
II 
you were aware of the intent of Sisson and Ryan, given I 
pexmission to waste oversized material at some portion ldthiff 
the project site? 
A 
visit up there. 
Q 
I 





And tllat was a decision as to wbich you zaadeli 
II I. 
a recommendation since you were not 1~ cl~arge of the jolJ? \\ 
p 
A It was merely a suggestion on my part &r•d I ii 
IL-------------------------------------------------~11 
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Derbyshire - Diroct 21 
repeat ~s ia ordinarily qood·construction practice, it's 
I . 
acceptable construction practice. 
Q rio¥, do you know Mr. Zion, Mr. Don Zion? 
I 
I do, I've met him on eight or nine occasion~. 
And did you mee~ him in connection with yourll 
A 
Q 
coordinated work on.~~is project? I 
i 
A On that one occasion. 
Q And that vas the first occasion? 
A 
Q 
That •..raa the first ·oacasion. .I 
Now, Mr. Zion a~tea in his tast~~~1first I 
~ . . . . I 
~at he had no .J9l .. ow~!~SS,1 ~~_!!&s()n~aP.~.~a~.,.W.!S~~. on_.§itelj ....... ····- . . . I 




'I I! I 
A now, if he was smithey & Boynton's ma.n ~t 
·-· ".: .... ~~,. .. ~ ' ... 7- ·- . ·--·.__. .... , .•. ~:·,. 
that first visit, l1e knew t.'ult there were some rocks. 
think he and I saw mavbe six or seven good-sized boulders 
........... ·~-···. q<f • --~-
tha~ had been ren1oved and I say again if Don Zion .was ~'le ,..... -~:-·........ . . 
man on the site at that time1 I made no notes at the t:ime 
. . 
to who was present at that aeeting because it didn't seem 
be of any gre~t import at the moment. 
I· 
0 But, if he were then, he had knowledge of the 
requests of Sisson and Ryan to waste the oversized rock 
material in the fill? 
A I don't ~link any of the people involved 
that first meeting were aware of the amount of rock that was ll 
I ~------------------------------------------------------------· 
I 
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going to be eventually uncovered or attached any ;reat . 
importance to it. 
Q 
II 
Well, in response to my question though, is i 
it correct, is your answer yes? I, 
I think this case, yes. 
1l A 
Now, on october 26th, 1979, after the build! q 
. II 
had failed you wrote a lettar to ·c&P Tel~phone Company 
which I show you. 
A That's my letter all riqbt. 
Q 
. II 
Now, from the last sentence it says, hEarliei: 
II 
1! 




of the rock found in. the cut area. cur advice was to waste L 
lj 
this material in the lower outside edqe of the fill so it II 
'I 
j. 
would act to stabilize the face of the fill slope". 
A !rhat•s correct. 
0 Now. your testimony ia t-.1-.a.t Sisson and Ryan II · II 
....i d • .,.., I! 
asked you abo1.1+. that .. ~~ .. !;11-A~.:«M .. r3.<?.m:~a£9H.~~1l..,!.~~~!l-~~ ~~~,,i 
. I 
Architoct•s Engineers? · ' 
A Riqht. 
Q tlow, were you a party to any conversa tioa 
wherein ~~. Zion or any other representatives of the 
Architect's Engineers adopted your recommendation? 
A If nothing more was .. ~aid, I assume at the 
CENT~AL VIRGINIA REPORTERS 
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Derbyshire - Direct . 23 
., 
ap aaaumptJ.on. I 
0 Well, did the Architectural Representative i 
I 
or the ~ngineerinq Representative accept your recommendation! 
or reject it? 
A There was no comment made so I assume they 
accepted it. This is not the file I wanted, I'll have to 










Does the file you have before you relate to l 
this project? ii 
:I 
!I ,, 
A Yes, it dooa1 we made some bozings up there II 
;! 
after they uncovered that rock and di9ging that surfac~ tr~nch 




;! the location·. 
;, 




it just shows the condition of the soils· that we discovered jt 
!I 
on the site in the area ot the building that failed which 
indicates at some point very soft saturated soils - -
0 That was material underlying after the 
accident? 
A That's after the building-failed. 
Q Evaluation and report? 
A Riqht. 
0 Why don't you, if you will, make another 
call to your Secretary to see whether we can get the other 
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Derbyshire - Direct 28 
n~w, this is supposition, I'd have to go back antl check his · 
personnel file. 






nobertson attar the completion of this project? 
A Again, this is speculation; about six 
or eight months, I suppose. 
Q· If_.!i~ kn~w, how mtdlV similar e~gCI:gements 
he perfor.med for Froehling_ and Robe~son? 
- ·-.. ..-..•-•H,../1 . , . .,.. 
had ·-, 
'l'his is indeterminate; we do a lot of this 







and tltese men bounce from one point to another and this woul' 
be very difficult to say. I 
I! 
0 Now, as a part of his instructions, is he II 
II 
told to report to the owners or to the party who en<Jages hiJr,!; 
I 
such as the Architect•s Engineers, of any deviation in the 
Earthwork. Specifications· that becan\e apparent ~o him? 
I 
A Ordinarily, these Technicians when asked to ! - __ .. __ . --~·.... __...,_._ _ __..._. ..._........ 
pe~form this service either -cell the Contractor that the 
test passed or dian't pass; and if they didn't pass, !;!1~ 
'I 
Contractor's obli~ation is to rework th'lt material and J!~e I 
it retasted; and that's the sum total of his re~ponsibil~ty jl 
on the joh in regard t.., him. 
~he soil ~ensity Test Reports come back to 










C Yas, did you havo any - - well, perhaps my 
i~----------------------------------------------------------------:l 
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Derbyshire - Direct 29 
question has not been fully answered. You say for yourself 





And is it a part of your instructions·to 
I 
I . . 
'rechnicians in the fill,. they are told and informed or dire ed 
or however you want to put it, to do this? 
I . 
A 'l'hey're asked, the Tec~i~ian when he goes 
·- . . . . -. ~·-~-~· 
on the job is asked to react .the J9b Specifications coverir1g 
this they're supvosed to report immediately to us. 
I 
I 
And suf::h conditions, that•s where I came in,;J 
I! ' ,I 
because trAy seemed to feel that the Enqineer's responsibili~y, 
li while he doesn't instruct the men personally, is ultimately II 
responsible. 1 
Q After the fact, have you had occasion to 1 
discuss with Mr. Brooks or either !-'lr. Thomas or Mr. Smith, ~1r.1! 
,I 
I 
Brooks • s actual .kno\~1 n.~.'}A of the placement of oversized 
ZQatarial? 
A I have not talked t9 Hr. Brooks and I have 
not talked to ~x. Smith about this. Mr. Thomas and I have 







~ .... - ,! 
pla~.~ or, .];11~-~j.oJLR.f!.~teen Sam Brooks'· ~isit, between his 
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visits, in other words. 
Q Well, how about during his visits? 
it! and Itm quite sure he would have if he had seen it. 







We're very explicit in thist in telling thes~ 
II 
men if they see anythin9 out of the way or anythinq out of lin-e, 
II specifications are to be adherod to and if they're not, we•r~ 
'I I; 
to be notified if this is the case. il 
Q Now, if he had observed the location or 
n 




test and verify the soil density or the compaction of the 









tests if there were lar•;e U.)Ulders in the fill, could he havq? 
i! 
I ~ 
It's P~~>,..fectly possiblfll t-hat: he could he.ve ll 
. .I 
A 
checked th$ layer of soil placed over an area of these bould~rs 
-···· .•. --~---····· -·-· .. , .......... 4·.,.~-""'~··· ........ ~ ... , .......... p........ --•30·-a' ....... ~ ..... - .... -.~ -~--. ................. ,~·-"<-•-::--·-~-,_, ........... _ ~ ................... _.,._..... i! 
aro~:tha."'t the _d_ensi t:Y ·was perfect1v a,.H A~actorv at the ti:r.e II 
I! 
that he checked it. II ij 
II 
I' 
20 i It doesn't take but two or three feet ~~ earth 
21 ~~ fill, in corn<a co~~Aas. even _l('ss __ c!ep~!!_'!ipJLSIJi...J;.l;A...t~.e....DL.so.il, :: 








!i Well, let's assume that you~ interpretation ;. 
25 of your engagement is correct and that you were spot-checking 
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Derbyshire - Direct 31 
at the insistence of Sisson and Ryan_who called you to V$ri. 
material that they had placed in the fill. 
Is it probable in your ~ind that if you 
placed a boulder say of six feet in diameter at the 
bottom of the fill ~~at even after an examination of tho 
lift required to cover the rock it \4.'0\ll.~ ·not have called on 
him to witness or see ~~e placement of that large boulder i~l 
the fill? 
A This would depend merely upon how much W¢~ 
... ..__...................... .. It ... Jl 
was aceomoliahed between one visit and ~~e ne~t. 
,._ -· . 
Q Right, if we assume for·purposes of the 
examination that you've rAd a six-foot boulder that rests 











under and around and over that boulder in eiqht-inch lifts, 1: 
H 
it would requirs a substantial number of lifts to cover that:i 
rock, would it not?. 
A It \tould; I mentioned earlier that it would 
take at least t'Wo feet 1 sometir:tes three feet of compacted I 
fill over and around :~a';erial like that for a density test ~~ 
to come up. I 
'rhere is a bridging action \·1hen you're placinq 
soil. You can place compacted soil fill over very soft 1! 
!! 
material if you push in enough loose ~aterial and then start:: 
I' 
working the top of it as it's being pushed into place. 
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Derbyshire - Direct 32 
It will densify up tQ a point where the fil 
density is quite satisfactory, but two or three feet below 
that you have extremely soft material. 
0 Notrr, you spoke of a tl".ird or three visits; 
what was ~~e purpose of your third visit to the site? 
A I happened to beJ.n_~h~.n~~~~rhood on 
another project, merely stopped by to see how things were 
.• __...... ••• -. .......... __ • __ ....... • .,,_ -··-........ '? ...... ··-··- __ ..... .,... ,....... .... • - 0 -·-···· 
goinq. This was just a c:o~~~s.z_'!~•it .c~ck •. 
. .. . ~· ... . . 
Q ~'"ld what was the staqe of constl:'Uction at 
t."'lat time? 
A At that tilue, that large void in the fill 
---........ ~.... :.·,l~~...,_.r.,~~-="""" ..... -....... ~~











essentially complete a~ ... th~S.. tima.. · Ill 
, I .don't remember exactly how much more •..ork i 
II was to be done, but it was. almost complete at this· particulaf 
time. 






b~ildinq had been rl~~;.anated for construction on the area of·· 
1: 
the fill previoualy designated for pa~~in~? 
A Only·aft~ t~~ buildin9._failcd. ~-They had an 
___ i_n_.!.~:_:!-~~-.~~~·-.,,~~~"''~~:!~ .. }?.!!~R~~~.~X.~~}_llil~~~il-·.r 
When I 90t up ti1ere, the tuilding had already 
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Derbyshire - Direct 67 
I never 
If you'll review my reports you'll find tha1 
recommended anything hard and fast. I will make 
suggestions subsequent to revisions later on as conditions I 
change. 
o Well, is there an~ doubt in your mind that 
1 Mr. zion, if he were the representative of the Architecturali .. l 
Engineers at this first meeting, knew that Sisson and Ryan 
intended to waste oversized material at some point in the 
site? 
A 
the qu~~tity of rock that was goinn ~n be 
· .. 
Q 
there was some rock - -
A Some; yes. 





to whether or not it could be wasted on site, right? 
A Right; that's correct. 
Q Now, there's no question in your mind that -
asking permission to waste that material on the ~i~e£ 
-.....-..~..,: -~ ... ,. ..... ,111'r'.....,...~~~.....,.:_.,_.i•'-~"'-"'~·:; • ., .. .,~.#f-.•,..,.Jif,..s~,;.,,,_,~!..""'~$-~•o:·llitw":!l•~~~ ... ~,.J(C#:IIt al'tCII : 
A 
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Q Did you knO'it the extent of the excavation at 
the time 1-ou reached this agreement? 
ll 





0 Ths Group 'l"ools Building was not complete at 11 
the time of the failure, is that correct? H 
A That is correct. 
. '• 
.•. 
Q P.nd yet, as I understa.'ld it, you were on a 





A That is correct. 
Q So ho·,, did ~'Ou take that into account in your · 
agr9euent with c & P, the fact that the building had not 
been completed and you had a fixed price agreement and 
switched to cost plus, if ~rou can explain t.'lat to uo. 
quaation, because I don't thi~~ I understood it. 
BY NR. AYERS: 
!' 
l-tr. !Iol t, as I understand it, the original 0 ,, 
agreement was for a fixad amolM"'lt; is that correct? 
A That 1~ correct. 
Q Yet the Group Tools Duildinq was not complete 
24 at the time of its failure; 1~ ~~at correct? 
25 ~~--------1-~ ______ Th_~_a_t _ i_s __ c_o_rr __ e_c_t_.· ____________________________ ___ 
II 
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Holt - :lirect 2-118 
Q So !~U never completed that oriqinal 
agreement, in effect? 
That is correct. 
II : so therefore, you never would have reached 
I that point where you were entitled to the full fixed amount' 
I is that correct? 
That is couect. 
II 
' remedial work, as -vre defined 1 t, on a cost plus basis? 
I 
t! 










Q Can ;.10u tell us ho,.N' you took into account in ·· 
'I 
ci t.."!er one or the other of these agreements the fact that 














17 obser-1ations of all the \-torJ~ that remained to be done,· the 
18 ·







.. 19 could see it. 
I 
20 We estimated at that ttme how much money it 
21 would have taken to have finished the Group Tools Building. I· 






and ~~en later that a~ount applied to the total cost to 
offset and get us even 't-tith our original contract. 
Q so do I understand that you gave c & P a 
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!I nolt - Dir~ct 2-119 
I 
j-------------------~------------------------------------------~1 
credit for the unfinished portion of tho original scopa of 
t:.'le work? 
A That is right. 
Q As of tha date of' the failure? 
j· 
That is correct. i! 
1t·ntich \rould be the unfinished portion of the 
Group Tools Batldinq ~~~ an~~ing else in the surrounding 
area? 
And tho ~·mrk area, t.lult is correct. 
Q The area marked off as the hold area? 
A That is right. 
Q Ibw were t.'le charqos associ a ted wit,.;, t-tte 
re..'lledial work aub:U tted to c & P? 
c. L. Lel-ris company, as I pre,.'iou3ly stated, 
perfo:rmed the worl~ on a cost plus basis. l·1hen we do work 








lYe accumul :Lto t..'le invoices, they are submi ttad 
!i 
to the architect~, they revim-t them, and they, in turn, are :: 
~ .l 
submitted to tha o'\mer, they revie\7 ~"ld pay or reject. 
In t~is case, they have nupporting invoices 
j: 
!! 
of all the charges used on t.~is project fror.t t.:,;,e subcontract~rs, 
I 
:. 
material suppliers, l'that have l'OU. 
Q So all invoices sub1nitted pursuant to this 
cost plus arrangement were kept separate? I· 
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~d they relate solely to the remedial work? 1! 
I, 
li 




s Q Do you recall approximately wl1en t...~is remedial~ 
6 worl' connnenced? 







I I' the original specifications? 
1! A It •..;as put back e:rcactly according to the 
II:, or!qinal specifications. 
!i 
q 
Q w·as this ra..tnedial ~10rk done in accordan.ce wi~"l. 
. .! 
0 I am talking about the building?. ·: 
; 
13 i 







I! li copy of those oriqinal specifications? 
li A I did. 
I! 
Q Did you re?eive a letter from Mr. Day with a 
·' ~ i 
Q r:rh(\t, in particular, did t..~ose specifications 
18 I relate to? 
19 ~ This is sending to us t~e specifications on 
20 work that was not in our contract originally. This is work · 
21 done by Sisson & Ryan .:-.nd this is t."le saT!le specification to 
22 1 fill that we wocld use in ?Utt!ng the fill under the Group 
I 
' 23 I Tools Buildinq. 
I 
I 
24 HR. AYERS: Your '7onor 1 .for the Record, I was 
25 referring to Plaintiff's Exhibit 20, which consists 
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1 Day - Direct 3-101 
2 




This is basically the inquiry now; I wil.l 
5 
permit the line of questioning. 
6 
MR. CL~~Y: That is all we need to ask 




























BY MR. CLEARY: 
Q Subsequent to your receiving your response 
from Sisson & Ryan, did you..:.later authorize the General 
Contractor, c .. L. Lewis, to perform what has been referred 
to in ti1is case as the remedial work? 
A Yes; that is co.rrect. 











you generally state to the Jury what that remedial work was ii 
to include? 
A The remedial work involved demolishing the 
building as it stood, the damaged building. Also, removing 
the earth fill in the area of that particular building and 
I
. replacing the fill in accordance with the ter.ms of the 
II Contract. 
Now, what was Smithey & Boynton's role II 
II 
11 with respect to the remedial work that you have just 
!! I! described? 
I' 
































Day - Direct 3-102 
A Our role was to, of course, be in contact 
with the OWner,. and was to issue documents to the General 
Contractor, c. L. Lewis, and instructions by the OWner 
to do this work. 
Also, we observed the work in the field 
as it was done, as the earth fill was removed and replaced 
and as the building was rebuilt. 
Q .Now, this work was for C&P? ---
A C&P, yes, sir. 
Q Was that work done pursuant to the original 
Contract you had with C&P· that we have referred to earlier 
as Exhibit 14? 
A This Contract? 
Q Yes; you have it before you? 
A Yes, this was done as additional work to 
this Contract. 
Q Ho\~ does that Contract provide for payment 


































Q Dy what means does that Contract provide fori: · II 
Smithey & Boynton to be paid by C&P? 
A We have a paragraph within the original 






' ' ' ,, 
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Day - Direct 3-103 
2 
Q How is that calculated? 
3 
A It is on a·basis of 
4 I MR. HAZLEGROVE: He can address that, 
but the document speaks for itself. I 5 ,, ,, 
6 THE COURT: I think that has been covered. 
7 
8 BY ·MR. CLEARY: 
9 0 Now, Mr. Day, let me hand you what has 
10 previously been marked as Exhibit 21 and ask you, if you 
I 
I 
11 :I would, sir, to refer to Tab 12, Roman Numeral 12. 
II 
n 
12 1: A All right. 













A These show the invoices of Smitl1ey & 
Boynton relating to the repairs of the Group Tools Building. 
0 Have you had an opportunity to review the 
invoices set forth? 
A Yes, I have. 
a I believe they go from Tabs A through L; 






A That is correct. 
Q These are the invoices submitted by 
Smithey & Boynton to C&P; is that correct? 
A Yes. 
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Day - Direct 3-104 
Q Are the invoices that are shown in this 
particular compilation, are they based upon records 
customarily retained by Smithey & Boynton? I 
A Yes, they are. I 
0 The underlying records and invoices 
I 
li 
prepared in this case, were those mnderlyinq records 
prepared by Smiti1ey & Boynton in the nor.mal course of 
their duties and jobs? 
A Yes. . j 
0 Now, after reviewing the particular invoices 1 
accurately reflect the billings made by Smithey II do they 
& Boynton to C&P for work clone on the Group Tools Building 
related to the remedial work? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, these particular charges, are they 
customary types of charges that Smithey & Boynton makes 
to its clients for its work? 
A Yes. 
l4R. HAZLEGROVE: Your Honor, as to this 
testimony, I hope Your Honor understands is 
taken subject to the Motion to Strike. 
THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
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Day - Direct 3-105 • 
2 
BY l.fR. CLEARY: 
3 Q · Likewise, are these invoices based upon 


































work such as was done in this case? 
A Yes, they are. 
0 Have you, upon review, deter.mined that 
any of these charges are unreasonable? 
A No, they are not unreasonable. 
Q Or are in any way excessive? 
A No, sir. 
Q Based upon your knowledge of the 
construction trade and the role of an Architect, were the 
services performed as set forth in ti1ose invoices 
necessary for the remedial work done to the Group ~ools 
Building? 
A Yes, to perform the services required of 
our Contract, ttiey were. 
0 Uow, sir, if you would, turn now to 
Tab Roman Numeral Seven. 
A Seven? 
Q Roman Numeral Seven. 
A Yes? 
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Day - Direct 3-106 
\ 
A Surr~ary of Services ~erfor.med by Smithey & } 
d 
Boynton Related .. to the Rebuilding of the Group Tools Building. 








A Set forth are the principals' times and the 1 
direct personnel time for employees, showing the date of 1l 
H ,. 
each statement, the hours performed by people in our office, lj 
. II and the cost. ., 
II 
li ,I 
Q Is that the cost based upon your standard 
hourly rates for the hours involved? 
A Yes, sir. li 
Q By principals' time;,~hat does that mean? 
!f 
••• 
14 li A ~he principals would be, in'this case, 
II 
15 !i m:•lself as being a principal of the Firm, and perhaps 
:. 
16.11 John Shumate, who is our Structural Engineer, who is also 
17 I a principal in the Firm. 
1a 1l Q -~~d direct personnel, what would that 
19 involve? 
20 A That would involve Basil Cox, Dan Zahn, 
and secretarial or clerical work. 
Q Is their hourly involvement in this 
remedial work also charged at standard hourly rates? 
A Yes, it was. 
































Day - Direct 3-107. 
Item c, sir? 
A These indicate the reimbursable expenses 
for each statement, included in each statement. 
Q Those are expenses reimbursed by C&P? 
A Yes. 
Q That is pursuant to your agreement with 
C&P? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q 'l1he third column, the a.'l'iount pro-ra·ted 
for repairs to the Group Tools Building - -
A Yes 1 sir? 
Q - - can you tell ree how that particular 
column or the amounts were calculated? 
A The reimbursable expenses usually 
involve travel, postage, any printing which might be done 
for drawings, photographs, long distance telephone calls. 
In general, these are reimbUrsable 
19 expenses. Since we were working on both the original 
20 Contract building, ~vhich \vas under construction at the 
time, as well as the rebuilding of the Group Tools 
I 
21 
22 II Building, these expenses tended to be combined. ,, 
•ro arrive at the pro-rated amount, a 23 I 
24 
jl perce~tage was taken for the Group Tools Building, even 
25 ,, 
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Day - Direct 3-108 
We had a great deal of expense there; 
we pro-rated expenses for ~1e Group Tools Building, which 
left a portion of the reimbursable expenses which were 
applied to the normal Contract.: ::;.:-5 .. ! .. -..;.. 




Roman Numeral One? 
Q Roman Numeral One. 
A All right. 
Q Refer to Item c. 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Referring to Smithey & Boynton, what is 
that amount sho\~"ll beside Smithey & Boynton? 
A $22,537.83. 
Q Now, does that ropresent the smn of items 
that are set forth in the Summary Exhibit we have just 
reviewed, Tab Seven? 
A Yes, sir, for A, B and c. 
Q Sir, am I correct in understanding that 
that charge of $22,537.83 was Smithey & Boynton's charge 
to C&P for remedial work related to the Group Tools 
Building problem? 
A Yes, sir. 
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Day - Direct 3-109 .. 
was it eventually paid by C&P to you? 
A Yes, it was. 
MR. CLEARY: Answer any questions 











BY MR. HAZLEGROVE: 
Q Were you the partner in charge or the 
jl 
11 !I principal in charge of the approval of the applications for 
'I 
12 ! payment submitted by c. L. Lewis on the lump sum Contract, 




A I was in charge of the project. I did not 
do the personal review of the invoices as they came in; 
16 another person in our office did that work. 
17 0 But, it was under your supervision? 
18 A Under my supervision, yes, sir. 
19 Q Now, you speak in terms of pro-ration on 
20 the remedial work, as it has been described. 
21 A For reimbursable expenses. 
22 Q For reimbursable expenses, because the 
23 lump sum Contract that had been entered into between 
24 c. L. Lewis and the Telephone Company was still in the 
25 I executory or uncompleted stage, was i~ not? 
CENTRAl. VIRGINIA REPORTERS Z80 STENOGRAPH REPORTERS 
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Day - Cross 3-112 
the fixed sum Contract by reason of the remedial work under 
2 
3 
the cost-plus Contract? 
4 
A Well, I am sure I was; I do not recall that. 
5 
Well, I do recall a 01ange Order, or, at least, a ·credit 
6 
was given. I do not recall the form it was given in, but 
7 
I do recall that there was a credit. 
8 0 Do you recall what the credit was given 
9 
for? 
10 A It was given because tile building had not 
11 been completed before the failure. So, the credit 
12 reflected the value of the building that.C. L. Lewis had 
13 not performed before the failure occurred. 
14 Q Now, excuse me just a second. 
15 
16 (Discussion off the Record.) 
17 
18 BY MR·. HAZLEGROVE: 
19 Q If you will turn in this Exhibit to the 
20 compendium of damages to Item Ten. 
21 A Yes? 
22 Q If you will go to Page Three of that 
23 Exhibit. 
24 A Yes; it is listed as Page Three. 
25 Q Is that a schedule showing the $27,000 
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A ·. Yes; according to the heading on this 
sheet, that is what this is. 
5 
0 That was prepared by your Firm? 
6 
A I do not believe it was; our name is on 
7 
the top and the name of the project, but I•:~do not really 
8 
believe it was. 
9 I cannot read this; it looks like it may 
10 
have been the Contractor's for.m. 
11 Q Okay. 
12 A I would say it is. 
( 
13 0 But you have knowledge of it? 
14 . A Yes, sir. 
15 Q That was made the basis of a Change Order 
16 giving credit to the lump sum agreement? 
17 A It was included in the overall valuation 
18 of the extra work; yes, sir. 
19 Q Now, there is a credit in there for 
20 Adams Construction Company of $9,387.40? 
21 A Yes, sir. 
22 Q Now, that credit reflects the fact that 
23 Adams had not done the paving? 
l 24 A They had not completed paving. I believe 
25 that some of it had been done, but they had not completed 

























Day - Cross 3-114 
0 So, that was the Change Order reflecting 
the value of the work remaining to be performed? 
A Yes, sir. 
0 Now, that work remaining to be performed 
was not affected by what happened to the Group Tools 
Buildinq, was it? 
A ~1 of it had not been done. 
Q In other words, it was just a time problem? 
I 
A In other words, you are sayinq, "Was there 
1! ,, 
I! 
any damage to the paving?" I would say probably not. 







pavement had not been laid. 
A Right. 





Q Now, would you refer to Page Two of two 
of Tab Roman Numeral Five? 
I 
A Okay. 
0 Do you see the entry on the bottom of that 
ll 
page, second from the bottom: Adams Construction Company, 
p'ving of area around building, $17,743.40? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, the difference between those figures, 



































$9,000 $17,000 measures 
I II " I 
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Day - Cross 3-115 
C&P from taking the work out from under the fixed-term 
agreement or fixed-sum agreement to the cost-plus agreement? 
MR. CLEARY: Your Honor, the Witness has 
indicated he was riot familiar with the remedial 
work that was done. It was left to someone else 
in his Firm. 
Although he was involved with the credit, 
I think any reference to any amount of Adams 
Construction should be left to other witnesses 
who have knowledge of all of this. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: The man is the senior 
partner in charge of the administration of this 
Contract. 
THE COURT: I overrule the objection; 
go ahead. 
BY MR. HAZLEGROVE: 
Q Your answer to my question was "yes"? 
















Q No, no; my question was whether or not 
the difference in~e $9,000 and the $17,000 measured the 
I 
25 II !---------til CENTRAL VIRGINIA REPORTERS 
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Day - Cross 3-116 
·work ~ut from under the fixed-sum Contract to the cost-plus 
Contract? 
A I really cannot answer that~ we did not qet , 
this particular thing before. I have not had a chance to 
even analyze this. 
My feeling is that some of the pavement was 
damaged during the remedial work. There was some pavement 
in originally; I cannot say for sure, but I believe some of 
it was removed in doing the remedial work. 
Q Well, if you cannot say for sure, then you 
are speculating, are you not? 
A That is true; I do not know. 
Q You do not know? 
A I do not know. 
Q Now, do the original plans call for a 
concrete pad area to receive rolls of cable? 
A Yes, they do. 
Q Had that work been commenced at the time 
that the Group Tools Building failed? 
A I really do not recall; I did not visit 
the job. I was not the person who visited the job, and I 
do not recall whether that was in or not at the time. 














25 was made there? 
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Day - Cross 3-117 
2 
A No, sir. 
3 
Q Now, this is the Exhibit Three that I will 
4 
refer you to. This is Sheet PG-One of the Contract 
5 documents made between Sisson & Ryan and the Telephone 
6 Company. 
7 I A Yes, that is correct. 
a I Q These architectural and construction 
9 drawings were prepared under your·supervision? 
10 I. A Yes, sir. 
11 Q The plan that was made a part of the 
12 Contract with Sisson & Ryan does not show the Group Tools I 






















A That is correct. 
0 Did the site plan for the work to be 
performed under the agreement between C. L. Lewis and the 
Telephone Company show the Group Tools Building? 




When was the site plan showing the building I[ 
prepared; do you know? 
I 
A I do not remember the date of it. 







A I do not know that; I would assume that it 
11 
would be. 1: 
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Day - Cross 3-118 
Q Do you not recall your testimony previously 
where that was ·discussed and it was not dated? 
A No, I am sorry, I do not. 
Q I show you what appears to be the 
construction drawings made to be a part of the c. L. Lewis 
Contract with the Telephone Company. 
A Yes, sir. 
0 C-One shows the site grading plan? 
A That is correct. 
Q Is it dated? I 






,I 0 testimonY!i I; Now, Mr. Baltz has described in his 
14 jj two changes in the documents or the requirements for 
li redoing the site following the Group Tools Building failure 15 
II 
I 
16 that were not·contained in the agreement with Sisson & Ryan. 
17 Are you familiar with those two 
I 
18 !modifications? 
19 A I recall one of them. I am sure I would 
20 remember the other, too, but right now I only remember one 
21 of them. 
22 Q 
23 A 
24 1 Tools Building 
25 !'another one was 
II 
Which do you remember? 
The grades were changed between the Group 
and the main building. Oh, I remember 
we~moved one of the manholes in the paved 
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Day - Cross 3-119 
area; it was adjusted in location. 
0 Was there not a third modification? 
A There was a sign change, or a change to 
take care of moving a siqn on the highway. 
Q Are we talking about the same thing? 
I am asking you whether or not the plans and specifications 
for the site work were changed. 
A For the pregradinq? 
Q For the pregradinq work, when it was done 
over by c. L. Lewis and Anchor Construction Company, were 
they changed from those on which Sisson & Ryan did? 
A I do not recall; I do not recall a change. 
Q You do not recall that you mov~d from a 














I really do not; I am not saying it did not jj 
happen, but I do not recall that happening. In review, of 
course, you realize it has been five years since this 
happened, and I have not really studied that portion of the 
Contract in preparing for this case. 
Q So, you do not know whether c. L. Lewis was 
required to do work other than Sisson & Ryan had been 
required to do under the original agreement? 
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Day - Cross 3-120 
time; I do not remember now. 
0 Was Mr. Basil Cox involved with you or 
under your supervision as far as the details of this 
remedial work are concerned? 
A Yes, he was. 
0 Mr. Day, did you undertake, following .the 
failure, to estimate or determine the percentage of 


































A From the standpoint of time or cost? 
Q Time or Contract value. 
A Yes; we did make an estimate. It is 
a little vague right now in my memory, but I feel sure we 
did make an estimate of what we thought it would take to 














remove it from 






To do the remedial work that we have talked li 
That is, to demolish the old building, I 
1: 
the site, excavate the affected areas of It II 
!I 
l; 
fill with the oversized materials, refill it with suitable II 
I! 
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Day -·Cross 3-121 
materials, compact it, and construct the building back to 
the point of failure? 
A Yes, sir. 
I 
Q You do not know what that estimate came to? I 
II 
I 
A I do not have that in mind, no, sir; I 
do not really recall. 
0 Are you really clear in your mind that 
you made such an estimate? 
A I think we did; I just really do not 
remember that fact. I feel sure we did. 
0 Would Mr. Basil Cox know? 


















Q Would you consult with him and determine 






Or, if you wish to talk about it, would you 
MR. CLEARY: Your Honor, are we askinq for 
Discovery again in the middle of the Trial? 
THE COURT: I think it is a legitimate 
question, if there was one made. 




















asked for, Mr. Hazleqrove? i~ 
i: 
:t 
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Day - Cross 3-122 
estimate of the cost of the remedial work was 
prepared. He feels sure that it was, but he has 
no real recollection of it. 
All I am asking him to do is to see if he 
has it, and if he does, that he bring it to Court. 
MR. CLEARY: You can use the Court processes 1 
to issue a Subpoena and ask him to bring it and 
support it th~ough his o\m testimony. We are 
here today to put on the Plaintiff's case. 
THE COURT: He is not askinq for a 
.I 
delay1 if it is available, he is asking to have it !i 
lj 
I· sent to Court. 
MR. CLEARY: Mr. Basil Cox is here and will 
be testifying this afternoon; all the other 









THE COURT: The request is made, and he said!: 
I' 
II 
he will bring it if he comes. I do not know_ that 1: 
ll 
he asked for a special trip to get it here. 
Let's go ahead; let•s move the case along. 

















i. in support of this $22,000 statement for additional 
i· 
architectural services, that a considerable amount of work !i 
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Day - Cross 3-123 
had been done? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, the testimony is, with the exception I 
of certain modifications, that no redesign work was required·! 
for the Group Tools Building. 
A That is true. 
Q The specifications were not changed except 
as !~. Baltz has indicated? 
A That is my recollection, yes. 
Q Did you charge the OWner with any redesign 
time? 
A No1 sir. 
Q Tha building was located exactly where it 
was shown on the original drawings? 
A Yes, sir. 
0 Do you recall when the remedial work 
commenced and when it was concluded? 
A Yes; I have a record which I made in going 
through the file. I can tell you in general when that was 
done. 
Q Can you give us the range of dates? 
A Well, the failure occurred in late 
September of 1979. There were severa~ meetings at the site ;: 
I 
25 lj and meetings in our office. 
~~--------------------------------------~------------------------~ i 
I 
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Day - Cross 3-124 
2 
At some point in early 1980, the r~~edial 
3 
I work was au~~orized by the OWner and work began. It was 
4 
I completed near the end of 1980; I would say maybe November, 











Q So, it required how many months to actually 
start taking that dirt out and puttinq it back in and 
putting the building back up? 
A I do not really know without looking at 
the record. I would guess probably six to eight months to 
do that. There were a number of months involved after the 
failure before work began; I do not reme~ber the exact month 
I 12 j! 
13 II when the work began. 
'! 
! 
14 1 I do not remember exactly when it came to 
i 
1s 1 
I 16 I 
that; I know most of the work occurred here in 1980, and I 
would say six to eight months. I 





regards the period following failure until- you recommenced 
construction? 
A Yes; most of it was related to meetings, 
I 
!/ 
site visits, a1most daily correspondence or telephone calls, l 
I 
I 
22 I or being at the site by our people involved in getting this I 
23 ,, work done and observing the work. . l 
24 II I I! Q So, am I to understand that a great deal ! 
25 II ~ of your tirr.e was devoted to detennining what was beneath 
II 
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Day - Cross 3-125 
2 
the subsurface, an evaluation of what was causing the 
3 
building to fail? 
I would say some of it could be allotted 
4 II 
5 il to that. 
6 I o 
7 1 Sisson stated that the area was underlain with rock? 
A 






A I do not believe I attended that meetinq.l 1 
I do remember reading a memorandwn in which this was stated •. I 
10 I Q It was disclosed in late September that 
11 I the rock was under there? I! 
A Yes. 
12111 
13 I· Q Now, the main building had a failure, too, 
~~ d. d . t t Mr D ? 
14 II l. l. no ' • ay 
il 
15 1i MR. CLEARY: Your Honor, that is beyond 
16 the scope of Direct Examination of this Witness. 
17 'l'HE C OUR'I' : I.t is beyond the scope. 
18 MR. HAZLEGROVE : I will make him my Witness 
19 for that. 
20 TliE COURT: All right; he is your Witness. 
21 
22 iBY I1R. HAZLEGROVE: 
23 I 
I 
Q Did the evaluation of that problem coincide 
24 ~~with the correction 
25 11 Building? 
of the problem under the Group Tools 
II 
II 
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Day - Cross 3-126 
A Actually, the bulk of time on that really 
came after the corrections to the Group Tools Building. 
I do have some dates which I could verify that. 
We kept very careful records, day-to-day, 
as to what happened and when things were done, and when 
visits were made. They do not give specific details about 
what was said, but when people attended the job and that 
sort of thing. 
.Q All right; now, in connection with that 
j: 











A Yes, sir. 
Q Those charges are not included in the 
ones that are made the subject of your testimony? 
A They are not; I made a special effort to 

















17 !I I went back and very carefully checked to see that there was ;: 
18 no overlap there. 
Now, on the pro-rations that you spoke of, 
20 II they were just what, travel pro-rations, reimbursements? 
21 II 
19 Q 
I. A Reimbursable expenses, yes, sir. Most of 
i! 
lj 22 
lj it was travel, telephone calls, and there was reproduction 
:I 
23 jj of photographs of a number of photographs that were taken. 
I 
24 p 
li 0 Now, that is the extent of the pro-ration~ 
:l 
I; 
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Day - Cross 3-127 
or expense? 
Let me go back to this. Yes, sirJ $1,048.72JI 
Now, did you make any-.effort to pro-rate the II 
additional extra charges ti1at you were making for the 
A 
Q 
remedial work of the Group Tools Building aqainst the 
commission that you were earning on the uncompleted 
fixed-sum Contract? II 
tie did not have to pro-rate that because of II 
,, 
A 
our time records. We keep daily time records of what was 
going on; we have time codes by which we can differentiate 
what is being done and who is working on the job. 
By those time records, we can tell which 

















Q But your commission on the fixed-sum I 
Contract was a percentage of the estimated cost of the work, l 
I 





lump sum fee? 
A 
Q 
No, sir; it was a lump sum. 
Lump sum? 
Lump sum fee. 
So, yqu were continuing to earn the 
Yes. 
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Day - Cross 3-128 
basis - -
A W!1atever time it was. 
Q - - on the extra work? 
A In other words, Mr. Cox, who spent most of 
II,· the time on the remedial work, would keep separate charges 
on whatever time he spent doing the remedial Work, and also II 
I' 
time on the original Contract. 
So, the records will show that; our time 










Even though time did not make any 
on the fixed-sum Contract? 
A No, but we keep records. 
Q ~vhatever tiirLe you spent on that, you were 
paid for in the lump sum? 
A We were paid for it, that is correct. 
!'lR. HAZLEGROVE: Thank you. 













finished, Mr. Hazleqrove ?.: 
!j 
THE CCURT: Are you 
Z.lR. HAZLEGROVE : Yes, sir; Your Honor, I 
will move to disallow or strike the charges of 
Smithey & Boynton to the extent they may be found 
to relate to the evaluation of the problem at the 





















I ~----------------------------------------------------------------~~i ii 
I 
I 
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Day - Redirect 3-129 
THE COURT: I overrule the Motion. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. CLEARY: 
0 ~~. Day, Exhibit 14, which I have previously 
shown to you and you identified as the Contract between 
C&P and Smitl1ey & Boynton was for work on the Radford Work 
10 























that the architectural firm of Smithey & Boynton would play 
I 
I 
in the Radford Work Center? 
A Yes. 
Q Sir, I ask you to refer to Article 15.2 of 
that agreement, and if you would, just take a moment to read \j 
that. I 
A "The construction Administration Phase will II 
i 
. ,, . 
not be included in 'Basic Services.• Construction Adm n1str t1or 
21 Services will be provided on a cost basis as stipulated in 
22 Paragraph 14.4.1 ADDITIONAL SERVICES, and will be in 










1' 0 Now, what is the construction phase? , 
l~----------------------------~----------------~1 1 
I 
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A This is the tirue spent by our personnel 
4 
durinq the construction of the job. This .is after the 
5 
Ill drawings and 
6 










Q Okay; does that.cover work that would be 
involved in observing the work of the General Contractor 
A Yes. 
0 - - during the latter part of 1979? 
A That is true. 
0 
,I 




A We, again, keep our cost records, daily 
cost records of personnel involved in the project from 
beginning to end. According to this paragraph, we would 











Q So, the work that was not done on the H 
l·.r Group Tools Building was not a savings to C&P, or was not 
I) 
under any lumps sum agreement with C&P; you were doing that ~~ 
I! 
cost on a tittle bas is? I 
A On a cost and expense basis. 
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Q I have been left unclear; I thought you 
testified you did have a lump sum commission basis on the 
fixed-sum Contract with C&P? 
A This Contract does cover a lump sum 
I had fo~gotten that we had this paragraph in there for 
Construction ~dministration. I had frankly forgotten, and 
I am sorry. 
This was not included in the lump sum 
amount. 
Q so, all of the site visits and whatnot 
that Mr. Zahn did and your site visits - -
A Yes, sir? 
Q - ~ were on what basis? 
A On a cost-plus basis. 
0 They were covered by other provisions of 
the agreement? 
were. 
A I am sorry I misled you on that; yes, they 
!-1R. HAZLEGROVE: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Is that all with this Witness, 
gentlemen? 
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Z.1R. CLEARY: We have no further questions 
for this particular Witness. 
THE COURT: You may be excused, sir; 
thank you for your presence. 
I 
II 
(Witness excused from the Stand.) 
Let's take a lunch break now. THE COURT: 
,I Members of the Jury, you will need to return at 
20 minutes until 2:00, then. I
I 
I will adjou~n Court I 
II 
d until 20 to 2:00; well, make it 1:30. 
(Jury out at 12:37 p.m.) 
(Thereupon, the following Proceedings were 
had in the open Courtroom in the presence of the 
Court.) 
THE COURT: All right. 
~m. AYERS: Your Honor, we do want to 
state a continuing objection to the Defendants' 
continuing use of the Discovery process in the 
course of Trial regarding witnesses who were not 
subpoenaed for documents. 
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Zahn - Direct 3-150 
2 
that were obtained? I believe this testing outfit was 
Freehling & Robertson? 
3 
A That is correct. 
4 ! 
5 ! Q Are you familiar with the testing reports 




8 I 0 Did their test reports show that the 
9 
percentage compaction being obtained was greater than 


























20 I I 
lj 
21 I' ,I 
22 II 
II 
23 !! ii ,, 
!I 
24 II ,, 
H 
1: 





Q Did the majority of those test results 
indicate that the percentage was higher than 95 percent? 
A Yes. 
Q Are you aware of whether or not Sisson & 
Ryan ever received the test reports from Freehling & 
Robertson? 
A No, I am not. 
0 Did anyone from Sisson & Ryan ever complain 
that they never received the test reports from Freehling & 
Robertson? 
A They never said anything one way or the 
other. 
Q Were you aware of any problem that arose 
about the way in which the western slope was being built up? 
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A One time during_ the process of the improper I! 
fill by •• improper , n it was not in accordance with this 
plan right here - - the contours for this western slope 
indicate a straight, flat slope, a straight line in this 
area (indicating). 
At one period of time during the progress 
of the project, this particular area was being brought up 
with the contours in this fashion (indicating). 
Q You are pointing it was kind of concave? 
A A concave fashion. 
Q Toward the eastern side? 
A Yes, like this (indicating).· At that time, 
the Contractor was instructed to straighten this slope out, 
that it had to be in accordance with these qrades right 
here so that we could get a full extent of land usage in 
this area, because there was a building to be located in 
this area (indicating). 
Q Now, with whom at Sisson & Ryan did you 
discuss that? 
A Dan Sisson. 
0 Do you remember mentioning to him at that 
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Zahn - Direct 3-177 
THE COURT: We have to move along. On this I 
issue,. I feel this Witness is qualified to respond 1 
to that line of questioning that I will permit you 
to go in with him. 
All right; do we have anything else we need 
to take up before we get the Jury back? Let's 
bring the Jury back. 
(Jury in at 3:10 p.m.) 





























Q Let me restate the question. Based upon 
your experience, sir, is it 
to place oversized material 
ever, in your opinion, advisable j; 
- - by that, I mean materials !i 
jl ., 












is it ever advisable to place such oversized rock in a 
nested fashion under a paved parking area? 
A No, it is not advisable to do it. 
MR. CLEARY: Answer any questions which 
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Cox - Direct 3-218 
2 
Q Were there any materials salvaged from the 
3 Group Tools Building prior to demolition? 
' ' 
4 I 




in terms of that material which could be salvaged and was 
not damaged. 
Q Why couldn't the rest of·the building be 
8 salvaged? 




























































reuse the brick. 
Q Now, tell me what method you employed to 
keep Smithey & Boynton advised witil respect to the amount 
of time you were spending in ~~e remedial work Contract 
Administration? 
A We assigned a separate number or coding 















I ~ ,. 
the remedial work, to separate that from the:·:~main building. I! 
ij 
Time that was spent on the .. ::Job was divided 
based on the amount of time spent with the remedial work 




Travel expenses were divided between the 
In what fashion? 
For example, it was split in half with the 
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Cox - Direct 3-219 
l 
lr---------------------------------------------------------------~1 
travel, for example. 
Q . To your knowledge, did you comply with the 
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Q Did you, as a part of your duties under 
Contract Administration for the remedial work, was it 
necessary for you to review the invoices submitted to 
C&P by c. L. Lewis, the Contractor? 
A Yes. 
Q What were your functions or duties with 
respect to that job? 
A It was to review the invoices and to 
evaluate them relative to the progress of the work, and 












Did that evaluation involve a determination ,. 
on your part whether or not the items shown on ~1e 
c. L. Lewis invoice were necessary for the remedial work 
involved? 
A Yes. 









23 in their invoices for work or materials, did you find any l 
!' 
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Cox - Direct 3-220 
Q With respect to your experience in 
contract administration and representing the Architect in 
that role, were the charges that were submitted to you by 
c. L. Lewis reasonable and customary? 
A Yes, they were reasonable and customary. 
charges. 
MR. CLEARY: Just a minute, sir. 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
THE COURT: Are those all your questions? 
MR. CLEARY: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: The Court Reporter has not had 
a break; we have been sending you members of the 
Jury in and out, but the Court Reporter has been i: 
working the whole time. ,, 
We will take a short break and recess for 
;! 
five or ten minutes. 
[ 
' (Jury out at 4:10 p.m.) 
(Thereupon, a brief recess was taken. 
Following the recess, all parties returned to tlle 
i 
open Courtroom and the following Proceedings were 
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had in the presence of the Court.) 
(Jury in at 4:25 p.m.) 
THE COURT: You may proceed with the 
Cross Examination. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. HAZLEGROVE: 
Q Mr. Cox, I believe in response to the last 
several questions asked to you by Mr. Cleary, you affirmed 
that on a review of the invoices submitted by c. L. Lewis, 
that you found them to be reasonable and in accordance with 
customary practices 
A Yes. 
Q - - on work which is let under cost-plus 
percentage or fixed-fee in addition to cost? 
A Yes. 
Q Are you a member of the A.I.A.? 
A Yes. 
0 American Institute of Architects? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you have reference to the forms of 
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contract documents approved by the A.I.A. when you said 
"customary and ·usual"? 
A No. 
Q What documents do you have in mind? 
A Customary and usual relative to the 
construction work. 
Q Are you saying customary and usual with 







Q H0\'1 do you customarily determine cost under :1 
j, 
cost-plus fixed-fee agreements? 
A In this situation, the agreement had been 
worked out between the Owner and the Contractor to do the 
It 
work on a cost-plus-ten-percent basis. 
,, 
Q l\1bere is that document? :. 
I' 
A (No response.) 
I; 
,, 
Q Is it anything more than a letter? !' 
A The agreement was worked out between the 
.; 
OWner and the Contractor. 
Q Did you not do the same thing you did with 
the previous documents? Didn't you review it and evaluate 
and prepare it? 
~ 
A We did not prepare that particular document. 
Q Did you see it before it was signed? 
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Q I am referring to the document you speak to, i! 
the agreement that the OWner reached with the Contractor 
to complete this remedial work. 
A Yes, we had the document. 
Q Has it been introduced into evidence? 
A (No response.) 
Q Is it one page, two pages; what is it? 
Describe it, can you? 
MR. CLEARY: Perhaps the Witness would like 
to refer to Exhibit 20. 
BY lwiR. HAZLEGROVE: 


























Exhibit 20 to you. Is that the agreement that was made with: 
c. L. Lewis for the performance of the remedial work? 
A That was the instructions they received from. 
1: 
Smithey & Boynton concerning the remedial work. i 
Q So, you are telling the Contractor to :: 
proceed under authorization given to you by the OWner? i. 
A Yes. 
Q How was it determined to pay the cost-plus 
percentage? 
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Cox - Cross .3-224 
A That agreement was arrived at between the 
~1ner, C&P, and the Contractor. 
Q Do you know what that is: do you know what 
that document looks like?· 







Q Is that a part of this package (indicating)?;; 
A This is a copy of the letter (indicating). 
Q That sL"llply says, "This is in connection 
with the demolition and reconstruction of the Return 
Materials Building at the Radford Plant Work Center. J.' •·- r• 
••All work will be performed on a cost-plus 
basis with a complete breakdown of labor and ~aterial cost 












"Submit all bills through Smithey & Boynton .• 
II 
I· 




Armed with that letter, how \tlere you to 
determine cost, if you had the administration of the 
agreement? I assume that you did. :. 
A It was my responsibility to review the 
invoices and to evaluate those costs relative to the work 
that was being performed in terms of the amount of work 
relative to the material listed in the invoices. 




































1: 15 :, 
'· ji 




Q Okay; so, you were measuring performance wi~'t 
value performance? 
A In one sense of the word. 
Q You have testified that your evaluation of 














A •' Yes. :; q 
Now, which ones of the subcontractors, whose I! 
i 
Q 
invoices were made a part of the invoice of tl1e Contractor, 
which were and which were not under the lump sum 
subcontracts? 
1~ I do not know without reviewing the files. 
Q Did you know that any of them \vere? 
A Perhaps some of them were lump sum; most of 
them were on a cost-plus basis. 
Q If you \olere advising the owner under a 
cost-plus-fixed-fee or percentage fee basis Contract, 







19 would it not have been customary for you to have required 
I 












25 li I! 
to the OWner for final acceptance lump sum bids for the 
work? 
A Not for work of this nature. 
Q In general construction company practice, 
if you are doing work on a lump sum agreement, you would , . 
. 
111~------------------------------------------------------~ 
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Cox - Cross J-226 
require subcontract bids, firm bids? 
A . If it were a project that the Owner had 
decided to bid on a competitive basis, then the contracts 
would be entered into on a lump sum basis. 
Q Well, in rendering architectural services 
and engineering services to this OWner, did you not 
recommend that that was the best way to get the cheapest 
price, competitive bidding? 
A Cue to the nature of the work and the 
problems involved, ar.d the degree of difficulty in 
determin-ing the scope of work that would be required to 
complete the remedial work, it was extremely difficult to 
define that scope of work to be able to prepare the 
documents for the remedial work. 
Virtually the only way it could be 
handled would be on a cost-plus basis. It was the ~vner's 
decision and his instruction to the General Contractor to 
proceed with the work on a cost-plus basis. 
Q r-tr. IIol t indica ted that the OWner was 
in a hurry; was that your evaluation of the situation? 
221 A 
23 11 his present facility, so he needed to move into the 
Yes; the OWner had a lease that expired on 
24 I! Plant Work Center. 
25 II Q Okay; no\'1, you or others have testified, 

























Cox - Cress 3-227 I 
I 
~------------------------------------------------------------------; 
1110difications II 2 and can you confirm, with the exception of the 




for the pregrading re~ained ~~e same, did they not? 
A Yes, sir. 
6 n 
71. 
Q Sc, the work did not change? 
A No, but the difficulty in doing the work 
8 I had changed, in that you were working wi~1in a confined 




Q Isn't it comnton and customary in the 
'I 
11 l1 business 
•I 
of letting pregrading work, to let it on an 
iJ 
12 j; earth select material basis, or common excavation, or 
;! 
li 
















That is done in some instances. 
Q w11at was so mysterious or difficult about 
rock and common earth from this fill? 

































I' at that time. 
I Q It is not an Architect's responsibility ,• 
i !. 
Jl to overcome the difficulties of the prosecution of the work, ;· 








A (No response. ) 
Q Everyone could see it would be in a 
,I 
i! confined area? 
;:~==~~~------------------------------: 
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Co~ - Cross 3-228 
:A Yes. 
Q Why didn't you recommend, Mr. Cox, to the 
OWner that he find out what others would do this work on 
some sort of a competitive basis? 
A Because we had been working with this 
particular General Contractor and there was no evidence 




There were no problems with the prices that , 
i: 
he was doing the work for and the progress of the work. We 
did not want to delay the job in terms of stopping 
everything and preparing documents, putting those documents 
out to bid, and then bringing another contractor onto the 
i' 
site to do that particular phase of the work. 
Q You had him for the lump sum Contract with 
,. 
provisions in it for extra ~dditional t-1ork? 
A This particular portion of the work was not 
i; 
handled under that Contract. 
Q So, then, there was no consideration in your 
mind not to use him; Sisson & Ryan had done the site work, 
had they not? 
A Yes. 
Q Did you select Anchor Construction to do 
2s the demolition and reinstallation of the fill? 
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24 11 II 
II 
A No. I 
! 
0 That was c. L. Lewis? I 
j 





Q You would have customarily gotten c. L. 
Lewis to obtain subcontract bids to do that work, 
not, with the exception of the exigencies of this 
would you II 
·I 
situation?:: 
A If it were a project that were to be bid 
on a competitive bid basis, he would have solicited bids 
from subcontractors. 
Q Do you know of any better substitute for 
getting the best price than competitive bidding? 
A It depends; the negotiated contracts on a 
cost-plus basis are a better route. 
Q You do not have any idea, do you, how the 
price for the removal of this fill and reinstallation of 
the fill and the accomplishment of the compaction to 
original specifications, if let on competitive bidding, 
would compare with ti1e $131,000 that Anchor Construction 
charged? 
A If the work were bid on a competitive 
basis, and if the items that we were encountering were 
handled on a competitive bid basis, the possibility existed 
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with the storm drain lines, that would have added to that 
lump sum price.that would have been arrived at in the 
beginning of the competitive bidding prices for the 
remedial work. 
Q The storm drain lines were used and 
reused, were they not? 
A Yes, Lut the labor and relaying those 














Q You cannot answer the question: You do not li 
know what the result would be if you let it to competitive 
bidding? 





Q Did you prepare an estimate for the benefit ,: 
·! 
lt 
of the OWner of what it \iould cost to do this work before 
it was let, under this letter or group of letters, to 
c. L. Lewis? 
A We were requested by the OWner, shortly 
after discovery of the problem and after some of the 
investigations of the subsurface conditions had been 
completed, to prepare a cost analysis of the work. 
0 To get it back to where it was when it 
failed? 
A The cost analysis of the work to account 
for the loss to C&P. 
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Cox - Cross 3-231 
2 











l we evaluated it based on the statement that :1 
II 
II 
6 was prepared by c. L. Lewis for doing the work. 
7 0 So, you made no evaluation, independent 
8 evaluation; you just looked at what c. L. Lewis quoted? 
lj 
9 1 A Yes. 
I 
10 1! Q That is the document admitted as q 
11 ! Defendants' Exhibit A, the letter of February 15th, 1980, I 
I 
12 ii to you? 
I. r: 
13 ;: A Yes; this is the document. 
11 p 













Q Did you advise the OWner on review whether 
you agreed or disagreed with his estimate? 
A '!'here were meetings that were held in 
Smithey & Boynton's office to review the estimate and 
20 discuss it. It was reviewed and discussed witi1 the OWner. 







reasonable, unreasonable, or what? 
A We found no problems in the estimate. 
Q The estimate was what, $184,000? 














25 ii A I think that is the figure that is there. !! 
!!~----------------------~-------------------------------------;· 
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0 Now, what changes or what modifications 





!: a part of Sisson & Ryan • s Contract when the work was re!"'!!>id ·' 
1: 
or re-let- to c. L. Lewis? 
A (No response.) 
0 What was c. L. Lewis required to do in the 
remedial work that $isson & Ryan was not required to do in 
the original work? 
A They were required to demolish and remove 
the building, and excavate the fill area and recampact it, 















" q ., 
I' 
I. 
0 That was within the scope of Sisson & Ryan's: 
original work; what changes were made? 
A The exception would be the demolition of the·: 
buildinq. 
Q Now, I do not think you understand me. 
When you wrote back by this letter, or wrote to c. L. ~ .. 
Lewis - -
A Sorry; I did not write this letter. 
Q I mean, your firm did? 
A Yes. 
Q I assume that you.are familiar with it. 
~~at changes were made in the scope of the work for the 
pregrading for the remedial work that.were not contained in 
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the Contract specifications for Sisson & Ryan's work? 
A ·The compaction requirentent was changed 
because a different fill material was used, if I recall 
correctly. 
Q Did you go from standard Proctor to 
ntodified Proctor? 
A Yes. 
Q Who made that decision? 
A That was the recommendation of the 
Soils Engineer. 
Q You instructed, and the OWner agreed, I 
asswne? 
A Yes. 
Q You instructed this work to confor.m to a 
modified Proctor. Is compaction to 95 percent of modified 
Proctor more difficult to achieve than 95 percent 
compaction of tile standard Proctor? 
A It can be, at times, a little more 
difficult • 
Q And more time consuming? 
A Possibly. 
Q Probably; would you agree probably? 
A It would depend on the material that you 
used. 
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Cox - Cross 3-234 
Q Would you answer the question with 
reference to the material that was used? 
A In terms of what? 
Q Difficulty and expense; time and money. 
A It was time consuming; it is hard to 
evaluate it from the standpoint of the fact that you did 
take an area and begin compaction in the area at modified 
Proctor, ·and then another area at standard Proctor. 






was modified Proctor rat~her than standard Proctor that was 
applied to cl1e original work? 
A Yes. 
Q As I understand your testimony, to 
accomplish compliance with a modified Proctor is more 
difficu~t? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, is this a letter that you wrote 
June 5, 1960 to GeoTechnics, Inc.? Tha·t is a part of 
Defendants' Exhibit A. 
Yes; yes, it was. 
Q Would you read Paragraph T\'IC of that letter 
to the Jury? 
A It is a letter written to confirm a 
telephone conversation. 
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Cox - Cross 3-235 
0 Read all of the letter. 
A nBy compacting all future material to 
90 percent of modified Proctor in lieu of the previous 
requirement of 95 percent of modified Proctor, there will 
be a significant time saving realized for completing the 
fill operations ... 
Q And time, in contracting, is money? 
A Exactly. 
Q Do you know how much money would have been 
saved had the Contract been identical as to compaction with 
the one Sisson & Ryan performed? 
A The evaluation is that there is a difference 
in material; the majority of the fill material ti1at was used 
in the remedial work was not the same fill material or 
type.;of material that was used under the preqradinq work. 
The material that was used in the remedial 
work required the use of the modified Proctor to be able 
to attain the soil bearing value to meet tile design 
requirements for the job. 
Q For the Group Tools Building? 
A Yes; that was the recommendation of the 
Soils Engineer. 
Q So, Paragraph One of your letter says, 
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recently place fill material. These readings indicated 
an unconfined compressive strength of 8,000 p.s.f. for the 









Did you not just tell the Jury a few minutes; 
il 
~qo, with regard to the Group Tools Building, it had bearing!~ 
:, 
requirements of 700 to 1,000 p.s.f.? 
A No; the design bearing value for the 
entire project was 3,000 p~r square foot. 
Q So, you were getting 8,000 here? 
A At that point in time. 
Q ~o, is it your best testimony you do not 













$131,000 .Paid to Anchor represents compliance with the 1· 
' . 
more stringent requirements of a modified Proctor? 
No, I cannot determine that. 
Q .Now, that was the first modification, 
was it not? 
A As I recall. 
Q What was ti1e second modification? 
A There was a modification to install a 
perimeter drain around the Group 'l1ools Building. 
Q Who designed that? 
A That was designed by GeoTechnics·, the 
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0 Are you familiar with the configuration 
of the drain? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q What is it? 
A If you are referring to the location, 
I could show you on the drawing. 
Q The location, and size, and depth. 
A I can show you on the drawings. 
Q Would you? 
~ffi. CLEARY: Which drawing do you need? 
THE WITNESS: C-1 would be fine. It was 































placed in a bedding of stone, or bedded, which was :; 
L 
·' wrapped with fil·ter cloth across this area of the i: 
building (indicating). 
It was placed in the fill and extended out 








similar to a foundation drain that may be installed: 
around a house. 
BY NR. HAZLEGROVE: 
Q A French drain? 
lj 25 ~~~-----------A _______ F_o_u_n _ d_a_t_i~o_n __ d_r_a_~_·n __ •____________________________ __ 
li 
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No; it was below ground level. 
I mean, below the original grade of grou~d 
It was below the finished grades of this 
portion of the work. 























11 I! A It was below tl1e footings; at what exact ,, 
i: .. 
12 : 






Q It was to capture water and run it around 
14 
!j the side of the buildir:; to l~eep it from coming up under 
!I 
i: the building? 
15 'I 
!I 
16 !I z-. 
I! 
17 II Q 
p 
II 
18 ·1 building? 
19 I A 
20 0 
Yes. 
Or saturating the substrate under the 
Yes. 
What was tile risk of saturating the 
21 :1 substrate with water? 
22 j! A 'l'hat it would affect the performance of 
!I 
II 







74 time, we had experienced subsurface erosion under the !: 
jl i· 
i 
25 l! building, and we did not know the extent of that in terms :. 
~~~ ----------------------------------------~------------------------~ 
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of what that area was confined to in relation to the area 
between this and the Group Tools Building and the area in 
here (indicating). 
So, this was installed as a preventative 
measure in the remedial work to .intercept any water that 
may be moving through this area (indicating), and have it 
taken out through the bank. 
Q Now, the water you described that this was 
intended to intercept is not coming out of broken pipes, 
is it? 
A It was to intercept any water ti1at would 
come through. 


























!i the subsurface erosion that we ~'lere experiencing at that 
•' 
time, which a portion would have been coming from some of 'j 
the storm drain lines or the leaking of the pipes. 
I ~ 
Q Now, did you approve the cost of installing •: 
that work as a part of tll.e remedial work? 
A We recommended to the OWner that they 
make payment for that portion of the work. 
Q I understand; he did.pay it? 
A Yes. 
Q Do you know how much it was? 
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Cox - Cross 3-240 II 
I 
~----------------------~~1 





























































Q Were there other modifications? 
1: 




relaid• li I 1 I 
I do not know whether you would consider that a modification [! 
Q Did you direct that the pipe intervening 
the 10-inch concrete .pipe ~nterveninq with Manhole Two 
in the main building be replaced or realigned? 
A It was reali~ or relaid. 
Q W~s that work performed by Sisson & Ryan 
as a part of its original agreement? . 
A With the 10-inch line? 
Q Yes. 
A No, sir. 
Q It ~,.laS so~ebody else's pipe? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Did you notice, when you inspected the 
manhole following failure, that that pipe had become 
disconnected to the manhole? 
A Yes. 
Q It was spilling water on the outside of the 
manhole? 
A There t,,_'!'as 't-.'a ter in and around the manhole, 
but there were three pipes coming into the manhole. 
Q It was the ot.~er pipes? 





































~he other pipes. were showing evidence of 
Not at the manhole? 
At the manhole. 
Do you have any pictures of that? 
There rnay be pictures in the Arch! teet• ·-~ 








outside of the manhole that did not follow the pipe channel 1: 
!I 1: 
ji down under the building? !: 
11 ,1, !l 
:. ,! 
12 il A At v1hat tinlc are you referring to? ;: :! I! 














A I could not say where the water went when 
it traveled underground in the fill. 
Q \'Jhen you first inspected it after the 
accident or failure, b~e 10-inch concrete pipe was 
disconnected partially from the manhole? 
A It had broken loose. 
0 Now, what participation did you have in 
evaluating the $27,000-some cr~dit assigned to the 
aborted or uncompleted work on the Group Tools Building? 
A We revie\-led those fig.ures_ and compared them 
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Cox - Cross 3-242 
had been submitted, and compared it relative to the work 
ti1at had been completed on the job, and the progress of the 
Group Tools Building. We arrived that it was approximately 
70 percent complete, and that figure seemed to be in order 
with that. 
Q Now, did you keep a separate schedule of 
values for u~e Group Tools Building, or require one from the~· 
j. 
:· 
i Contractor that showed how much he intended to spend on ~, 
the Group Tools Building alqne? 
A Yes; we kept all the costs related to the 
Group Tools Building separate at ~lat time that we were 
doing the remedial work. 
Q I am talking about prior to that time. 
A Prior to that_tune? 
Q Yes. 
A Prior to ~~at time that it was submitted 
with the applications for payment? 
Q On the applications for payment, Mr. Cox, 
how did you know what portion of the amount requested was 
applicable to the Group Tools Building and which was 
applicable to the other work? 
A Because we knew what· had been completed at 
the main building and what work was remaining at the 
Group Tools Building. 
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Cox - Cross 3-243 
For example, if the masonry work had been 
2 
II compJ.eted at the main building and it shows X number of 
3 !. 
II 
i! dollars of masonry work for the job, the only other 
4 ji 
d il building remaining on the site with masonry work was the 
s II 





Q I see; so, you developed a cost of 
:l partial completion at that tir.te? 
: !I A That was the figure that was credited to 




I: Group Tools Building. 
!i 
i! 
Q So, if you calculated tl1e cost to complete 
13 by looking at the applications for payment to determine 
14 :. how rr.uch he had charged to the job in the various 
!i 
15 !! 
" 16 1: 
i ~ 




















subcategories of work for partial completion, then you had 
to kno\~ what the estimated cost of constructing the Group 
Tools Building ~ould be in order to derive the uncompleted 
value, did you not? 
A At that point in time? 
Q At that point in time. 
A Yes. 
Q ~fuat was that figurt:? 
A That figure was the ~27,000 figure which 












251!1-_l_'o_u _ c_o_r_r_e_c_t_l_y_,_tl_·_n_e_f_i_g_u_r_e_th_a_t_y_o_u_a_r_e __ r_e_f_e_r_r_i_n_c;_t_o_w_a_s_th_e __ 
I! 
il 
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relative to the building at that point in time. 




and took the applications for payment and found, in the case· 














Q So, all of the masonry \Jas accounted for as ;i 
ll 
!! a cost of partially co~pleting ti1e Group Tools Building; is i; 
that right? 
A Ri9ht. 
So, if ,.1e have $10,000 for that - -
A I would hava to refer to the files and 
the applications for pa~;oon·.ent to come up with that figure 
that you are asking for. 
Q No\·7, ~..:hat figure do you think I am asking 
for? 
A T~e figure, as I understand your question, 
the figure that you are asking for is as to what value 
was placed on the building at that point in time. 
Q No; I am asking you to tell me what value 
you placed on the entire Group Tools Building, 
construction-wise, frorr. footir.gs up at the time the Contract 
was made? 
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Cox - Cross 3-245 
A (No response.) 
Q The $27 ,OCO is a derived value; you have to .I 
take the cost at the point of failure to come up with 
$27,000. What figure did you take away from to get 
$27,000? 
'I'he Contractor submitted that figure based 
on his esticate, which was soreewhere in the neighborhood -
without looking at the files - - if I recall, somewhere in 
the neighborhooa of $90,000. 
l-1R. CL:E.AP.Y: ~~ould it help if you referred 
to Defendants' Exhibit A, the letter from 
BY HR. Hl.ZLEGRO\lE: 
Q The $90,000 that you speak of, is that 
a figure tr.at was estimated by the Contractor before the 
building failure? 
A ht the time, he arrived at that $27,000 
figure based on the completion stage of the building at 
that time relative to his original estimate for the project. 
Q New, .Hr. Cox, r;~ayl.;e I am not understanding 
you, but I thought your testimony was that you went through 
the applications for pa~.ent to determine, to your own 
satisfaction without 11ir. Holt being involved in any of this, 
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9 tl ;: 
what the value of the work was that went into the ; ·~-;:::-"-: .~: i. t ~: 
partially-completed Group Tools Building, to date, at the 
time of the failure. 
Is that what your testimony was? 
A We reviewed those in comparison with those 
figures.· 


























Q independently of anything that 
H p ,, 
I[ 





12 A Yes; yes. 
H .. 
:[ 








15 or other information that the Contractor had submitted, 
~ ' 
,, 
16 way before the Group Tools Building failed, the assigned L I! 
~ . 










19 testimony? !I fl 
i; ,. 
20 A If I could get you to restate the question I· i' 
i' 
21 again. j' I ;; 







telling the Jury that, in connection with the determination 
of the value of the partially-completed Group Tools Building)1 
25 you compared it with an estimate that had been prepared by 
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ii c. L. Lewis in compliance with the Contract documents 
way before the Group Tools Building failed, which stated 












A To ans\t~er your question the way I understand;\ 
ji 
d it, we did not have a specific breakdown that separated the :! 
I 
main building, the Group Tools Building, the carport area, 







0 So, the $95,000 figure that you gave or 
12 !. testified to, where did that come from? 
13 A That was based on the Contractor's original 
!l 
14 d estimate, submitted by the Contractor. 
'! 
0 Now, when you say .. original estimate," 
do you mean original estimate after failure? 
A The Contractor•s original estimate that he 
:t 
d 




Q For the Group Tools Building alone? 













22 \Ia piece of P!lPer on which he described the various components 
Q l'lhen he did the entire project, gave you ~ . 
I 
II 





the work? !. 
A Right. 
25 jlL __________ o _______ An __ d __ h_e __ d_e_s_c_r_i_b_e_d __ t_h_e __ e_s_t_~_·_a_t_e_d _ c __ o_s_t __ o_f ______ ~ 
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performing that work, all of which amounted to his bid 
2 
amount, $1,150,000? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q It is your recollection that the 
$90,000 figure you gave is his estimate for that building, 
foundations up 
A Yes. 
Q - - months before the Group Tools Building 
actually failed? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q So, you went in and took the applications 
li 
13 :1 for payment and determined the value of the work performed 




16 !i :: 
;; 
ii 




19 d II 
j! 
II 
20 'I I, 
ti 






the $27,000 credit? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Okay; reviewing the Exhibit, which is a 
compendium of damages, that $90,000 figure would compare 
to $282,000 that c. L. Lewis charged, except for the 
demolition work? 
A No; that $90,000 figure was for the 
building, itself. 
Q Yes? 
A Just the Group Tools Building. This 
$282,000 figure is for the cost associated with the 
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building, the replacement of the fill, the repair of the 
stor.m drain lines, and other work that was involved in 
terms of relocation of fence on different occasions, 
et cetera. 
Q So, if we remove the demolition work and 
recompaction of the fill, we are going to get a cost to 
compare with the esttmate? 
A If you remove the demolition, the cost of 
•I 
l! 
1o ~· replacement of the fill, the recompaction of the fill, 
11 repairs to the storm drain lines and relocation of the 
12 fence and various other items, you would get a figure to 
13 compare with the cost of the building. 
14 Q Now, I am showing you what appears, or what 
1s is in evidence as an Exhibit, showing a breakdown of the 
16 $27,985 credit. 
17 A Okay. 
18 Q You have, "Paving, Adams Construction 








0 You credited that to the work because 
Adams had never put the pavement down; is that correct? 
A That is correct, the pavement relative 
to the progress of the work. we·were ready to begin the 
paving at the time of discovery of the failure. 
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Cox - Cross 3-250 
,-
.... 















7 :1 II 
Contractor based his bid on, that he would have had in 
his original estimate. 
11 













10 " ; ~ 
Q So, you took $9,300 off of what Contract, 
11 i' I II the lump sum Contract? 
ij 
12 ~ l :· 
A Yes; the original bid for the original 
.! 
~ 
13 :· Contract. 
.. 
14 1: Q Then, back here on Page Two of two of 
I 





,, ,, $17,723? 
17 
I; 











recovered from my client in the case? 
A Yes, sir. 
I 
21 I I 
I 
0 So, when you took it out of one Contract 
l 
22 at a credit of $9,300, it got back in at $17,000? 
23 A Under the scope of this work. 
24 0 Well, the pavement was not a part of the 
25 Group Tools Building, was it? 
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A The pavement was around the Group Tools 
Building. 
Q But it was not in place at the time of 
failure, was it? 
A No. 
0 So, it did not fail or was not damaged 
because of anything under the subsurface, did.it?· 
A No. 
Q So, all you did was credit one Contract 
and add $17,000 on the other, almost twice the cost? 
A According to those figures, yes. 
Q Didn't you do the same thing with 
the pad where tile reels were supposed to go? 
A A portion of that pad was poured at that 
point in time. 
Q Excuse me; go ahead. 



















Q Well, you did not demolish the partially-poured 
piece of pad, did you? 
A No; no, the pad had not been poured at the 
time of the failure. 
Q So, it was not:taffected by the problem? 
A No. 
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Q How did it get included within the scope 
of the remedial work? 
A A portion of the pad was poured prior to the:: 
;I 
start of the remedial work. 
Q Right, and c. L. Lewis applied for payment 
of it, and it went into the payment. He got paid for it, 
did he not? 
A Well, the credit that was established, the 
$27,000 credit that you are.referring to that was 
established, was established to be as a set-aside,amount 
that was to be used to apply to the cost-plus work performed 
by the Contractor for the remedial work. 
At the time that·that $27,000 would be 
consumed by the remedial work, then you begin picking up the 
additional ~.cost. 
Q You misspoke it was applied to a credit 
to the lump sum Contract? 
A Well, it was applied to a contract for the 
lump sum credit. 
Q You said it was applied as a·credit to the 
cost-plus Contract? 
A No; it was reused as the reserve amount. 
Q R~serve amount for what? 
A In other words, when the credit was 
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established, it was established for the original Contract 
amount. 
Q So, it was credited back against the 
original Contract amount? 
A Yes. 
Q Pid you write a Change Order depleting or 













A If I recall, a Change Order would have been jj 





Q Why does he deduct it.on the first page here/1 
•' 
the $27,000, from the $282,000? 
A tihich page are you referring to? 
Q This page (indicating). 
A Section Roman Numeral One? 
Q Yes, Roman Numeral One. 
A It was added or credited there because 
the cost that the OWner was ·incurring was a continuation 
of his payments to the Contractor. 
Q So, we were just playing with words; it was 
credited against the $282,000? 
A The end result is·that it is-credited 
against the Owner's cost that he incurred for having a 
completed facility at that site. 
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and worked it back in on the cost-plus basis that exploded 
up to $17,000? 
A But the scope of work had changed. 
Q It had not changed, according to:. your 
II 




10 '· :I 






BY ~1R. HAZLEGROVE: 
12 
13 




A The scope of the work had changed relative 
16 to Adams Construction Company's subcontract.· 
17 Q Tell me how it had. 
18 A At the time of the failure of the building, 
19 as I previously stated, we were preparing to pave the 
20 project. So, with the equipment that had to be brought back 
21 onto the site at a later date, I feel certain that they 
22 incurred changes of costs in their materials, and some of 
23 the existing pavement that had been put down had to be 
24 patched because of the relocation of the fence, and 
25 additional stone base had to be brought in around that area. 
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Cox - Cross 3-255 
Q I thought Sisson & Ryan had put in the 
stone base? 
A They put in a stone base as a part of the 
pregrading work which was intended to keep down mud during 
the construction operations. 








top surface of the soil during the construction operations, •; 
so that additional stone base had to be put in during the j' 
l 
paving operations·.· 
Q I thought your testimony was that the 
$9,300 reflected work that they had not performed? 
A Relative to that particular area around 
the Group Tools Building. 
Q Now, Mr • Cox, were you involved in the 
project as the Architects' representative at the job site I 
;: 
for the remedial work? 
A Yes. 
Q Were you serving in that capacity when the 
main building cracked? 
MR. CLEARY: Objection, Your Honor; 
this is not relevant to this case. 
It is beyond the scope of the Direct 
Examination of ti1is Witness, ~oo. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: It is relevant, Your Honor. 
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MR. CLEARY: The same objection had been 
2 



























it is beyond the scope. 
THE COUJtT: It is beyond the scope of the 
Direct. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Well, I will make him my 
Witness for the purpose of the ensuing questions. 
·1 BY MR. HAZLEGROVE: 
11 !! 
12 
;. Were you serving in the capacity of the Q 
13 
'I Architects' representative at the construction site when the 
'I 
main building failed? 
15 



















Q Was there a notation on the plans requiring 







MR. AYERS: Our objection to the relevancy 
of the testi~ony continues, Your Honor. 
i' .! ., 
22 !l THE COURT: All right. 
!I 




•! the question? 
ji ,, 
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BY MR. llAZLEGROVE: 
Q Did the plans require a bearing value of 
3,000 pounds for the main building? 
A Yes, 3,000 pounds per square foot. 
0 Were you involved in the evaluation of the 
cause of the failure? 
A At the main building? 
Q Yes~ sir. 
A Only from an observation standpoint. 
Q From an observation standpoint, was it 
ever indicated that the underlayment or the fill under the 12 I 
13 building was underlain \!Tith oversized material? 
14 A No. 
15 Q From the standpoint of your observation, 
16 what was the indicated cause of ~1e buildinq·failure? 
17 ~m. CLEARY: Your Honor, we object to 
18 asking this Witness to give an opinion as to the 
19 failure. 
20 MR. HAZLEGROVE: Your Honor - -
21 THE COURT: Wait a minute; I have not ruled 
22 on this, yet. Why don't we let the Jury s~ep out 
23 for a minute. 
24 
25 (Jury out at 5:25p.m.) 
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(Thereupon, the following Proceedings were 
had in the open-Courtroom in tlie presence of the 
.! 
Court.) 
THE COURT: Let ' s hear the answer to the 
question, and then let's go into the relevancy of 
i ~ 
ll 
it. Do you have an answer to his question? 
THE WITNESS: would you repeat the question ~, 
that was asked? 
BY MR. HAZLEGROVE: 
Q From the standpoint of your observation, 
\'lhat was the indicated cause of the failure? 
A At the main building? 
Q Yes, sir. 
Settlement of the footings. 
Q The settlement was indicated as a result of 
what, as far as you were led to believe 9r you understood? 












0 By .. improper, '' did you understand inadequate, 
it was not compacted to 95 percent of standard Proctor? 
A That would be one part of improper compaction. 
Q That was a matter that was referred to 
Freehling & Robertson to determine, test and pass on? 
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li Cox - Cross 3-259 
r-----------------------------------------------------------------~'1 







Q Under the main building as well as the 











MR. HAZLEGROVE: That is the extent of the 





l1R. CLEARY: Your Honor, those statements 
I 
f! 
i: have to be based either on hearsay,.what he heard 
from someone he spoke to who made the examination, 
I 











It had to be based on an opinion on all 
the facts and circumstances surrounding this 
matter, and is no more than just a guess, unless 
!I 
!; 







MR. HAZLEGROVE: I am not asking him to 
lj 
I~ 
express an opinion; I am asking what his 





MR. CLEARY: Well, if Your Honor please, 
o! 




jl THE COURT: 'All right. 
,! 
~ i 
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THE WITNESS: No, that would be based upon 
the opinion of the observation. 
THE COURT: How is this relevant to the 
issue in question? State that for the Record 
again. 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Of course, Your Honor, 
we have heard really days of testimony to the 
effect that Freehling & Robertson assumed the 
responsibility for testing and passing the fill, 
the earthen_,fill as far as compaction is concerned, 
to the level required by the documents. 
Now, there has been no testimony from either 






















Freehling & Robertson, or from GeoTechnics, or :: 
lj 
; ~ 
from anyone else that the Contractor - - forgetting 
oversized rock - - had to do anything to compact 
the fill to the point it was accepted after testing 
by Freehling & Robertson. 
So, the responsibility to see that the fill 
was compacted to the level required by the Contract 
documents was the responsibility, under the Contract 
documents, of froehling & Robertson; the fill 
placement of the earth and controlling it was the 
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19 '• I• 
il 
20 i1 :1 
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responsibility of the Contractor. 
To achieve the compaction, it had to be 
tested and examined by Freehling & Robertson. 
So, if the earth that failed was not underlain 
with rock but simply failed because Freehling & 
Robertson said that it achieved a test that it 





ll in the mindS Of the Judge and the Jury Whether the 'I 
Group Tools Building would have failed, not 
because of rock, but because of inadequate 
compaction. 
That is what caused the main building to 
fail. So, the relevance of it is that there was 
something wrong with the compaction of the earth 
ti1roughout this site, and it was not confined to 
an area that was simply underlain with rock. 
THE COURT: What is your response? 


















relevancy deals with facts in the Record as of now, :· 
,, 
i: 
that the main building failure was based upon 
settlement, and that the Group Tools Building 
failure was based upon settlement. 
Without those facts p:roven, I do not see 
what relevance there is of this man's opinion. 
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" 1: 25 :, :I J' ,I 
It 
I 
He is not qualified to give it, and it certainly 
cannot be given. 
The relevance of a building subsiding at 
some other point in the site, with respect to the 
building that subsided in fill laden with nested 

















The evidence is there was no ·rock underneath\' 
jl 
,; 
If the main building, so the similarity in the two 
II 
problems does not exist. The Group Tools Building i! 
II 
failure was catastrophic, whereas, the main 
building settled over a period of time. 
THE COURT: When did the settlement occur? 
I do not know when it failed. 
11R. CLEARY: Do you know 'N'hen the main 
bui~ding cracks from settlement occurred? 
'11HE \'liTNESS: I would have to check the 
records to s=e the date it "'tlas. 
THE COURT: Approximately: do you know 
approximately? 
Help me with this issue. 
THE WITNESS: sometir.1e approximately, 
I guess, around October or !;ovember of 1979. 
1-1R. CLEARY: Now, the Group Tools 
Building - -
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,· . J..: · .. :. ~ .. 3-263 
MR. HAZLEGROVE: Wait a minute; the Judge 
is asking him the questions now. 
THE COURT: Do you know when it failed? 
THE WITNESS: Well, by defining "failure," 
in what terms? 
TBE COURT: When did it crack? 
THE WITNESS: The first observation of a 
crack in the building, you know, however minute 
that may be, would have been around that time. 
THE COURT: Around October of 1979? 
THE l"'I'l'NESS: You are asking for a general 
tirrle, but again, without checking the records, 
I could not pin it down as to a specific time. 
'I'HE COURT: Did it require remedial work? 
THE WITNESS: Not at that time. 
THE COURT: wnen did it reach that point? 
THE WITNESS: There was some remedial work 
perfornteci at one area. 
TliE COUR~': Do you remember when? 
THE WITNESS: That was not performed 
until - - I am trying to think of the dates 
1981, around Septenlber of 1981 •. 
THE COURT: All right: is there anything 
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MR. CLEARY: No, Your Honor. 








i' rele=vant it would be. ~le ha'Te a two-story building i1 
r that did, in another area of the fill, that did ;' 
settle some. 
Total settlement may have been in 1981, 
so I just question its relavance. 
l~. I~ZLEGROVE: Your Honor, he testified 
that it began settlement in 1979, withirt a month. 
Tr~ COURT: A small crack, I realize that. 
HR. HAZLEGROVE: Well, a small crack is 
evidence of failure from an engineering standpoint. 
he has testified that it failed because it 
settled. 
The Group Tools Building faiied because it 
settled. Now, in one place there was no stone 
indicated underneath it, and in the other, there 
was. 
Now, if the soil was proper where the 
main building cracked, why shouldn•t that be 
relevant? 
'l'HE CCUR'I•: I do not know what we are 
leading to. Do you have evidence you are going 
to present that the entire failure was due to 
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!fiR. HAZLEGROVE: I am qoinq to have evidence li 
in the case of the main building, simply because ;! 
the compaction required of Freehling &· .• Robertson 
through testing was not achieved. 













cause is still in this case, so I am talking about j[ 






1:\iow, I think Your Honor is asswning that it .. 
It 
failed simply because there was rock underneath it. : 
'11IiE counT: 'I'hat is what I am trying to 
find out from you. ~xe you going to have evidence 
to the contrary? 
~lR. liAZLEGROVE: I am going to have 
~1at the soils under or around the Group Tools 
Building were not compacted to the level required 
by the Contract in the case of the main building, 
and that is a cause or one of the contributing 
causes to the failure. 
Your Honor, if that is not relevant, then 










~m. AYERS: Your Honor, maybe I can tell him. ,, 
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1~--------------------------------·--~!.· why. I do not see how it is releva11t at this 
2 Ill I I! 
I 
stage of the Proceeding is all we are saying. ,! 
3 !o ~~ 
!I I do not think the facts are in the Record j! 
4 !i rl 
ii upon which he is going to try to present that !! 
s I! !1 
:j evidence which may or may not come into the Record 
6 ,, \l 
7 
!i at some point in time. 11 
!j il 
8 Jl To let it in now is really going to muck up ;; 
I! !I 
!' the Record, because I suspect we will be objecting 
9 
li 














15 'l :: 
j! 



















r· 25 :, 
to the evidence he tries to present to lay the 
foundation for this type of testimony concerning 
causaticn. 
So, I think he is putting his cart before 
the horse , is the way I vie\·7 it. I do not see 
ho\1/ it is relevant at this point in time. 
If it becomes relevant, I do· not see how 
he can tie the main building failure to the 
Group.Tools Building failure. At this point in 
time, there is no evidence establishing any 
connection between the t\'10. 
If that foundation was laid at a later 
point in the '!'rial to the Court's satisfaction, 
perhaps it becomes relevant at tilat point in time. 
THE COURT: It is late in the day; it is 
5:40. Finish your Cross Examination on value; I 
~ ; 
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Cox - Redirect 3-267 
will research it tonight and have the Witness 
back tomorrow, and we will decide whether or not 
we are going into it. 
At this point, I will limit the examination 
and exclude this line of inquiry at this point 
before the Jury. 
Do you have any otl1er examination you want 
to go into pertaining to this Witness? 
l'iR. HAZLEGROVE: Let me take a look at my 
notes. 
Tl£ COURT: Do you have any more questions 
of this ,.,i tness? 
~ffi. H}.ZLEGROVE: No, I do not. 
THE COURT: Do you all have some Redirect? 
Well, bring the Jury in. 
(Jury in at 5:45p.m.) 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
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